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From 1906 to 1912 the British police contended with the 

struggles of militant suffragettes and active unionists. In 

facing the disturbances associated with the suffragette 

movement and union mobilization, the police confronted the 

dual problems of maintaining the public order essential to the 

survival and welfare of the kingdom while at the same time 

assuring to individuals the liberty necessary for Britain's 

further progress. This dissertation studies those police 

activities in detail. 

Primary sources for this dissertation include Cabinet 

Office, Home Office, and Metropolitan Police Archives; 

Parliamentary Debates. Parliamentary Papers, and collections 

of British law reports; and manuscripts, including those of 

Herbert Henry Asquith, Arthur James Balfour, Herbert John 

Gladstone, Edward Richard Henry, David Lloyd George, and 

Reginald McKenna. 

The earlier chapters introduce the theme of the conflict 

between order and liberty and survey the origins and 

development of the police from 1829 to 1906. Chapters 4, 5, 

and 6 examine the confrontation between the police and the 



suffragettes from 1906 to 1912. Chapters 7, 8, and 9 study 

the police's difficult position in coping with strikes from 

1906 to 1912. 

In conclusion, the author suggests that the British 

police constituted a relatively democratic institution. Under 

the control of Parliament, the rule of law, and the direction 

of the Home Office, the police fulfilled their responsibility 

of assuring public order at the cost of a minimum of lives and 

injuries, while they generally protected various kinds of 

individual liberty. Although they did not manage the 

suffragette movement as impartially as they dealt with the 

unions' strike mobilization during the years from 1906 to 

1912, the British police served, under the substantial control 

of the Liberal Government, positively to balance the conflict 

between order and liberty. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A recurring problem in civil society is the conflict 

between two seemingly irreconcilable principles. One is 

what can be called "liberty," the desire that people have to 

be masters of their own lives, reenforced by the advantage 

the state may see in permissive rule. The other principle 

is "order," the need for civil society to be peaceful and 

the impulse of those who govern to bar activity they see as 

"anti-social." While total liberty is anarchy, total order 

is tyranny. To avoid these two extremes, man confronts a 

dual problem of maintaining public order necessary to the 

welfare of any society while at the same time promoting the 

individual liberty essential to the progress. Disorder 

resulting from the conflict between order and liberty is a 

basic and persistent characteristic of a democratic state. 

Confronted with disorder, man must take steps to deal 

with it. Essential among these steps is the institution of 

a police. The police, who represent the collective 

interests of the community, play the key role in maintaining 

the balance between order and liberty in the state. 

Two major functions of the police are the protection of 

the life and property of every individual and the 

maintenance of the security of the state. While the former 

1 
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represents generally a consensus, the latter involves the 

arguable problem of the control of crowds. At political 

demonstrations, industrial disputes, or other difficult 

situations, crowd control for assuring the security of the 

state is "one of the most controversial types of police 

activity and one of the areas most sensitive to government 

pressure."1 This kind of police action may be easily 

directed to diminish individual rights or the public 

expression of thoughts. 

It is difficult for the police to serve positively to 

balance the conflict between order and liberty and to set a 

condition for future social reform; in a conservative or 

repressive state, often they function negatively as an 

obstacle to social change. T. A. Critchley contends, 

however, in A History of Police in England and Wales, that 

"in a democratic state, where Parliament is supreme and the 

rule of law well established, a strong, highly respected 

police force is a condition, not a denial, of liberty within 

the restraints of law."2 In his opinion, the British 

police system sustains British civilization and promotes 

simultaneously "the freedom under the rule of law without 

1Steve Uglow, Policing Liberal Society (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1988), 7. 

2T. A. Critchley, A History of Police in England and 
Wales (Montclair, N. J.: Patterson Smith Publishing Co., 
1972), xiii. 
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which civilization is worthless."3 Thus, in a democratic 

state, the police are challenged and equipped to deal 

purposely with the conflict between order and liberty. 

Ideally, a democratic police system must serve to maintain 

public order and to advance personal freedom. 

This job is controversial and difficult. Somehow the 

police must determine whether they are exercising a 

justified power of intervening in the public expression of 

thought. In his essay On Liberty. John Stuart Mill argues 

that individuals and government must refrain from 

interfering with the thought, expression, and action of any 

individual unless the individual's activities, proved by the 

public, are harmful to others or the safety of society.4 

But this has to do with the question of how threatening the 

thought, expression, and action must be to public security 

to justify legal suppression through police power. It 

appears difficult for law itself to obtain a general and 

precise answer to this puzzling question. And it will 

certainly create an inevitable controversial issue: the 

legitimacy of the police power to intervene in the public 

expression of thought. Sir Howard Vincent, author of The 

Police Code and General Manual of the Criminal Law, believes 

that "most of the errors committed by the police . . . were 

3Ibid., xiv. 

4Leo Strauss and Joseph Cropsey, eds., History of 
Political Philosophy (Chicago: The University of Chicago 
Press, 1987), 476-512. 
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due to ignorance of the law and deficient training in their 

duties."5 The police system, like all other institutions, 

therefore cannot dominate circumstances or rise above the 

quality and training of its personnel; performance always 

falls promise. 

The period from 1870 to 1914 witnessed, as historian R. 

C. K. Ensor states, "the conversion of English government 

into a democracy."6 By about 1900, when the rule of law 

was well established, the British had armed the police with 

prestige rather than power. They acted "as a force of 

unarmed civilians, in contrast to the soldiers who had in 

earlier times provoked as much violence as they 

repressed."7 

Historian Elie Halevy regards the period from 1905 to 

1914 as "the rule of democracy."8 But it was also a period 

of great unrest in Britain. The British police had to 

contend with the struggles of the militant suffragette 

5Samuel Henry Jeyes and Frederick Dauglas How, The Life 
of Sir Howard Vincent (London: George Allen & Co., Ltd., 
1912), 83. 

6R. C. K. Ensor, England, 1870-1914 (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1936), xix. 

rT. A. Critchley, The Conquest of Violence: Order and 
Liberty in Britain (London: Constable & Co. Ltd., 1970), 25. 

8Elie Halevy, A History of the English People in the 
Nineteenth Century, vol. 6, The Rule of Democracy, 1905-1914 
(New York: Barnes & Noble Inc., 1968). 
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movement, as well as labor unions' mass mobilizations.9 

The disruptions caused by the suffragettes and the unions 

created a grave threat of anarchy and a great challenge to 

British democracy. 

The period from 1906 to 1912 showed that the British 

were not in agreement on whether the suffrage should be 

extended equally to males and females. Women, the only 

remaining disenfranchised group, moved gradually to adopt 

deliberately violent methods of protest. The suffragettes 

and their sympathizers saw the militants' actions as the 

necessary and proper means of struggling for their political 

rights and individual liberties. But the Liberal Government 

regarded the suffragettes only in terms of public order, and 

made efforts to repress the*movement. Thus, the real 

conflict between order and liberty became a confrontation 

between the police and the militants. 

The years from 1906 to 1912 also saw the working class 

present a threat to established order through strikes and 

demonstrations. Workers formed labor unions, made legal 

only relatively recently, to improve their economic status 

and working conditions. These unions bargained with 

employers over wages, working hours, job security, and other 

matters. Strikes, however, raised the issues of the rights 

'wherever in this dissertation the British police are 
mentioned, the reference is to all the civil forces of 
police in Britain including the London Metropolitan Police, 
the City of London Police, and the provincial police forces. 
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of employers to pursue their own business in their own way, 

of non-union laborers to work, and of the union workers to 

strike and picket. The police were responsible for 

protecting these individual rights while maintaining public 

order. Thus, the agents of the government were in a 

difficult position to deal impartially and effectively with 

the disturbances associated with strikes. The real 

confrontation between employers and employees often became 

conflict between the police and the strikers. The former 

said they stood for the force of order, the latter for 

liberty. 

This dissertation will examine the role which the 

police played in confrontations between crowds and the 

authorities in the militant suffragette movement and the 

industrial unrest during the period of 1906 to 1912. It 

will examine- whether the police served positively to balance 

the conflict between order and liberty and to set a 

condition for future social reform, or functioned negatively 

as an obstacle to social change. To answer this fundamental 

question, some other questions should be examined: What 

problems must the police solve and what difficulties do they 

encounter in the government's campaign to suppress women's 

protests and to deal with serious industrial disturbances? 

What were the powers of the police and what were their 

limitations? On what factors do the effectiveness and the 

legitimacy of the police power depend? And what was the 
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relationship between police and trouble-makers in the 

confrontations between order and liberty? To answer these 

questions this dissertation will survey the establishment 

and the evolution of the British police from 1829 to 1906 

and discuss the organization and inner workings of the force 

of order. Then, it will examine how the police functioned 

in practice in managing the suffragettes violence and the 

great strike movement during the years of 1906 to 1912. 

Archival research in England provided the fundamental 

sources for this dissertation. The vast majority of papers 

relating to the study, including those of the Home Office 

and the Metropolitan Police, are open to public inspection 

at the Public Record Office (PRO) which is at Kew, 

Surrey.10 These two important sources include the Home 

Secretary's directions to the Metropolitan Police 

Commissioner and local police authorities, Law Officers' 

opinions, correspondence between the Metropolitan Police 

Commissioner and his subordinates, the Commissioner's 

strategies to deal with the suffragettes' protests and labor 

unrest, complaints against police's misconduct, police's 

notes of public meetings, requests for police protection, 

conditions of imprisonment, and many other subjects. The 

Archives Department of New Scotland Yard, Broadway, also has 

valuable files of documents. 

10The Home Office records are listed under the various 
"HO" headings; the Metropolitan Police documents under 
"MEPO." 
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Manuscripts of individuals used in this dissertation 

include those of Herbert John Gladstone and Edward Richard 

Henry in British Library; H. H. Asquith in the custody of 

the Bodleian Library, University of Oxford; Reginald McKenna 

in the Churchill Archives Centre, Churchill College, 

Cambridge; and David Lloyd George in the House of Lords 

Record Office, London. The Library of the Institute of 

Historical Research, University of London, and the British 

Library provided important materials, including official 

publications. 

Other primary sources for this dissertation include the 

Parliamentary Debates, Parliamentary Papers, collections of 

British law reports, microfilm of the Cabinet Letters to the 

Sovereign, and The Times. Although the Churchill Archives 

Centre, Churchill College, Cambridge, has no intention, at 

present, to open the Churchill Papers, the companion volumes 

to Winston S. Churchill, edited by Randolph S. Churchill, 

offer numerous valuable records for research. 

These sources have made possible the study of the 

British police's experiences in dealing with the 

suffragettes and the unions during the years from 1906 to 

1912, especially within the context of whole Britain's 

search for orderly liberty, or for the art of a democratic 

way of life. 



CHAPTER II 

THE ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE BRITISH POLICE 

AS A DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTION, 1829-1856 

The British police, for the first years after the 

institution was founded in 1829, were widely detested and 

feared. By 1906 a majority of the British population had 

come to see the police as agents of the subjects they were 

policing. The British people came to see the police as 

enforcers of democratically-enacted laws on behalf of all 

segments of society rather than on behalf of any partisan 

interest. They saw the police as ruled by the objective of 

maintaining public' order and not threatening personal 

liberty within the body of law. The British people, 

therefore, saw the nation as being very different from those 

authoritarian states where "the police are presumed to have 

wide and arbitrary powers of interference in the lives of 

citizens."1 Britain, the people believed, was a policed 

society "underpinned by the traditional liberal values of 

individual freedom."2 Many historians of the British 

police agree that the development of the Metropolitan Police 

1Steve Uglow, Policing Liberal Society (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1988), 1. 

2Ibid. 
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in the years between 1829 and 1856 created their democratic 

character.3 

The purpose of this chapter is to examine those first 

years, 1829-1856, through a brief chronological survey of 

the establishment and development of professional policing 

in Britain. Except for responding to the demand for order, 

the need for the police to get popular acceptance influenced 

continuously both the creation of the Metropolitan Police in 

1829, and its survival and expansion to provincial areas in 

the next two and half decades. This basic consideration of 

allaying fears about the harmful consequences of having a 

police force was the key factor which molded its democratic 

character. Recruiting, training, leadership, organization, 

administration, and other aspects of the police will be 

examined in this chapter to demonstrate how the principle of 

guarding liberty was fixed in the institution of the police. 

Founded and regulated by the Metropolitan Police Act, 

1829, the London Metropolitan Police had jurisdiction over 

3For details, see Cyril D. Robinson, "Ideology as 
History: A Look at the Way Some English Police Historians 
Look at the Police," Police Studies 2 (1979): 35-49. Some 
historians regard the origins of the Metropolitan Police as 
the establishment of a class-based institution, designed to 
check the threat of the working-class radicalism of the 
1830s and 1840s, Robert Storch, "The Policeman as Domestic 
missionary; Urban Discipline and Popular Culture in Northern 
England, 1850-1880," Journal of Social History, 9 (Summer 
1976): 481-509. 
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an approximate area of seven hundred square miles.4 In the 

meantime, the City of London, occupying an area of one 

square mile, had its own separate and independent police 

force. The creation of the Metropolitan Police set up the 

foundation for subsequent national police reform legislation 

in the years between 1830 and 1856 and the formal 

establishment of English provincial police forces during the 

period of 1856-1888. Since the City of London Police and 

English provincial police forces were all created and 

regulated by Parliament, legislation creating them was 

modeled closely on the Metropolitan Police Act, 1829, and an 

examination of that act's historical background, its 

successful passage without opposition, and its resulting 

creation of the Metropolitan Police is necessary to under-

stand the sources of democratic traits rooted in the British 

police after 1829. 

While it was the root of the formation of the London 

Metropolitan Police and the spread of the Victorian police 

system throughout all other provincial areas, the Metropoli-

tan Police Act, 1829, derived from a lengthy and complicated 

need and fear of English society since mid-eighteenth 

century. Charles Reith, "an invaluable if somewhat naive 

and uncritical historian of the Metropolitan Police" and the 

author of six works on the history of the police, explains 

4The Metropolitan Police Act, 1829, The Statutes of the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland. 10 George IV, 
c. 44 (1829). 
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briefly this perplexing situation: 

The almost complete impotence of law-enforcement 
machinery in England during the later years of the 
eighteenth and early years of the nineteenth centuries 
was rightly regarded as a serious menace to state 
existence. A new form of police had not only to be 
found; it had to be invented, because the only other 
model which was in existence in the world [i.e., the 
gendarmerie system which survived on the Continent] was 
feared and hated by the people of England to an extent 
which led many of them to believe, sincerely, that what 
they would be obliged to endure from it, if it were 
adopted in England, would be more than what they were 
suffering from lack of police.5 

The need for a proper means of enforcing laws and 

maintaining order is a problem all societies face. In Great 

Britain, there was also a prevailing fear about losing 

individual freedom. Those two trains of thought delayed the 

creation of the Metropolitan Police until 1829, but they 

molded the democratic character of the British police as a 

law-enforcement institution. 

The establishment of a centralized police in 1829 was 

the synthesis of the traditional English concern for per-

sonal freedom, fears resulting from all the uncontrollable 

crimes and disorders of the past century, and the need to 

maintain order. Since the eighteenth century, the 

agricultural revolution and then the steady advance of 

industrialization, which required a high concentration of 

labor, caused a great movement of population from country to 

5Charles Reith, A Short History of the British Police 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1948), 3-4. For the 
comment of Reith's place in the historiography of the 
history of British police, see Robinson, "Ideology as 
History", 40. 
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city. The consequent accumulation of population in towns 

introduced "an unmanageable, volatile, and convulsively 

criminal class at the base of society."6 To face the 

growing aggression of uncontrollable crime and mob violence, 

the prevalent parish-constable system, inherited from an 

agricultural England, had become ineffective. Under the old 

system, there existed, generally, in each parish only one 

appointed or elected, unarmed, and unpaid parish constable, 

who was expected to cooperate with the local Justices, or 

magistrates, in fulfilling the daily duties of securing 

observance of laws and maintaining public order.7 Too weak 

to overcome the serious menace to state the "dangerous 

classes" caused, the parish-constable system first failed in 

London and then broke down slowly throughout the rest of 

England.8 

There were, therefore, many suggestions for the 

improvement of the civil force. But the English people 

generally had no desire to reform the parish-constable 

system to maintain order. Influenced by a traditional 

hostility towards an institution of police, only Patrick 

Colquhoun, Jeremy Bentham, and Edwin Chadwick advocated 

6Allan Silver, "The Demand for Order in Civil Society: 
A Review of Some Themes in the History of Urban Crime, 
Police and Riot," in David J. Bordua, ed., The Police: Six 
Sociological Essavs (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 
1967), 3. 

7Reith, Short History. 2-3. 

8Ibid. , 3. 
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police reform during the long period from 17 50 to 1828. 

Colquhoun, the pioneer police reformer and the author of A 

Treatise on the Police of the Metropolis, advocated building 

up a "Preventive Police" which was well-regulated, 

preventive, restrained, and "perfectly congenial to the 

principles of the British Constitution."9 Such a 

preventive police system was not hostile to, but an 

essential prerequisite to the enjoyment of "the comfort, the 

happiness, and the true liberty and security of the 

people."10 Jeremy Bentham, in his Constitutional Code, 

proposed the establishment of a centralized preventive 

police force under the control of the Government.11 Edwin 

Chadwick, "the heir of Bentham's doctrine of police," 

pointed out that "to prevent the commission of crime" was 

the primary object of a preventive police, and he continued 

to advance police reform in the years between 1828 and 

1885.12 These three police reformers "made up the trinity 

of Utilitarians whose school of thought finally reconciled 

9Cited in Leon Radzinowicz, A History of English 
Criminal Law and Its Administration from 1750. vol. 3, 
Cross-Currents in the Movement for the Reform of the Police 
(New York: The MacMillan Company, 1957), 248. 

10Quoted in ibid., 249. 

11Ibid. , 433. 

12Ibid. , 450, 474. 
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the English idea of liberty with the French idea of 

police.1,13 

Nevertheless, over a period of nearly a century, a 

majority of both subjects and authority persistently 

believed that the creation of an organized police would 

threaten personal freedom. Without police, however, they 

had no efficient means of enforcing laws and maintaining 

order, but had to "rely for some decades, and with 

disastrous results, almost exclusively on the broken reed of 

military force."14 The Peterloo Massacre in 1819 was "the 

turning point in Cabinet realization of the failure of 

military force."15 During the decade following that event, 

the belief that Britain could create an efficient police 

through piece-meal improvements in the parish-constable 

forces slowly disappeared.16 When both the parish-

constable system and military force failed completely in 

enforcing laws and maintaining order, the desirability of 

establishing an organized police became obvious. 

Under this favorable circumstance, in April 1829, Home 

13T. A. Critchley, A History of Police in England and 
Wales (Montclair, N. J.: Patterson Smith Publishing Co., 
1972), 49. See also Radzinowicz, A History of English 
Criminal Law, 3: 542. 

HCharles Reith, British Police and the Democratic 
Ideal (London: Oxford University Press, 1943), V; Reith, 
Short History, 18. 

15Reith, Short History. 20. 

394. 

16Radzinowicz, A History of English Criminal Law. 3: 
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Secretary Sir Robert Peel introduced his "Bill for Improving 

the Police in and near the Metropolis." And the 

Metropolitan Police Act, 1829, was passed "without 

opposition and with scarcely any debate."17 The Colquhoun-

Bentham doctrine of preventive police, rejected by three 

Parliamentary committees in 1816, 1818, and 1822, now became 

the basis of the 1829 Act which established and regulated 

the London Metropolitan Police, or the "New Police," 

differentiating this third system from both the English 

parish-constable force and French police. After many years 

of hostility towards the idea of a professional police 

force, the creation of the Metropolitan Police resulted from 

an empirical process with no grand design. 

The Metropolitan Police Act became law on July 19, 

1829, and it initiated the process of building up the New 

Police under the direction of the Home Secretary. Although 

he was satisfied with the successful passage of the Act and 

started to create the London Metropolitan Police, "Peel knew 

only too well how unpopular had been the decision to 

establish it; if it were to succeed, it must rely on public 

co-operation and good will."18 It was under this 

17Critchley, A History of Police, 50. For details, see 
J. L. Lyman, "The Metropolitan Police Act of 1829: An 
Analysis of Certain Events Influencing the Passage and 
Character of the Metropolitan Police Act in England," The 
Journal of Criminal Law, Criminology, and Police Science 5 5 
1 (1964): 141-154. 

18Critchley, A History of Police. 52 
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threatening pressure, rooted in the traditional fear of 

gaining public peace at the intolerable cost of losing 

individual liberty, that led Peel to organize a police force 

with democratic characteristics before William Lamb 

Melbourne replaced him in November 1830. 

As an indispensable prerequisite of enjoying personal 

freedom, the maintenance of order through the prevention of 

crime was Peel's primary purpose of forming the police.19 

This force had to embody the precepts of the rule of law, he 

felt. The Home Secretary stressed, as a fundamental rule, 

that every police officer "must be particularly cautious not 

to interfere idly or unnecessarily" in individuals' 

lives.20 To fix the precepts of the rule of law in the new 

institution of the police, Peel entrusted the task of 

leading, designing, and organizing the force to commissioner 

of Police Richard Mayne, a young and efficient lawyer, who 

was assisted by another able lawyer, John Wray. Mayne, 

along with Wray, was an expert in the law and accountable 

for placing the precept of the rule of law in the minds of 

all police officers. Peel appointed an ex-soldier, Colonel 

Charles Rowan, as the other one of the first two 

19Peel stated in late October, 1829, that "I want to 
teach people that liberty does not consist in having your 
house robbed by organized gangs of thieves, and in leaving 
the principal streets of London in the nightly possession of 
drunken women and vagabonds," ibid., 54. He also emphasized 
in his first instructions to the New Police that "the object 
to be attained is the prevention of crime," ibid., 52. 

20Quoted in ibid., 53. 
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Commissioners of Police (later reduced to one). Rowan was 

responsible for enforcing discipline in the police. 

Peel also paid much attention to the police's 

relationship with the state. According to the Metropolitan 

Police Act, the police would be under the direction of the 

Home Secretary who was responsible to Parliament. This 

initial arrangement "provided a valuable parliamentary check 

during the formative years," and the police force was, from 

its creation, open to public examination and criticism.21 

Peel and his commissioners were cautious in the recruiting 

of the first 3,000 police constables. Among the numerous 

applications, "those from military men of senior rank and 

from people with influence in the Government were generally 

turned down."22 

In addition to their relationship with the law and the 

state, the New Police were called upon to build up a 

harmonious relationship with the people and the community. 

On the evening of September 29, 1829, though regarded by 

Londoners with hostility or derision, the New Police first 

appeared to the public as a civil force. The first 

constables dressed in a blue, non-military uniform, and had 

no arms other than a wooden rattle and "a short truncheon 

concealed beneath the long trails of the coat."23 The 

21Ibid. , 56. 

22Ibid. , 52. 

23Ibid. , 51. 
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unarmed police officer has always been a symbol of the 

British police as an essential and minimum force to maintain 

order.24 The purpose of the lack of firearms was, 

therefore, to make the New Police not be seen as a force of 

"external imposition or naked aggression," but as "a 

homogeneous and democratic body, in tune with the people, 

understanding the people, belonging to the people, and 

drawing its strength from the people."25 Peel's attempt to 

promote a harmonious relationship with the public through 

not arming "the police clearly helped to win the hearts of 

Londoners" in the long run.26 

Although Peel and his commissioners regulated adroitly 

and purposefully the police's relationship with the law, the 

state, and the people to build up the police force as an 

institution with democratic traits to maintain order, they 

still suffered hostility and opposition in and immediately 

after 1829. The years between 1830 and 1833, began with the 

Reform Bill Riots in London and ended with the Coldbath 

Fields incident. Those years witnessed an acute political 

and class struggle between those who demanded parliamentary 

reform and those who resisted it. The nation-wide upheavals 

2AUglow, Policing Liberal Society. 12. 

25Ibid., 4. See also Critchley, A History of Police. 
52. 

26Stanley H. Palmer, Police and Protest in England and 
Ireland 1780-1850 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1988), 313. 
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and disturbances resulting from the struggle introduced 

another serious conflict between the radicals and the 

police. When in 1833 a police officer was killed at a 

public meeting in Coldbath Fields, the jury at the inquest 

brought in a verdict of "justifiable homicide." 

Nevertheless, the "imperturbability, courage, good humor, 

and sense of fairplay" of the police at Coldbath Fields 

initiated Londoners' new and more friendly relationship with 

the police.27 In the 1834 Parliamentary committee report, 

which investigated the clash between the police and the 

London mob in the Coldbath Fields incident, the Metropolitan 

Police was recognized as "one of the most valuable modern 

institutions," because of its impact on repressing crime and 

assuring public security.28 Moreover, the committee 

declared that "the Metropolitan Police has imposed no 

restraint, either upon public bodies or individuals, which 

is not entirely consistent with the fullest practical 

exercise of every civil privilege, and with the most 

unrestrained intercourse of private society."29 The 

Metropolitan Police, therefore, successfully reconciled 

order with freedom, and won parliamentary support. 

Credit for this success belongs to Mayne and Rowan. The 

27Ibid. , 55. 

28Quoted in David Ascoli, The Queen's Peace: The 
Origins and Development of the Metropolitan Police 1829-1979 
(London: Hamish Hamilton, 1979), 107. 

29 Quoted in Critchley, A History of Police, 56 
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commissioners had made patient and courageous efforts for 

five years in the struggle for the survival of the New 

Police. The 1834 committee report clearly and strongly 

approved of their exercise of sound discretion "on many 

critical occasions, and in very difficult circumstances," 

and their "straightforward, open and honourable course they 

have pursued whenever their conduct has been questioned by 

the Public."30 During the years of the early development 

of the Metropolitan Police, Mayne and Rowan framed many 

valuable principles, such as preventive policing, non-

partisanship, neutrality, independence,the precept of the 

rule of law, unarmed constable,and others. They were 

essential to the success of the Metropolitan Police in 

acquiring many Londoners' slowly growing appreciation of the 

positive role of the police in maintaining order within only 

five years. Mayne and Rowan made the British police arm 

with prestige rather than power. 

The survival of the London Metropolitan Police not only 

verified the practicability and effectiveness of the 1829 

Police Act, but set an example to the rest of Great Britain 

for the subsequent formation of the provincial police. 

During the 1830s, there existed "the sheer lack of any civil 

force outside the metropolis capable of maintaining the 

30Quoted in Ascoli, The Queen's Peace. 107. See also 
in ibid., 56. 
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peace."31 Because of the slowly growing popular acceptance 

support of the Metropolitan Police and their success in 

dealing with civil disorders in London, over three thousand 

policemen were, between 1830 and 1838, sent to help other 

areas in times of crisis.32 Moreover, the need to control 

disorder during the Chartist years of 1838-1842 increased 

the need for spreading the professional police throughout 

the country. The 1836-1839 Royal Commission, organized to 

find the best means of establishing an efficient rural 

police force in the counties of England and Wales, strongly 

recommended the establishment of a single professional 

police force for the rural areas on the model of the 

Metropolitan Police.33 Under the pressure of the crisis of 

Chartism, the County Police Act, 1839, started the process 

of building up a professional provincial police.34 

Although the Municipal Corporation Act, 1835, had dealt 

with the creation of a paid police force in the country, it 

did not establish local forces competent to maintain order 

Leo Radzinowicz, A History of English Criminal Law. 
vo1- 4: Grappling for Control (London: Stevens & Sons 1968), 
210. 

32Ibid. , 233. 

33For a full analysis of the report of the 1836-1839 
Royal Commission, see Critchley, A History of Police. 68-74. 

34The County police Act. 1839. The Statutes of the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland. 2 & 3 Victoria, c. 93 
(1839) . 
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or prevent crime.35 The numerous early forces lacked 

formal links with central government, and were closely 

associated with the magistracy. This traditional 

association caused the problem that the judicial powers, 

which led to punishment, and the police powers, which 

include the prevention and detection of crimes, were mixed. 

The 1836-1839 Royal Commission recommended that local forces 

follow the model of the Metropolitan police: 

One of the first and most important steps in the 
. improvements of the Metropolitan Police consisted in the 
separation of these functions [the magistracy and the 
police] . . . the completion of the separation is 
essential to the completion of the improvement. The 
demands of time requisite for the performance of the 
executive duties involved in the efficient 
superintendence of any well-regulated constabulary, 
which require an uninterrupted daily attention, are now 
so great as to be compatible only with the performance 
of the duties as a profession. . . . The first and only 
important improvement of the Metropolitan Police 
consisted in its organization upon a large scale, and in 
subjecting it to unity of action.36 

The commission was confident of the extension of the 

successful experience of the Metropolitan Police to all the 

local police forces. 

But the permissive County Police Act, 1839, which was 

enacted to extend and invigorate the civil force that would 

maintain order throughout the country, received ho zealous 

cooperation. During the years between 1839 and 1856 when 

35Critchley, A History of Police. 71. The municipal 
Corporation Act. 1835. The Statutes of the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Ireland. 5 & 6 William IV, c. 76 (1835). 

36Critchley, A History of Police. 73-74. 
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local police was made obligatory by the County and Borough 

Police Act, 1856, no more than half of the fifty-six 

counties adopted the 1839 County Police Act, because of the 

cost of establishing such a force and the fear of its threat 

to individual freedom.37 Although the proposed single 

national police force under central control "would provide 

little more than one policeman to two thousand of the 

population," they were still to be seen as the real threat 

to the liberty of the subject.38 Thus, the formation of an 

organized, professional, and united provincial police would 

be postponed to the period of 1856 to 1888. 

The experiment of the Metropolitan Police in the first 

half of the nineteenth century did, however, create "the 

benign and dignified English police image," and make some 

historians regard the police as a democratic force for 

maintaining order. Melville Lee, "the father of English 

police history," claims that the full approval of the people 

is the foundation of the British police.39 The survival of 

the Metropolitan Police and the failure to establish a 

centralized professional local police before 1856 both 

resulted from the popular opinion. Since the British police 

37Ibid., 89. The County and Borough Police Act. 1856. The 
Statutes of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland. 
19 & 20 Victoria, C.69 (1856). 

38Radzinowicz, A History of English Criminal Law. 4: 229. 

39W. L. Melville Lee, A History of Police in England 
(Montclair, N. J.: Patterson Smith, 1971; first published in 
1901), xxix, 328-329. 
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have "always been of the people and for the people," 

contends Melville Lee, the police forces have never been 

"powerful enough to coerce the nation at large."40 Charles 

Reith claims that the police system is the British people's 

greatest contribution to world civilization, because the 

Metropolitan Police provided a satisfactory answer to the 

controversial problem of reconciling order with freedom. In 

his British Police and the Democratic Idea, he states that 

the police "system solves Democracy's problem of securing, 

by democratic methods, effective observance of 

democratically-made laws, and immensely enhances its power 

of perfecting its laws."41 For Reith, the core of the 

democratic nature of the police system is that the British 

police, from their very creation, were entirely dependent 

upon the support and cooperation of the public.42 In other 

words, the police represented their people. 

T. A. Critchley agrees with Lee and Reith that the 

British Police rely on popular support for their 

effectiveness. Resulting from the strength of opposition to 

the very existence of the police, the principle of earning 

public goodwill, which was adopted by their first 

40Ibid. , 61. 

41Reith, British Police and the Democratic Ideal. 259. 

42Ibid., 5, 10. See also Charles Reith, A New Study of 
Police History (London: Oliver & Boyd, 1956), 265. 
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architects, became the basis of the Metropolitan Police.43 

Sir Leon Radzinowicz, the author of five volumes of A 

History of English Criminal Law and its Administration from 

1750 states that, within the short period of 1829-1834, the 

police "had ceased to be regarded, except in the most 

radical circles, as a threatening innovation."44 During 

this short period, those public enquires into scandals and 

complaints against the police "confirmed the principle that 

the police were not to be above the law, above control, 

above scrutiny."45 Radzinowicz acclaims the permanent 

significance of this early confirmation in the development 

of the British Police: 

It was the acceptance of this principle from the very 
outset, and its strict application during the earliest 
development of an organized force, that made the history 
of the English police so different from that of 
Continental countries such as France and Prussia.46 

Unlike the police in Paris and Berlin, the London policemen 

were not the masters of the public. J. J. Tobias points out 

that the success of the Metropolitan Police during the first 

half of the nineteenth century not only solved the problem 

of maintaining law and order, but rid the public of fears 

43Critchley, A History of Police. 52-53. 

44Radzinowicz, A History of English Criminal Law. 4: 190. 

45Ibid. 

46Ibid. 
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for their liberty until after the Second World War.47 

Thus Melville Lee, Reith, Critchley, and Radzinowicz 

all agree that the British police are representative of the 

British people, and that the system is a democratic 

institution. However accurate this generalization may be, 

it does point out one of the essential characters of the 

establishment and development of the Metropolitan Police in 

the years between 1829 and 1856. The next period of 1856-

1906 saw not only the extension of the successful experiment 

of the Metropolitan Police to all England and Wales, but the 

growing public acceptance of the police as an institution. 

The methods of the police for dealing with protests and 

disorders will be discussed in the next chapter. While the 

police must be representative of their people, they also 

need to pursue, arrest, and imprison some of those same 

people.48 After developing their democratic character and 

winning popular support in the years between 1829 and 1856, 

the British police in the next period, from 1856 to 1906, 

were pushed to find ways to reconcile order with liberty. 

47J. J. Tobias, Crime and Police in England 1700-1900 
(New York: St. Martin's Press, 1979), 77, 80, 89, 93. 

48Compounding the problem, was the fact that many 
criminals came from the poorest classes. "Victorian 
prisoners were very poor people indeed," historian V. A. C. 
Gatrell asserted in "Crime, Authority and the Policeman-
state," in F. M. L. Thompson, ed., The Cambridge Social 
History of Britain 1750-1950. vol. 3, Social Agencies and 
Institutions (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 
270. 



CHAPTER III 

THE BRITISH POLICE AND PROTESTS, 1856-1906 

The British police cultivated successfully their 

democratic character during the period from 1829 to 1856. 

Protests or domestic disturbances in the next half century 

(especially in the 1860s, 1870s, and 1880s) seriously 

threatened public order and required appropriate police 

response.1 Given their role of promising security for the 

community, the police's function of protecting individual 

liberty must inevitably become marginal. For the British 

government and public, the key importance of the police lay 

in their ability to preserve public order in difficult 

situations. The maintenance of order, or more specifically 

the control of crowds in riots, however, had to be balanced 

against the inseparable need to assure the right of public 

meeting. Solving the problems of balance to a degree, the 

British police, during the years between 1856 and 1906, 

developed as democratic forces of riot control. 

Efficiency and legitimacy were perhaps two essential 

objectives of developing this democratic police force. To 

accomplish the first aim of efficiency, the government had 

1Donald C. Richter claims that "Britain in the 
eighteen-sixties, seventies and eighties, contrary to 
popular belief, was a very disorderly society," Riotous 
Victorians (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press, 1981), 163. 
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to extend provincial police forces and to arm the Home 

Secretary with coercive powers to raise uniformly the 

standards of local police forces, especially to consolidate 

small borough and county forces. The County and Borough 

Police Act of 1856 was the first compulsory police 

legislation and spread an efficient police power throughout 

the country. It also initiated the process of the 

consolidation of borough and county forces. In 1888, 

through a complicated process, the consolidation was 

achieved by abolishing some small forces. But the idea of 

putting all the local police under Home Office control, or 

the centralization of the forces was rejected. While they 

were busy with extending and consolidating local police, the 

British were also occupied in finding appropriate ways of 

promoting and maintaining continuously the public acceptance 

of the belief that the police were exercising a justified 

power of intervention in individual freedom, or the 

legitimacy of the police power. To achieve the second aim 

of legitimacy, the police, under the guidance of the Home 

Secretary, made efforts to deal with crowd disturbances and 

to regulate public meetings and processions. Demonstrating 

the legitimacy of British policing was a complicated 

challenge for all administrations during the years from 1856 

to 1906. The consolidation of the British police 

(efficiency) and their struggle for reconciling order with 

liberty (legitimacy) will be discussed in this chapter. 
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The entangled process of extending the police forces to 

the provinces and their consolidation may be understood at 

first by sketching several important legislative acts. The 

Municipal Corporation Act of 1835 and the compulsory 

policing clauses it contained required each of the 17 8 

boroughs, or the reformed corporations, to form a watch 

committee which was given powers to appoint a sufficient 

number of paid constables and to frame rules for their 

operation. But the act did not affect the parish constables 

in the counties. Although the permissive County Police Act 

of 1839 enabled county magistrates in quarter sessions to 

establish paid police forces, no more than half of the 

counties adopted the act. The County and Borough Police Act 

of 1856 compelled all counties and boroughs to set up and 

maintain a police force. In early 1857, all counties in 

England and Wales had their own police, some of them for the 

first time. Not only did it spread police forces over all 

communities, the Police Act of 1856 was designed also to 

consolidate local forces. Boroughs with a population under 

5,000, maintaining their own forces, were, under the act, 

disqualified from receiving funds from the central 

government towards defraying the cost of the police. To 

check the creation of new forces resulting from the 

incorporation of a large number of new boroughs, the 

Municipal Corporations (New Charters) Act of 1877 prohibited 

newly incorporated boroughs with less than 20,000 population 
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from establishing police forces.2 And a provision in the 

Local government Act of 1888 further abolished the existing 

police forces in boroughs of under 10,000 population.3 The 

number of separate police forces was, therefore, reduced 

from 231 in 1888 to 183 in 1889.A The act also transferred 

control over the county police from the county magistrates 

to standing joint committees of county councillors and 

justices. 

Palmerston was the pioneer in advancing the mid-

nineteenth-century police reform. As Home Secretary during 

185 3 and 1854, he clearly understood the inadequacy of local 

police and hoped to persuade the local magistrates to 

improve them.5 In "The County and Borough Police Act, 

1856," Jenifer Hart succinctly summarizes Palmerston's 

radical and comprehensive plan of reforming local police, 

which was a police bill introduced in June 1854: 

All counties were to have police forces, and Government 
Inspectors were to be appointed; boroughs with fewer 
than 20,000 inhabitants were to lose their independent 
forces (this would have affected about 120 Boroughs out 
of a total of 180 with their own forces); the five 
smallest Counties were to be amalgamated with their 
neighbors for police purposes; the Home Secretary was to 
make rules for Borough forces as he already could for 
the Counties; and much power was to be transferred from 

2The Municipal Corporations Act. 1877. The Law Reports. 
40 & 41 Victoria, c. 69 (1877). 

3The Local Government Act. 1888. The Law Reports. 51 & 
52 Victoria, c. 41 (1888). 

ACritchley, A History of Police. 133. 

5Ibid., 101, 104, 107-111. 
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Watch Committee to Borough Chief Constables, whose 
selection was subject to the Home Secretary's approval; 
but no provision was made for financial aid from the 
Government.6 

These proposals revealed his hope of improving the 

local police on the model of the Metropolitan Police acting 

on the orders of government. Although he was still attached 

to the principle of local self-government, Palmerston 

violated inevitably the traditional pattern of English local 

government by proposing the amalgamation of the smaller 

borough forces with the counties. The bill met, therefore, 

furious opposition and was soon withdrawn. Palmerston 

introduced a less contentious Bill, dealing only with the 

needs of the rural police, in July, 1854, but it failed 

again.7 

Although six months later Palmerston became Prime 

Minister and could not continue directly his work of 

improving the provincial police, he encouraged his 

successor, Sir George Grey, to make further police reforms. 

After gathering additional facts about the state of the 

rural police, Grey introduced a third Police Bill in 1856. 

It was "more moderate and conciliatory-compulsory police, 

Government inspection, some grant-in-aid to forces certified 

efficient, except where the population was under 5,000, and 

6Jenifer Hart, "The County and Borough Police Act, 
1856," Public Administration 34 (Winter 1956): 406. 

7Critchley, A History of Police. 113. 
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power for the Home Secretary to make rules for Borough 

forces," but still met the resistance of the boroughs.8 

The Home Secretary insisted on his proposals, but yield his 

power to make regulations for the borough police forces. 

The County and Borough Police Act of 1856 finally gained, 

under the emotional impact of the war in Crimea, 

Parliamentary support and received the Royal assent on July 

21, 1856.9 

The act forced all counties and boroughs to create and 

maintain a police force. It also established a substantial 

degree of central control over provincial police forces.' 

Three inspectors of Constabulary were appointed to assess 

the efficiency of local forces and report it to the Home 

Secretary. This central control was rooted in the 

relationship between Home Office and inspectors, not in that 

between Home Office and local governments. Under the act, 

local forces certified by the inspectors as efficient in 

numbers and discipline would receive a limited central 

government grant towards the cost of the force. The 

inspectors were appointed to lead, under the supervision of 

the Home Secretary, the local authorities to improve the 

8Hart, "The County and Borough Police Act, 1856": 406. 

9"War was the event in 1855, and what was happening in 
the Crimea was at the basis of all debate on the proposed 
police during 1855 and 1856." Carolyn Steedman, Policing 
the Victorian Community: The Formation of English 
Provincial Police Forces. 1856-80 (London: Routledge & 
Kegan Paul, 1984), 25. 
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efficiency of local police, but the work must be done 

without violating the principle of local self-government. 

T. A. Critchley regards the Act as "a notable experiment in 

reconciling the principle of central supervision with local 

management in a politically acceptable form. Indeed, so 

successful was the experiment that the new pattern of 

administration established by the County and Borough Police 

Act, 1856, was to survive for more than 100 years."10 

Thus, the act played a key role in advancing the efficiency 

of the British provincial police through its arrangements of 

the extension, consolidation, and central supervision of 

them. 

Eighteen years after the Police Act of 1856, a new 

cycle of police reforms started. In 1874, to advance the 

general cohesion of county and borough police through 

strengthening the Home Secretary's authority and control 

over them, the Government increased the Exchequer grant 

towards the cost of all forces, except where the population 

was under 5,000, from one-quarter to one-half of 

expenditures for pay and clothing. This new arrangement 

raised some radical proposals of reform, including 

increasing the Home Secretary's power to approve the 

appointment and disposal of Head Constables in Boroughs and 

Chief Constables in Counties, and to make rules for borough 

forces. That the grant for a separate local force should be 

10, Critchley, A History of Police. 116. 
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given only to those boroughs of over 10,000 inhabitants 

instead of 5,000 was also included.11 

These proposals were so radical that they produced no 

actual reforms until 1877, when the Municipal Corporations 

(New Charters) Act prohibited newly incorporated boroughs of 

under 20,000 population from forming a police force.12 

The Act of 1877 was to check the proliferation of new 

separate forces, resulted from the incorporation of many new 

boroughs caused by Britain's rapid industrial expansion. 

That act did not touch existing small borough forces. 

Eleven years passed before central government acquired the 

chance to abolish them. A provision in the Local Government 

Act of 1888 abolished police forces in boroughs of under 

10,000 inhabitants.13 It consolidated greatly the 

provincial police, ended this round (1874-1888) of police 

reforms, and "established the final pattern of the 

nineteenth-century police service, a pattern that endured 

well into the twentieth century."14 

To reconcile central supervision with local management 

characterized fundamentally the development of local police 

system in England and Wales from 1856 to 1906. Following 

the model of the Metropolitan Police, the 1836-1839 Royal 

11Ibid. , 127-128. 

12Ibid. , 129 

13Ibid. , 133 

KIbid., 126. 
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Commission initiated the idea of creating a single 

professional local police force. This started the long 

struggle, which would last more than a century, between 

those who urged nationalization or centralization of local 

police forces and those who advocated local control over 

them. The former emphasized mainly the need of 

nationalization to make the police more efficient. The 

latter stressed effectively the importance of local 

administration to protect personal freedom.15 To reconcile 

these two extremes, police reforms during the years between 

1856 and 1888 could only enhance the Home Secretary's 

authority to consolidate the provincial forces without doing 

violence to the long tradition of association between the 

police and local authorities. The process of reducing the 

number of separate police forces and amalgamating them would 

go on for another eighty years.16 

Although the police reforms during the period of 1856-

1888 did transmit fundamental principles, such as the 

impartiality of the paid police and their dependence upon 

the support of the public, to all communities in England and 

Even in 1962, Home Secretary R. A. Butler stated that 
"I am quite convinced that it would be wrong for one man or 
one government to be in charge directly of the whole police 
of this country. Our constitution is based on checks and 
balances. This has kept our liberty through the 
generations." The Times. January 27, 1962. 

16The number of separate police forces was 231 in 1888, 
183 in 1889, and 49 in 1966. Critchley, A History of 
Police, 133, 292. 
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Wales, they did not extend completely the successful 

experiment of the Metropolitan Police in London throughout 

the country. The administration of the Metropolitan Police 

was quite different from that of county and borough. Any 

"county or division of a county, or any city borough, or 

town maintaining a separate police force" was called a 

police district. The Chief or Head Constable was the chief 

officer of police in counties or in boroughs.17 Orders to 

the provincial police were given by local authority, which 

is, in the case of a county, magistrates or, after 1888, a 

Standing Joint Committee and, in case of a borough, the 

Watch Committee. The chief officer of the Metropolitan 

Police District has been the Commissioner of police of the 

Metropolis. Since the passage of the Metropolitan Police 

Act, 1856, one Commissioner and two Assistant Commissioners 

have replaced two Commissioners and an Inspecting 

Superintendent as the top officials for managing the 

Metropolitan Police.18 The Home Secretary has been 

17Sir Howard Vincent, The Police Code and General 
Manual of the Criminal Law (London: Butterworth & 
Co.,1912), 15th edition, 180-181; 163. The chief officers 
in boroughs were also called superintendent, chief 
superintendent, or chief constable. Steedman, Policing the 
Victorian Community, xi. 

18Sir John Moylan, Scotland Yard and the Metropolitan 
Police (London: Putnam & Co., 1934; first published in 
1929), 33. As to the City of London Police, "The city of 
London, and the liberties thereof, form the City Police 
District," and the chief officer is the Commissioner of 
Police appointed by the Corporation. Vincent, The Police 
Code. 181. 
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responsible for directing the Metropolitan Police since its 

establishment in 1829, though not all Commissioners were 

happy about accepting the Secretary's orders to the 

force.19 

While he was not empowered to give orders to the 

provincial police, the Home Secretary still had the 

authority to advise the affairs of local forces. As 

discussed before, the County and Borough Police Act of 1856 

provided for the appointment of three government inspectors 

to lead, under the Home Secretary's supervision, the local 

authorities in the direction of improving the efficiency of 

county and borough forces. But the real source of his 

influence upon local forces was that the most important 

function of the Home Office, Whitehall, under the authority 

of the Secretary of State for the Home Department, was to 

"maintain the peace of localities."20 This responsibility 

inevitably involved, however, the Home Secretaries and the 

British police in an endless journey of advancing and 

maintaining the legitimacy of the police power. 

During the years between 1856 and 1906, making the 

British police legitimate for maintaining public order was 

the direct responsibility of the Home Secretary. Historian 

19For example, there were two Commissioners, Sir 
Charles Warren and James Monro, who opposed the Home 
Secretary's intervention in Metropolitan Police 
administration and finally resigned. Moylan, Scotland Yard 
and the Metropolitan Police. 47, 49. 

20 'Steedman, Policing the Victorian Community. 32. 
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Donald C. Richter regards, in Riotous Victorians, "the 

simultaneous preservation of order and protection of all 

citizens' rights of freedom of speech and freedom to 

assemble, petition, and demonstrate," as "the most 

perplexing responsibility" of the Home Office.21 Although 

almost all the Home Secretaries were experts in the law, few 

of them "survived the trials of the office to rise 

higher. "22 

Assisted by two Parliamentary Under Secretaries and one 

Permanent Under Secretary, the Home Secretary was empowered 

to direct both the Metropolitan Police and the provincial 

forces in dealing with protests. Since the police's job of 

riot control and the subject's right of public meeting were 

inseparable, to examine first the philosophy, the common law 

and statutes regarding public meeting may be essential to 

understand the development, from 1856 to 1906, of the 

British police's ways of managing crowd disturbances and 

protests, in particular their ideas and methods of the 

prohibition and regulation of public meetings, processions, 

and others. 

In the first half of the nineteenth century, liberalism 

was strong in Britain. The period of 1825-1840 witnessed a 

21 Richter, Riotous Victorians. 11. 

22From 1852 to 1895, there were fourteen Secretaries, 
and only Hugh Culling Eardley Childers (February 6-August 3, 
1886) was not a barrister, ibid., 105. And no Secretary 
"between Palmerston in 1852 and Asquith in 1892 advance to 
the Prime Ministership," ibid., 10. 
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series of liberal measures extending the range of 

commercial, personal, and political freedoms.23 Although, 

in theory, they defended the rights of every subject, the 

liberals believed that the middle class should play the 

dominant role in public affairs. The radicals refused to 

believe in the innate and unalterable incapacity of the 

working classes, but had faith in the virtue and wisdom of 

the common man. The radicals advocated universal manhood 

suffrage, because only an authority responsible to all had 

the right to command the obedience of all. Under this 

guiding idea, man does have the right to protest. Both 

Ernest Jones and John Stuart Mill clearly illustrated the 

fundamental view of the right of public meeting and the 

freedom of expressing one's private thought. 

In his letter (before sentence in 1848) to Chief 

Justice Sir Thomas Wilde, Ernest Jones, a new recruit to 

Chartist leadership, pleaded the constitutional right of 

public meeting and of free discussion. For Jones, the aim 

of the national demonstration of June 12, 1848, was to 

arouse the public to an awareness of the need of a 

fundamental land reform, not to prepare the way for radical 

change or revolution.24 The method of the protest was, 

23Roland N. Stromberg, European Intellectual History 
Since 1789 (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice Hall, 1990), 
5th edition, 63, 64. 

2<;Ernest Jones, The Right of Public Meeting/Evenings 
with the People (New York and London: Garland Publishing, 
Inc., 1986; first published in 1887), 7 
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therefore, completely open and nonviolent to show that those 

demonstrators1 acts were politically conscientious and 

sincere. Jones claimed that "a meeting called at a lawful 

hour, attended in a lawful manner, and summoned in a lawful 

place, for a lawful purpose" was a lawful one.25 The 

purpose of the meeting was "not merely to discuss a 

grievance, but to concert measures for its remedy."26 

Since that "all governments hold their authority from the 

people" and that "the will of the majority is the foundation 

of law," the rights of public meeting and of free discussion 

was, thus, "too sacred to be interfered with by police 

commissioners" or to be suspended by a parliament.27 While 

they had no right to attack or insult the police, the 

demonstrators did have the right to resist them because the 

police were violating the people's right of public meeting 

and of free discussion.28 Jones believed that he was the 

advocate of peaceful reform, not of radical revolution, 

because he "would advise a people to bear much before they 

seek the dangerous alternative of force."29 By resisting 

harmful measures peacefully, the Chartist leader contended 

that man did have the right "both to avow and inculcate 

25Ibid. , 3. 

26Ibid. , 5 . 

27Ibid. , 8, 5. 

28Ibid. , 5 . 

29Ibid. , 8. 
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dissatisfaction" through public meeting and free 

discussion.30 

John Stuart Mill's classic essay On Liberty offered, in 

1859, further argument for the liberty of public expression 

of one's private thought. For Mill, liberty plays an 

essential role in promoting progress in a representative 

democracy. To protect individuals and minorities in 

democratic states against the possible tyranny of 

majorities, Mill tries to lay down a line of demarcation to 

show where society may rightly interfere and where it may 

not. Since the progress of civilization, Mill contends, 

depends on contributions that can be made only by 

individuals who think for themselves, the basic condition 

under which society can progress toward this goal is the 

freedom of thought. Mill therefore holds that neither 

society nor the state is ever justified in restricting this 

liberty. Although the liberty of public expression of 

private thoughts is liberty of action, it cannot be 

separated from the liberty of thought. Thus, the state is 

never justified in forbidding the free expression of 

thoughts in public. 

Mill's argument rests on the view that anyone who 

forbids the discussion of an opinion must be assuming the 

infallibility of his own contrary views. He believes that 

no one can legitimately claim infallibility, and, hence no 

30Ibid. , 6. 
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one can legitimately claim the right to suppress any 

opinion. Mill has a simple faith in the belief that society 

had everything to gain and nothing to lose by absolute 

freedom of discussion. But the individual is not to be 

interfered with by the public or by government unless the 

individual fails in some social obligation, grounded in the 

utilitarian standard of the greatest happiness of the 

greatest number. Since society, not the individual, is 

sovereign over the actions of the individual which might 

harm others, only society, not the individual, is 

responsible for showing that the individual's actions are 

harmful. In sum, Mill asserts that individuals and 

government must refrain from interfering with the thought, 

expression, and action of any individual unless the 

individual's activities, proved by the public, are harmful 

to others or the safety of society.31 

While Jones' view on the right of public meeting and of 

free discussion in a peaceful way and Mill's advocacy of the 

liberty of public expression of private thoughts in an 

unharmful way may receive continuous support among many 

British people, they would complicate simultaneously the 

problem of disorder which often occurs in or immediately 

31Leo Strauss and Joseph Cropsey, eds., History of 
Political Philosophy. 796-800. 
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after public meetings and processions.52 When disorder 

occurs, official intervention to correct the situation is 

inevitable. Whether this unavoidable government action is 

licit or not has to do first with the question of how 

threatening the disorder to public security must be to 

justify intervention. Although it appears difficult for the 

common law and statutes to render a general and precise 

answer to this puzzling question, they were the basis of 

British governments' dealing with protests or disorders. 

Unlike Jones, Mill, and those who stressed and 

supported the individual right of protest through public 

meeting and free discussion, government officials habituated 

themselves to regarding protests as a serious and 

threatening problem of offenses against the public peace. 

While the former greatly emphasized individual right or 

liberty, the latter emphasized public peace or order. The 

British rulers have experienced in dealing with the problem 

since 1360, when the Justices of the Peace Act set up the 

office of Justice of the Peace. The justices of the peace 

were empowered to pursue, arrest, and cause rioters to be 

imprisoned and punished.33 Due to the breakdown of the 

32The freedom of speech and of public meeting has been 
used by demonstrators as the best weapon against government 
interference. For example, see Richter, Riotous Victorians. 
94, 96. 

33J. W. Cecil Turner, Kenny's Outlines of Criminal Law 
(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1966; first 
published in 1902), 19th edition, 419. 
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system of Parish constabulary and its being "comparatively 

powerless to prevent any offence" against the public peace, 

the common law, which was common to the whole land of 

England and Wales, made very comprehensive prohibitions of 

all such crimes and severe rules relating to the 

preservation of public peace.34 

These strict measures were set to manage three 

different kinds of crowd disturbances which caused "a breach 

of the peace": unlawful assembly, rout, and riot.35 They 

were all common law offenses, or, more specifically, 

indictable misdemeanors, punishable by fine and 

imprisonment.36 An unlawful assembly was defined as "a 

meeting of three or more persons with intent to commit a 

crime by open force, or to effect any common purpose in such 

a manner as to give firm and courageous persons reason to 

fear a breach of the peace.37 The common law paid no 

34Ibid. , 412. Many of the common law "can be traced no 
further than some judicial decision" in the nineteenth 
century. F. W. Maitland, Justice and Police (New York: 
Russell & Russell, 1972; first published in 1885), 33. "The 
common law is that part of the law which is not contained in 
any statute, but has been the law of the land from time 
immemorial." Vincent, The Police Code. 5. 

35"A breach of the peace is any violation of that 
quiet, peace, and security, which is guaranteed by the laws, 
for the personal comfort of every individual." Vincent, The 
Police Code. 25. 

36There are two ways of "getting a man punished: (1) 
an indictment, which will lead to a trial by jury; (2) 
summary proceedings before magistrates, in which there will 
be trial without jury." Maitland, Justice and Police. 15. 

37Vincent, The Police Code. 235. 
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attention to whether the persons who took part in an 

assembly had the right of public meeting or not, but 

concerned itself solely with whether they would cause 

disorder. Although they did not actually commit or actively 

provoke any violent breach of the peace, those who 

participated in an assembly and gave "firm and rational men 

a reasonable ground" for fears of violence would constitute 

grounds for the indictable misdemeanor of unlawful 

assembly.38 The magistrates and the police were 

responsible for suppressing an unlawful assembly, forcibly 

if necessary. Since an unlawful assembly was only a 

misdemeanor, it was illegal to kill any of the persons 

taking part in it or to use deadly weapons, although blows 

with fists or with truncheons might be necessary to disperse 

it.39 

According to the common law, "an unlawful assembly 

develops into a rout as soon as the persons concerned have 

done some act towards carrying out the illegal purpose which 

has made their assembly unlawful, although they have not so 

far begun to execute that illegal act."40 When the 

assembly proceeded to carry out the purpose for which it 

assembled, it became a riot, the third and the most serious 

38For details of the definition of an unlawful 
assembly, see Turner, Kenny's Outlines of Criminal Law. 412-
414. 

39Ibid. , 416. 

^Ibid. 
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misdemeanor at common law.41 Under the provisions of the 

Riot Act, 1714, whenever twelve persons or more were 

unlawfully, riotously, and tumultuously assembled together 

and disturbed the public peace, the justices of the peace, 

or the sheriff or his under-sheriff of the county, or other 

head officers of a city or town corporate were responsible 

to proceed to the scene of the riot and to read to them the 

statutory proclamation in these words, or like in effect: 

OUR sovereign lord the King chargeth and commandeth all 
persons, being assembled, immediately to disperse 
themselves, and peaceably to depart to their habitations 
or to their lawful business, upon the pains contained in 
the Act made in the first year of King George, for 
preventing tumults and riotous assemblies. God save the 
King.42 

Those who remained together unlawfully, riotously, and 

tumultuously, after that proclamation was made and did not 

disperse themselves within one hour, ceased to be committed 

of only a misdemeanant. They became guilty of a felony, 

punishable with imprisonment for life.43 To resist such 

felonious violence or to disperse or arrest the rioters, 

"even the infliction of death will be permissible."44 By 

the common law, after the Gordon riots in London in 17 80, it 

41 Vincent, The Police Code. 208. 

420pinions as to the Prohibition and Regulation of 
Meetings, Processions, &c., 1867-1905, HO 45/10332/136764, 
16, PRO. 

43Ibid. Turner, Kenny's Outlines of Criminal Law. 417. 
Vincent, The Police Code. 208-209. 

44Turner, Kenny's Outlines of Criminal Law. 416. 
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became the right and duty of every subject, including the 

armed soldier, to take any necessary steps, even deadly 

violence, to protect person and property against those 

felonious rioters.45 To refuse to assist a constable when 

he exercised his duty of maintaining public peace was an 

indictable misdemeanor at common law.46 

The common law and relevant statutes made comprehensive 

regulations for the purpose of preserving peace, but were 

not sufficient for the government to manage crowd 

disturbances and protests. The police, under the guidance 

of the Home Secretary, would enforce these regulations and 

maintain public order. During the years from 1856 to 1906, 

both the Home Secretary and the police were, however, in 

difficult positions of playing essential roles in preserving 

peace. Historian Donald C. Richter discussed tersely the 

Home Secretary's perplexing duty of reconciling order with 

liberty: 

It was the Home Secretary who ultimately had to make the 
difficult decision whether to ban or not to ban 
meetings, processions, demonstrations and the like, 
balancing the competing demands of free speech with the 
demands of order, always keenly aware of the instant 
political consequences of the slightest misjudgment. 
. . . If the demonstration was prohibited on unsound 
legal grounds, the government faced certain public 
censure. Likewise, if demonstrations were allowed but 
became disorderly or violent, the government faced 
political censure from the opposing side. It was a 
limp tightrope the Home Secretary had to walk again and 
again, and it is not surprising that slips occurred from 

45Ibid. , 418, 419. 

46Ibid. , 419. 
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time to time. Nor was much help forthcoming from the 
Prime Minster.47 

While the Home Secretary was painfully trying to solve the 

dual problem of maintaining order and protecting freedom, 

the police was always insufficient in numbers to deal with 

large disorderly crowds.48 

To overcome this weakness in crowd disturbance, the 

Home office first reminded provincial authorities that 

responsibility for preserving security was a local one. If 

the existing police were not sufficient to manage disorder, 

the department usually advised magistrates to swear in 

special constables, or to borrow neighboring police forces. 

The Home Secretary would permit military intervention only 

as the last resort. Under the Special Constables Act, 1831, 

two justices could appoint any residents in the 

neighborhood, as special constables to assist the regular 

police to cope with extraordinary situations.49 Although 

they were less efficient than either the ordinary police or 

the military, the special constables often served for 

special duty.50 

47Richter, Riotous Victorians. 11. 

48Ibid. , 8. 

49The special constables "will have the same powers, 
and enjoy the same special protection that law gives to the 
ordinary constable." Maitland, Justice and Police. 108. 
Vincent, The Police Code. 219. 

50For examples of the swearing in of special constables 
to manage protests, see Ritcher, Riotous Victorians. 9. 
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Another method of increasing the strength of existing 

police in times of crisis was to borrow neighboring forces, 

or even distant ones. The Police Act of 1890 specifically 

authorized and encouraged arrangements for mutual aid 

between police forces. While only a small part of all the 

local forces signed agreements, "they were normally only 

concerned with the financial arrangements and did not 

guarantee assistance."51 

When both the special constables and assistance of 

other civil forces, if available, were still insufficient to 

suppress crowd disturbances, the use of the military became 

inevitable. The use of arms was a rare occurrence in the 

1850s and 1860s but the military had often to be called out 

to assist the ordinary police during the industrial 

disturbances in the late nineteenth century.52 This 

mirrored clearly the inadequacy of British police forces, 

especially the local ones, in times of crisis. 

The British police's experiences in managing crowd 

disturbances or protests, in particular their ideas and 

methods of the prohibition and regulation of public meetings 

51Hart, "The County and Borough Police Act, 1856," 416. 
Even "by 1908, of a total 192 separate police forces in 
England and Wales, only thirty counties and twenty-seven 
boroughs" had signed mutual aid agreements, ibid., 8. 

52Steedman, Policing the Victorian Community, 32. From 
187 8 to 1908, the military were called in twenty-four times, 
Hart, "The County and Borough Police Act," 416. For details 
of the military aid, see Richter, Riotous Victorians. 10, 
12-16. 
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and processions during the industrial disturbances of the 

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, was essential 

for the British police to face the serious problems of the 

Suffragettes and the Unions in the years between 1906 and 

1912. Within several months of the death of Palmerston in 

October, 1865, the agitation over reform of the franchise, 

or the Reform Bill, resulted in a series of demonstrations. 

Edmund Beales' Reform League called for a big demonstration 

on July 23, 1866.53 To avoid a possibly explosive 

gathering, Spencer Walpole, the newly appointed Home 

Secretary, and the Commissioner Richard Mayne decided to 

prohibit the meetings of July 23 in Hyde Park. This 

conservative decision brought the police into their first 

serious conflict with the mob since the Coldbath fields riot 

of 1833. This clash was also "the first case of military 

intervention in a civil disturbance in London since the 

establishment of the Metropolitan Police."54 Moreover, the 

Hyde Park riot of 1866 initiated a series of tests of the 

right of public meeting and processions. 

In January 1867 the Reform league intended to present 

numerous petitions to Parliament. Under the Seditious 

Meetings Act 1817, "it is an unlawful assembly if more than 

fifty persons meet within a mile of Westminster Hall during 

53Richter, Riotous Victorians, 52. 

38. 

54Moylan, Scotland Yard and the Metropolitan Police, 
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sittings of Parliament" for the presentation of petitions 

for "alteration of matters in Church or State."55 But the 

statute offered no answer to the question whether a party 

not exceeding ten persons could be lawfully prevented by 

force from proceeding to Parliament to present their 

petitions. Although the Government adopted more 

conservative policy of regulating the public meeting, the 

Law Officers of the Crown, or the legal advisers of the 

executive government, contended on January 28, 1867, that 

subjects did have the right to present their petitions to 

Parliament "except (under certain circumstances) under the 

provisions of the Metropolitan Police Acts."56 

After three months, Beales planned another giant Reform 

demonstration on May 6 in Hyde Park. A Cabinet meeting on 

April 27 decided to prohibit it, and the decision was made 

public on May 1. This announcement immediately raised 

controversy about the legitimacy of preventing public 

meetings and processions in the press and in the House, and 

increased public support for the National Reform League's 

opposition to the Government. While from 100,000 to 150,000 

55Turner, Kenny's Outlines of Criminal Law. 415. This 
section was still retained on the Statute Book, while most 
other sections of the Act were repealed in 1967. T. A. 
Critchley, The Conquest of Violence. 159. 

56HO 45/10332/136764, 1, PRO. The Law Officers 
included the Queen's two most distinguished lawyers: the 
Attorney-General and the Solicitor-General. For their 
duties, see Maitland, Justice and Police. 142, 143. For the 
Government's conservative policy, see Richter, Riotous 
Victorians. 56. 
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people participated in the demonstration, "over twelve 

thousand special constables supplemented some ten thousand 

police and military in a desperate show of power hopefully 

intended to overawe the demonstrators."57 But the Reform 

League triumphed completely over Government's conservative 

prohibition of demonstration and succeeded in winning "the 

long war for the right of public meetings."58 

The Government was humiliated and became more cautious 

in dealing with large meetings and processions, because of 

their possibility of resulting in disorder. Eleven days 

after the Reform demonstration of May 6 in Hyde Park, 

Gathorne Hardy replaced Walpole as the Home Secretary. 

Under the pressing need of preserving peace and security, 

which was threatened by the certain proposed processions of 

Fenians and Orangemen and the famous bomb attacks on 

Clerkenwell prison in December, the new secretary supported 

the local authorities' decisions of preventing meetings and 

processions which might cause disorder.59 The Law Officer 

contended, however, on June 3, 1868, that meetings and 

processions "not amounting to unlawful assemblies cannot 

57Ibid., 58. For details of the demonstration, see 
ibid., 57-60. 

58Ibid. , 60. 

59HO 41/21/159, PRO. For details of disturbances of 
the Fenians, see Philip Thurmond Smith, Policing Victorian 
London: Political Policing. Public Order, and the London 
Metropolitan Police (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood 
Press, 1985), 183-199. 
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legally be prevented simply because they may lead to breach 

of the peace. But where the objects of the meetings or 

processions and the conduct of the persons assembling 

together are such as to inspire terror in Her Majesty's 

subjects and to tend to the disturbance of the peace, then 

the meeting might be dispersed and persons prevented from 

joining it."60 This more liberal opinion was indeed 

difficult for the Home Office and the police to adopt 

because of their conservative attitude toward the control of 

crowd disturbances and the urgent need of securing the 

public against disorders.61 

The death of the Commissioner of the Metropolitan 

Police Richard Mayne in December, 1868, coincided with the 

inauguration of a Liberal Government. Although the liberal-

minded new Home Secretary, Henry Bruce, might adopt a more 

tolerant approach in dealing with public meetings and 

processions, the disturbances of Orangemen recurred at 

Liverpool in 1869, and furthered the imperative necessity of 

peace.62 Under the pressure of maintaining order, a 

reorganization of the police on more military lines was 

generally expected in early 1869. Refusing the suggestion 

of the appointment of a civilian to succeed Mayne as the 

60HO 45/10332/136764, 2, PRO. 

61Moylan, Scotland Yard and the Metropolitan Police. 
38, 155. Richter, Riotous Victorians. 90. 

62Ibid. , 89. 
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Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police and to demilitarize 

the force, Bruce finally appointed a soldier, Colonel Sir 

Edmund Henderson, as new Commissioner.63 

Directed by the policy of the new Government, special 

constables, and if necessary, soldiers would assist the 

police in preventing the prospective Orange procession from 

taking place, for they might, if allowed, lead to a breach 

of the peace. "If an assembly takes place, and an attempt 

is made to form a procession, force may be used to disperse 

it,"' the Home Office instructed, "but every endeavour should 

be made to avoid the use of force by telling the people why 

it is that the procession cannot be allowed (viz., the 

danger of a collision with the Roman Catholics), and 

including them to disperse quietly."64 The Liberal 

Government (1868-1874) still supported the conservative 

principle of preventing meetings and processions simply 

because they might lead to breach of the peace, although it 

would take more cautious ways to carry it out. 

During the years between 1874 and 1880, Richard 

Assheton Cross served as the Home Secretary of the 

Conservative Government under the leadership of Benjamin 

Disraeli. As "one of the Queen's most trusted business 

advisors and confidants," and "one of the ablest Home 

63For the militarization of the police force, see 
Moylan, Scotland Yard and the Metropolitan Police. 38, 39, 
43, 44. 

64 HO 45/10332/136764, 1, PRO. 
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Secretaries of them all," the conservative Cross framed much 

of the administration's social reform and took his "firm 

business-like no-nonsense" stand toward order 

maintenance.65 This character may be clearly reflected in 

the Conspiracy and Protection of Property Act, 187 5, which 

established and regulated the right to strike. 

Under the act, an individual was legal in withholding 

his labor, and "to do or procure to be done any act in 

contemplation of furtherance of a trade dispute" between 

employers and workers.66 The same section provided that 

the right to strike did not give individuals immunity from 

the rule of the law relating to unlawful assembly, riot, 

sedition, or any offence against the state or the 

Sovereignty.67 Except for respecting the public interest 

in maintaining order, the right to break a contract, which 

was often inseparable from the right to strike, was also 

restricted to the public interest in receiving a continuous 

supply of necessities. To fulfill the utilitarian standard 

of the greatest happiness of the greatest number, an 

individual was, under the act, acting illegally if he 

wilfully and maliciously broke a contract of service 

"knowing or having reasonable cause to believe that the 

probable consequences of his so doing . . . will be to 

65Richter, Riotous Victorians. 91. 

66Turner, Kenny's Outlines of Criminal Law. 433. 

67Ibid. 
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deprive the inhabitants of any place wholly or partly of 

their supply of gas or water."68 Moreover, the right to 

strike did not include the privilege of violating any other 

person's right to work or to abstain from working.69 The 

police were then to perform their duties in connection with 

strikes: to preserve order, and to "prevent obstruction, 

breaches of the peace, intimidation, and damage to 

property. "70 

As to the preservation of peace and order, the new Home 

Office, under the leadership of Secretary Cross and the 

advice of the Law Officers, preferred to prevent the 

commission of the offence against peace, rather than to put 

the law in force for punishing the offender afterwards. To 

face a prospective large demonstration, led by John De 

Morgan, around Parliament in April, 1877, the Metropolitan 

Police were directed to prevent the intended procession 

before those composing it approached the House of Commons. 

The police (3,000 of whom were on duty) halted successfully 

the demonstrators (between 4,000 and 5,000, mostly 

sightseers) at Trafalgar Square and prevented any further 

disturbance. The demonstration despatched a deputation of 

ten to Westminster, among them De Morgan.71 

68Ibid. 

69Ibid. , 434. 

70Vincent, The Police Code. 222. 

71HO 45/10332/136764, 2, PRO. 
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William Vernon Harcourt became the Home Secretary in 

Gladstone's second ministry between the years from 1880 to 

1885. In 1881, the proceedings of the Salvation Army began 

to attract notice and opposition, and local authorities, who 

feared crowd disturbances all over southern England, began 

to apply to the liberal and humane Home Secretary for 

advice.72 To suppress the disturbances caused by the 

proceedings of the Salvation Army, Harcourt usually gave 

comprehensive instructions which were similar to those 

addressed to the Town Clerk of Stamford on October 4: 

. . . while it is the duty of the local magistrates by 
every means in their power to preserve the public peace, 
they must at the same time exercise their discretion, 
depending on all the local circumstances, as to whether 
the conduct of a body of persons in persisting in 
parading the streets is likely to produce a riot or 
serious disturbance of the peace. Processions, not 
being illegal in themselves, cannot, in the absence of 
other circumstances, be legally prevented; but where 
they provoke antagonism and lead to riotous 
collisions,and where the peace of the town would be 
engage if they are allowed to continue, the magistrates 
should, by every means in their power, endeavour to 
prevent them. If, therefore, the justices have reason 
to believe that these precessions, if permitted, will 
lead to a breach of the peace, they should at once cause 
a sworn information to be laid before them by the chief 
constable showing grounds why, in his judgment, if the 
procession continue, a breach of the peace, and probably 
a riot, will be the result. They should then issue 
notices and promulgate them to the effect that such 
information having been laid before them on oath, they 
give notice to all persons who intend to take part in 
such precessions that the processions cannot be 
permitted to take place. They should call upon the 
leaders of the movement to prevent them, and upon all 
peaceably disposed persons to abstain from joining in 
them; and upon all persons to abstain from collecting a 

72For details of the problem of the Salvation Army in 
1881, see Richter, Riotous Victorians. 77-80. 
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crowd for the purpose of interfering with the 
processions. They should, when about to prevent the 
processions, endeavour to collect sufficient force to 
enable them to prevent any assembly from forming by 
getting assistance from the county police, and swearing 
in special constables. The forming of the precession 
should be stopped, each person being told the reason why 
it will not be allowed, and they should be urged to 
disperse quietly before force is used. The people 
should be made to understand, as far as possible, that 
the processions are not permitted for fear of a 
collision and breach of the peace. If, however, in 
spite of every effort to prevent it, the attempt to form 
a procession is persevered in, force may be used to 
prevent it, and care should be taken that sufficient 
force for that purpose is at hand. It is easier to 
prevent a procession from forming than to deal with an 
excited mob after a collision has taken place.73 

The Law Officers supported generally this standard 

formula, but advised that the Home Secretary should inform 

justices that a procession of the Salvation Army was not 

illegal simply because that the procession might induce 

others to commit a breach of the peace. Justices should 

persuade the members of the Salvation Army not to form a 

procession. "If whilst acting peacefully the processionists 

are attacked they are entitled to protection," the Law 

Officers added, "and those who attack them are guilty of a 

breach of the peace and should be dealt with 

accordingly."74 Home Office instructions thereafter were 

based on this advice. Under these instructions, local 

authorities had to exercise their discretion and judge if an 

assembly or procession should be prevented, because of its 

73HO 45/10332/136764, 3-4, PRO. 

74Ibid. , 5. 
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prospective menace to peace and order. When the local 

magistrates decided to prohibit a procession, the police 

would inevitably involve themselves in conflict with the 

crowds. They were doomed to suffer as the most immediately 

vulnerable representatives of authority. 

As to disturbances in the metropolis, the Commissioner 

of the Metropolitan Police, Edmund Henderson, was instructed 

directly by Home Secretary William Harcourt in August, 1881, 

to stop an attempted tumultuous march to the House of 

Commons. The Commissioner, under Harcourt's guidance, 

arranged an overwhelming force to prevent under all 

circumstances the interruption of the approaches in all 

directions to Palace Yard and to preclude any possibility of 

disturbance.75 Although several persons did succeed in 

making their way into Palace Yard, the crowds were all 

dispersed by the police without causing any serious 

disturbance.76 

In 1884 there was much agitation for the speedy passage 

of the Representation of the People Bill. In July, the 

proposed demonstration, initiated by a Reform Demonstration 

Committee, and the Franchise Meeting in Hyde Park produced 

another fear of disturbance. Henderson was guided by a 

clear instruction about protecting the right of public 

meeting and suppressing violence. "In whatever numbers and 

75Ibid. , 3. 

76 The Times, August 3, 1881. 
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whatever places the people may assemble, no steps whatever 

can be legally taken to disperse or arrest them unless 

immediate violence against person or property is reasonably 

apprehended.1,77 If violence occurred, a justice of the 

peace should read the Riot Act. Before the expiration of an 

hour after reading the Act, "only those who are personally 

guilty of violence, or attempted violence, can be arrested" 

by the police. After the expiration of the hour, those who 

assembled continually "may be dispersed by any necessary 

means, including in case of extreme necessity the use of 

swords or firearms."78 These instructions directed the 

police to manage the disorder in a lawful, prudent, and 

powerful way. The procession and meeting passed off 

quietly.79 

The Metropolitan Police were not fortunate in 1886 as 

they had been in 1884. Two days before "Black Monday" or 

"Bloody Monday" on February 8, 1886, H. C. E. Childers was 

appointed as the Home Secretary of the new Government. The 

London United Workmen's Committee planned a mass 

demonstration for the unemployed in Trafalgar Square on 

Monday, February 8. This prospective meeting immediately 

caused a counterdemonstration, declared by the Social 

Democratic Federation. Owing to the Commissioner's errors 

^HO 45/10332/136764, 5, PRO. 

78Ibid. 

79Ibid. 
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in preparing the police to act and, perhaps, also to the 

lack of the guidance of the new Home Secretary, the 

Metropolitan Police failed completely to suppress 

violence.80 The experienced Henderson resigned his 

position as Commissioner. Although "it provides a rare 

illustration of the consequences of any lapse in police 

efficiency," the event did not contribute to the ideas and 

methods of the prohibition and regulation of public meetings 

< A1 

and processions. 

The Trafalgar Square Riot, 1887, raised the question of 

the right to hold public meetings. At the time various 

disorderly groups wandered through the streets. After many 

charitable organizations assembled in the Trafalgar Square 

during the summer, the socialists and radicals appeared in 

the Square to propagate their causes in early October. The 

new Commissioner, General Sir Charles Warren, regarded 

socialist-unemployed processions in the Square as a menace 

to public peace.82 He believed that the scattered bands 

could quickly rally together "to the number of 2 or 3,000 in 

two or three minutes."83 But his attempt to call a 

^For details of Black Monday, see Critchley, The 
Conquest of Violence. 148-152; Richley, Riotous Victorians. 
104, 107-122; and Moylan, Scotland Yard and the Metropolitan 
Police. 44-45. For the Commissioner's fatal mistake of 
police arrangement, see The Conquest of Violence. 149. 

81 Ibid. , 148. 

82Richter, Riotous Victorians. 133-139. 

83Ibid. , 140. 
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temporary but unconditional prohibition of all meetings and 

processions in the Square was challenged by the Law 

Officers' opinion, dated on November 2. They contended that 

neither the Home Secretary nor the Commissioner could 

legally give instructions to prevent the assembly of any 

meeting, except the unlawful one which "called for an 

illegal purpose, or attempting or threatening to do illegal 

acts, or exciting terror among, or giving reasonable grounds 

for terror among, the inhabitants or persons in the 

neighborhood."84 Since the police should not interfere 

"where the disorder or noise is of a merely causal or 

trivial character," they must receive substantial evidence 

to prevent a meeting on the ground of illegality.85 

While the Law Officers stressed the right of public 

meeting, Commissioner Warren worried about the maintenance 

of order. With the approval of the Home Secretary, Henry 

Matthews, the Commissioner issued, on November 8, a general 

prohibition of meetings and processions in the Square. "In 

consequence of the disorderly scenes which have recently 

occurred in Trafalgar Square, and of the danger to the peace 

of the metropolis from meetings held there," the 

Commissioner ordered that "no public meetings will be 

allowed to assemble in Trafalgar Square, nor will speeches 

^HO 45/10332/136764, 7, PRO. 

85Ibid. 
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be allowed to be delivered therein."86 Warren was 

determined to suppress any disturbance and to preserve the 

public peace. 

But his ban on public meetings and free discussion in 

the Square provided an opportunity to combine the free 

speech movement with Irish Nationalism and resulted in a 

huge demonstration in the Square on November 13.87 Except 

for causing the inevitable controversy over the conduct of 

the police, this violence transformed the question of the 

right of public meetings in the Square into a political 

issue. It took almost five years to revoke Warren's ban. 

On October 19, 1892, Home Secretary Herbert H. Asquith 

settled the controversy and arranged regulations which 

allowed meetings on Saturday afternoons, Sundays, and Bank 

Holidays. They also permitted meetings to be held subject 

to notice being given to the Commissioner: "No public 

meeting shall be held unless written notice shall have been 

sent four clear days beforehand by the promoters to the 

Commissioner of Police of the Metropolis, specifying the 

object of the meeting, and the day and hour when it is 

proposed to be held."88 As the most severe struggle with 

86lbid. , 8. 

87For the combination, see Richter, Riotous Victorians. 
142. About twenty thousand civilians and forty to fifty 
thousand policemen were involved in the conflict, ibid., 
145. For details of the event, see ibid., 143-147. 

88 HO 45/10332/136764, 11, 21, PRO. 
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demonstrations for the Metropolitan Police in the late 

nineteenth century, Trafalgar Square Riot, 1887, witnessed a 

serious conflict between order and liberty. Asquith's 

introduction of a system for regulating, rather than 

prohibiting, public meetings in the Square indicated a 

reconciliation of peace with rights. 

The years between 1856 and 1906 witnessed an important 

development of the British police, Metropolitan and 

Provincial, as democratic forces of riot control. A pattern 

of dealing with protests was established and would endure 

well into the early twentieth century. Struggling for 

efficiency and legitimacy of the force, the British 

succeeded substantially in their experiment of developing 

the police, as the alternative to military force, to face 

disturbances. Whether public meetings and procession would 

introduce stability into a democratic society or cause a 

civil war depends mostly on the ways of managing civil 

disobedience. An efficient and legitimate police, assisted 

sometimes by military aid, may be beneficial, if not 

essential, to advance various reforms and, therefore, to 

encourage the cooperation of the people in the changing 

political and economic structures. So long as the society 

was, however, still in the unstable process of transforming 

its basic structures, serious protests and disturbances 

would be inevitable. The British police, under the guidance 

of the Home Office, were now definitely stronger than before 
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to meet the severe challenges ahead of them. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE POLICE AND THE SUFFRAGETTES, 1906-1908 

As Receiver for the Metropolitan Police District and 

Metropolitan Police Courts and the author of Scotland Yard 

and the Metropolitan Police. Sir John Moylan stated in 1929 

that the women's rebellion and the militancy of the 

suffragettes was "perhaps the most harassing type of 

'criminal' with whom the police have ever been 

confronted."1 Women, the only remaining disenfranchised 

group in Britain, moved gradually after 1904 to adopt 

deliberately violent methods of protest, and, therefore, 

caused serious conflicts with the police during the period 

of 1906-1912.2 It was indeed a period of great unrest in 

Britain. This chapter will examine the disturbances from 

1906-1908 of the women suffrage movement to show the 

relationship between police and "trouble-makers" in the 

context of the conflict between order and liberty. 

While the movement of adult suffrage was advanced in 

everyone's minds after the Reform League Riots in Hyde Park 

1Moylan, Scotland Yard and the Metropolitan Police. 52. 
David Ascoli remarked that "the police found themselves 
involved in a kind of public disorder for which there was no 
precedent." Ascoli, The Queen's Peace. 190. 

2Brian Howard Harrison, Peaceable Kingdom: Stability 
and Change in Modern Britain (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1982), 42. 
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in 1866, John Stuart Mill proposed an amendment to the bill 

which was later passed as the Reform Act of 1867. His 

purpose was to extend to women the same franchise that the 

bill proposed for men. Immediately after the defeat of 

Mill's proposal, the first of numerous Women's Suffrage 

Societies was founded and began to agitate for women's 

opportunity for political participation.3 In 1869 Mill 

published his work, The Subjection of Women; and in the same 

year many distinguished speakers participated in a public 

meeting in London in favor of women's suffrage. These 

notable attendants included Mill, Charles Kingsley, John 

Morley, and also a 22-year-old woman, Mrs. Millicent Garrett 

Fawcett, who was to organize the long-established Women's 

Suffrage Societies and to establish the National Union of 

Women's Suffrage Societies in 1897. Directed by Mrs. 

Fawcett, the National Union aimed at "developing and 

demonstrating the strength of pro-suffrage opinion within 

the House of Commons so as to convince the government of the 

feasibility of enfranchising women."4 It represented a 

less militant-wing of the women's suffrage movement. 

With the arrival in 1903 of the Women's Social and 

3Ibid., 87. 

4Sandra Stanley Hoiton, Feminism and Democracy: 
Women's Suffrage and Reform Politics in Britain. 1900-1918 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1986), 30. For 
details of the creation of the National Union, see Millicent 
Garrett Fawcett, Women's Suffrage: A Short History of a 
Great Movement (New York: Source Book Press, 1970: first 
published in London in 1912). 
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Political Union (WSPU), under the leadership of Mrs. 

Pankhurst, the suffragette campaign began to electrify the 

country and galvanize the whole movement through 

militancy.5 As the leading organization of the militant-

wing of the women's campaign, the WSPU first centered its 

activities on exhibiting popular support of the votes-for-

women to the government. When these demonstrations produced 

no apparent impact on policymakers, the militant 

suffragettes increasingly concentrated their efforts upon 

carrying out the strategy of threatening public order to 

force the government to enfranchise women. Although Mrs. 

Fawcett's less militant strategy and Mrs. Pankhurst's 

militancy reflected two different approaches of advancing 

the women's suffrage movement, they "worked harmoniously to 

achieve both a notable growth of the suffrage organizations 

themselves and a much broader extension of public interest 

in the issue."6 The militants were, however, to be 

responsible mainly for testing the police's ability of 

maintaining public order without violating the suffragettes' 

right of public expression of their thought. 

Just before the fall of the Balfour government in 1905, 

the WSPU initiated their militant tactics, striving to gain 

5For the founding of the WSPU, see Emmeline Pankhurst, 
My Own Story (New York: Hearst's International Library Co., 
Inc., 1914), 38-39. 

6For details of the relationship between these two 
wings, see Hoiton, Feminism and Democracy. 31. 
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a commitment to women's suffrage from the leaders of the 

expected Liberal government. The suffragettes began to 

interrupt Liberal speakers at major election assemblies. On 

October 13, 1905, at a Liberal meeting addressed by Sir 

Edward Grey in Manchester, then the center of the 

suffragettes, millworker Annie Kenny and the daughter of 

Mrs. Pankhurst, Christabel Pankhurst, heckled and harassed 

the speaker. They were ejected from the meeting, and the 

police made the first arrest of militant suffragettes.7 

The Liberals gained an enormous victory in the general 

election of 1906 with an overall majority of 84, but only 48 

out of 67 0 MPs elected publicly favored women's suffrage.8 

The inauguration of the militant tactics on October 13, 

1905, had shown that the militants were determined to obtain 

"a definite pledge that the incoming Liberal Government 

would give votes to women."9 The issue of women's suffrage 

was, however, not among this government's major concerns 

which included the introduction of the National Insurance 

Bill, Irish home rule, a protracted struggle with the House 

of Lords over its power of vetoing reforming bills passed in 

7Sylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette: The History of the 
Women's Militant Suffrage Movement, 1905-1910 (Boston: The 
Woman's Journal, 1912), 24-35. 

8Brian Howard Harrison, "Women's Suffrage at 
Westminister, 1866-1928," in Michael Bentley and John 
Stevenson, eds..High and Low Politics in Modern Britain: 
Ten studies (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1983), 108-109. 

9Sylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette. 40 
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the Commons, and a situation of growing labor unrest and 

industrial dislocation. These pressing concerns repeatedly 

overshadowed the issue of women's suffrage during the years 

from 1906 to 1912. Although the suffragettes regarded 

initially the Liberal victory as a precious chance of 

advancing their will, the advent of a strong Liberal 

government did not further the cause of votes for women. 

Immediately after the general election in January 1906, 

the suffragettes in London prepared for the opening of 

Parliament. Led by the "Organiser" Annie Kenny, they 

decided to organize a demonstration in Trafalgar Square "to 

rouse London." The police did not allow this assembly 

because Parliament would be sitting. This refusal compelled 

the suffragettes to rent Caxton Hall, Westminster, as their 

regular meeting place.10 Within a few months, the 

militants moved the WSPU headquarters from Manchester to 

Caxton Hall, and early in 1906 suffragettes met there and 

prepared their tactics for the opening of Parliament. On 

February 19, the day of the Parliament opened, without the 

police's prevention but their insistence on the furling of 

the banners, three hundred women marched to Caxton Hall and 

then proceeded to the House of Commons to press their 

cause.11 

The women who took part in this procession received no 

10Ibid. , 54, 55. 

11Ibid. , 57. 
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assurance that Parliament would support women's suffrage. 

In late February, however, the WSPU gained valuable support 

from a new recruit, Mrs. Emmeline Pethick-Lawrence, who 

decided to join the newly formed Central Committee of the 

WSPU in London, and she became its Honorary Treasurer.12 

In his classic book, England, 1870-1914. R. C. K. Ensor 

claims that Keir Hardie, the WSPU's "ungrudging helper and 

mentor," brought together Mrs. Pankhurst and Mrs. Pethick-

Lawrence and "enabled the W.S.P.U. to be established on a 

solid basis." "The 'two Emmelines' had each great but 

complimentary gifts," Ensor adds, "and while they co-

operated (from the spring of 1906 to the autumn of 1912) the 

movement went ahead with extraordinary momentum."13 But 

Ensor comments that, without the WSPU's hostilities and 

militant activities, "some kind of Women's Suffrage Bill 

would probably have passed the commons between 1906 and 

1914."u 

The London Committee now moved to acquire an interview 

with the Prime Minister, Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman. On 

the morning of March 9, about 30 women, including several 

members of the London Committee and other women, marched to 

Downing Street and surrounded the doorway of Number 10. 

According to the police officer's written report, Irene 

12 Ibid., 58-61. 

13Ensor, England. 1870-1914. 397 

uIbid., 398, 399. 
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Miller, Annie Kenny and Flora Drummond knocked the door of 

No. 10 several times, and insisted on seeing the Prime 

Minister after they had been told that he could not see 

them. They also resisted the police who tried to take them 

to Cannon Row Police Station, because of their refusal to 

leave Downing Street after they had been requested to do so. 

While some of the other women followed these three to the 

police station without making any further demonstrations, 

the others left at the police's request. The arrested women 

were charged with "disorderly conduct at Downing Street," 

"conduct likely to provoke a breach of the peace," and their 

"wilfully knocking at the door of No 10 Downing Street, 

without lawful excuse."15 At the Prime Minister's request, 

the charge was, however, dropped, and the three women were 

allowed to leave the station immediately. 

This event forced the Prime Minister Henry Campbell-

Bannerman to disclose his attitude toward the issue of 

women's suffrage. He stated that the reason why he could 

not do anything for the suffragettes was that "some members 

of his Cabinet were opposed to Women's Suffrage."16 The 

militants determined, therefore, to bring special pressure 

to bear upon "the most notorious" of those "hostile 

Ministers," Chancellor of the Exchequer Herbert Henry 

15The Suffragette Movement: Disturbances and 
Convictions (1906-1907), MEPO 2/1016, 4-5, PRO. 

16Sylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette. 81. 
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Asquith, who disagreed strongly with the suffragettes' 

militant ways of campaigning the Votes for Women 

Movement.17 

Believing that Asquith was mainly responsible for the 

refusal of the Prime Minister to deal with their claim to 

enfranchise women, the militants requested Asquith to 

receive their proposed deputation. With no answer from the 

Chancellor of the Exchequer, eight members of the London 

Committee of the WSPU visited his residence at 20 Cavendish 

Square on the morning of June 19. One sergeant and two 

constables went immediately there and found that the 

suffragettes were very orderly and stood on the doorsteps. 

Asquith declined to see them, and sent a servant to request 

the policemen to remove them from his doorway. Although the 

police did so, the women persisted in walking up and down 

Cavendish Square. The police did not interrupt them, but 

paid special attention to these "very troublesome" women.18 

After their failure to see Asquith, the suffragettes 

determined to send a large deputation to confront him two 

days later. At 8:50 am., June 21, about 30 of the East End 

members of the WSPU began to meet in Cavendish Square and 

march toward Asquith's house, where a strong force of police 

were placed. Forty minutes later, Theresa Billington and a 

17Ibid. Herbert Henry Asquith, Fifty Years of British 
Parliament: Memoirs and Reflections (Boston: Little, 
Brown, and Co., 1926), vol. 2: 125. 

18MEPO 2/1016, 9-10. PRO. 
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number of other women arrived. The suffragettes hoisted 

their little white Votes-for-Women flags, paraded the 

Square, and swept people off the footpaths. At this time, 

according to a sergeant's report, "the Square was completely 

obstructed by hundreds of persons."19 The police, 

therefore, told the suffragettes that they were not allowed 

to demonstrate in Cavendish Square any longer, and suggested 

that they go to Hyde Park or some other similar places.20 

Since Billington and other militants refused to stop their 

demonstration, the police were responsible for dispersing or 

arresting them, if necessary. The Police Code clearly 

states that "persons who wilfully, and after caution, 

continue to cause an obstruction in the public streets, or 

squares, are liable to a penalty and may be arrested."21 

Thus, a serious conflict between the police and the 

suffragettes, or between order and liberty, was inevitable. 

The police claimed that they had to take action to 

prevent the militants from carrying out Billington's 

declaration that they would hold a meeting outside Asquith's 

19Ibid. , 11. 

20"Every person willfully causing any obstruction in 
any public footpath or thoroughfare or crossing by means of 
any cart . . . or by any other means, may be summoned," and 
"is liable to a fine," Vincent, The Police Code. 166. 
According to the police report, policemen only requested the 
suffragettes to leave, MEPO 2/1016, 11, PRO. The 
suffragettes recorded that "the police fell upon them and 
began to strike and push them and to snatch their flags 
away," Sylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette. 84. 

21Vincent, The Police Code. 166. 
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house, and one police officer was assaulted by her three 

times in his face and twice on his leg. The policeman then 

arrested Billington, who was charged with "using behavior 

whereby a breach of the peace may have been occasioned," and 

"assault on police." She was ordered to pay a fine of £10 

or two months imprisonment.22 On the other side, the 

suffragettes complained that a policeman struck Billington 

"in the face with his fist and another pinioned her arms. 

Then she was seized by the throat and forced against the 

railings" until "she became blue in the face."23 

Immediately after the arrest of Billington, at about 

9:50, Annie Kenny and a number of other members of the 

Central Committee came into the Square. Kenny gained the 

doorsteps of Asquith's house and attempted to ring his bell. 

Insisting on seeing the Chancellor of the Exchequer, she and 

two other newly joined members were arrested. On her way to 

the police station, Kenny claimed that "Mr. Asquith is a 

public servant & we have a right to see him, & If I get out 

today we will go to 20 Cavendish Sq. tomorrow."24 These 

three women were charged with disorderly conduct in 

Cavendish Square, and were "bound over in their own 

recognizance in £50 to be of good behaviour for 12 months 

22MEPO 2/1016, 11-12, 13, 24, PRO. Through Keir 
Hardie's intervention of the case in Parliament, the term of 
punishment was halved. 

23Sylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette. 85. 

24MEPO 2/1016, 14, PRO. 
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and ordered to find a surety for a similar amount or in 

default to go to prison for 6 weeks."25 Billington was 

released after a few days, because "an anonymous reader of 

the Daily Mirror" paid her fine. Kenny and two other 

suffragettes preferred to go to jail rather than find 

sureties, and, therefore, to suffer a second division 

imprisonment in Holloway Prison.26 This imprisonment was 

the first committal of suffragettes to prison in the Liberal 

administration, but it did not yet force the issue of prison 

treatment. 

On August 14 the three "Mr. Asquith's Prisoners" were 

released from Holloway. Their release from prison 

encouraged substantially the WSPU's campaign of widespread 

propaganda in the provinces, and, therefore, drew new 

recruits to the militant organization. This newly developed 

zeal and enthusiasm throughout the country furthered the 

suffragette leaders' desire for enfranchisement among all 

classes of women. On October 23, the day of re-opening of 

Parliament, about 30 suffragettes, led by Mrs. Pethick-

Lawrence, waited outside the Strangers' Entrance and 

intended to enter the Lobby of the House of Commons. In the 

Lobby, the Liberal Whip told the two suffragette leaders 

that the Government was not to consider the issue of women's 

25Ibid. , 24. 

26Prison Treatment of Suffragettes (1908-1910), HO 
144/1038/180782, 1, PRO; Sylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette. 
86-87. 
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suffrage for the forthcoming session on any future session 

of that Parliament. The suffragette leaders thereupon 

decided to hold a meeting of protest in the Lobby of the 

House of Commons and caused the first serious disturbance. 

Although the police "were quite unused to handling women of 

class," they arrested ten of them, including Mrs. Pethick-

Lawrence and Kenny, who were charged with disorderly conduct 

in Old Palace Yard.27 They were all sentenced to two 

months imprisonment in the second division in default of 

finding sureties, and were sent to Holloway.28 Sylvia 

Pankhurst held a protest meeting outside the court, and was 

soon arrested and sentenced to serve fourteen days in the 

third division in default of paying a fine of 20s.29 

Treated as common criminals, rather than as political 

offenders these ten women's second division imprisonment and 

Pankhurst's third division raised the complicated question 

of prison treatment of suffragette prisoners. Under the 

Prison Act, 1898, the treatment of prisoners was ruled by a 

triple division of offenders. Misdemeanants were treated as 

first division prisoners. An offender who "does not belong 

to the criminal class and has not been generally of criminal 

27Ibid., 101-106. Antonia Raeburn, The Militant 
Suffragettes (London: Michael Joseph Ltd., 1973), 26-28; 
MEPO 2/1016, 31, PRO. 

28 HO 144/1038/180782, 1, PRO. 

29Ibid. Sylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette. 106-108. 
Raeburn, The Militant Suffragettes, 28. 
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habits" was a second division prisoner.30 Persons 

imprisoned for major crimes belonged to the third division. 

The prisoners sent to Holloway "for default of entering into 

a recognizance or finding sureties of the peace or sureties 

for good behavior" were usually treated like second division 

prisoners.31 Under pressing protests in the Commons 

against the treatment of the suffragette prisoners, Herbert 

John Gladstone, the Home Secretary, asked the Magistrate on 

October 31 to "consider the question of exercising his 

discretion as to prison treatment, in view of the 

exceptional character of these prisoners." The Magistrate 

transferred therefore the all of the eleven suffragette 

prisoners to the first division.32 During the last two 

months of 1906 several small groups of suffragettes 

demonstrated at Westminster, and twenty more women were 

imprisoned, of whom thirteen were treated in the first 

division and seven in the second.33 

Encouraged by an increasing public interest in their 

campaign, the suffragettes decided to hold a large 

demonstration after their "Women's Parliament," on February 

30HO 144/1038/180782, 66, PRO. 

31Ibid. 

32HO 144/1038/180782, 1-2, PRO. Sylvia Pankhurst, The 
Suffragette. 123-124. Gladstone, October 31, 1906, 
Parliamentary Debates (commons), 4th ser., vol. 163 (1906), 
col. 1108-1110. 

33HO 144/1038/180782, 2, PRO. 
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13, 1907, the day following the opening of the new session 

of Parliament. Disappointed that the issue of women's 

suffrage was not mentioned at the opening of Parliament, the 

suffragettes, who assembled at Caxton Hall, drew up a 

resolution to the Prime Minister on the afternoon of 

February 13. With a copy of the Resolution in her hand, 

each woman marched out of the Hall and determined to compel 

the Government to take immediate action in enfranchising 

women. "Amid the cheers of the thousands of men and women 

who.gathered in sympathy, and with police walking in front 

of" them, the militants "marched into Victoria Street and on 

towards the House of Commons."34 

When they reached the Abbey Green, a body of police 

stopped them. One of the two Inspectors present warned Lady 

Harberton that "the formation of a procession within that 

distance of the House in Session was unlawful and could not 

be permitted.1,35 The Inspector then requested these 300 to 

400 women to turn back, but Harberton and several of her 

followers refused to be turned away. The Inspectors ordered 

their men to break up the procession, which immediately 

caused a series of conflicts between order and right.36 

One of the suffragettes said to the police who arrested her 

5ASylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette. 139. 

35The Commissioner of Police Edward Henry's Arguments 
against the Suffragettes' Complaints, MEPO 2/1016, PRO. 

36Sylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette. 140. 
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that "If you don't take your hands off me there are men in 

the House who will want to know the reason why."37 

While the police strove to preserve public order, the 

suffragettes struggled for their political rights. Numbers 

of the militants endeavored to force an entrance to the 

House of Commons. Constables were in readiness to disperse 

the militants and the crowd. "There was considerable 

disorder and arrests had to be made," a constable reported, 

"34 women being in custody at 7:30 p.m. and the streets 

fairly clear."38 Although the police assured peace, 

fifteen of the suffragettes succeeded in reaching the 

Strangers' Lobby of the House of Commons, and one was able 

to make her way to the chamber.39 About 9 p.m. the 

militants renewed their attempt to enter the House of 

Commons. After an inevitable confrontation between order 

and liberty, another twenty-two women and two men were 

arrested and "charged with disorder and resisting 

Police."40 The defendants at the Westminster Police Court 

now reached a total of 58. Only six of them paid fines, 52 

women preferred to be imprisoned.41 Edward Henry, the 

37Cited in Raeburn, The Militant Suffragettes. 33. 

38MEPO 2/1016, 41, PRO. 

39Sylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette. 141. 

40MEPO 2/1016, 41, PRO 

41As to the procession 
see The Times. February 14 and 15, 1907. 

41As to the procession at the Westminster Police Court, 
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Metropolitan Police Commissioner, strongly contended that 

"on the whole no unnecessary force was used," and that the 

police "had been so well instructed that they quite realised 

the importance of dealing most gently with these ladies."42 

The suffragettes made another attempt to force an 

entrance into the House of Commons after their second 

Women's Parliament occurred on March 20. Led by Lady 

Harberton, the militants, who came mostly from the 

provinces, were anxious and enthusiastic to march out from 

the Caxton Hall and on to the House of Commons. "It was 

said that no fewer than a thousand extra police were 

especially drafted into Parliament Square to guard the House 

of Commons," claims Sylvia Pankhurst, but "the violence used 

against" the suffragettes "was not so great as" it had been 

on February 13.43 As before, the police exerted all their 

power to prevent the militants from nearing the House of 

Commons. Sixty-three women were therefore imprisoned, and 

most of them were treated in the first division as 

before.44 

There were no more demonstrations in 1907, because the 

42MEPO 2/1016, PRO. For a brief biography of the 
Commissioner Edward Henry, see Moylan, Scotland Yard and the 
Metropolitan Police. 51-52. 

43Sylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette, 154-155. 

440wing to the disorders resulted from carrying out the 
resolution of the first and second Women's Parliament, 115 
women were imprisoned. Of them, "105 were treated in the 
first division, and only 10 in the second," HO 
144/1038/180782, 2, PRO. 
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suffragettes realized that the campaign for women's 

enfranchisement was to be a longer struggle than they had 

visualized at first. Before Parliament reassembled for the 

1908 session, the WSPU adopted a new strategy to persuade 

Cabinet Ministers to consider the women's issue in the 

forthcoming session. The suffragettes harassed almost all 

of the Cabinet Ministers and broke up numerous meetings 

during the autumn of 1907.45 The suffragette effort 

backfired, and the Cabinet began to take a firm policy 

against their militant tactics. Home Secretary Gladstone 

stated in a letter to Winston Churchill (March 18, 1910) 

that "during the past 3 years the Suff[ragette] question 

came frequently before the Cabinet. The concession was 

never suggested by any one, not even by you."46 

Under the guidance of the Home Office, the Metropolitan 

Police's "General Orders and Regulations," dated on 

September 20, 1907, included a series of comprehensive 

instructions for dealing with public meetings, processions, 

riots and others.47 The police were instructed to watch 

45Randolph S. Churchill, Winston S. Churchill. 
Companion Volume II (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1969), 
2: 710, 720, 729. 

46Ibid. , 1158. 

47Public Meetings Act 1908: Duties of Police (1908), 
MEPO 2/1264, PRO. General Orders and Regulations (September 
20, 1907) was the basis of the Public Meetings Act, 1908. 
Except for the common law and statute, the Orders and 
Regulations, which were "made by the Commissioner of Police 
under the statutory powers given to him by the Metropolitan 
Police Acts 1829 and 1839," was another source of duties of 
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carefully the "meetings or gatherings that appear likely to 

become dangerous." They were asked to identify, as far as 

possible, the leaders of those meetings, and to note their 

speeches. Along with uniformed and plain clothes 

constables, short-hand writers were to be provided, in 

special cases authorized by the Commissioners, to take 

notes. The police were ready to take prompt measure "to 

arrest the ringleaders before the meeting gets into an 

uncontrollably excited condition," especially "in certain 

localities [where] inflammatory language may lead to riot 

and damage to property." Before they attempted to arrest 

anyone, the police were instructed to be prudent, because 

sufficient forces must be at hand to keep order. General 

Orders and Regulations also emphasized that "before an 

arrest is made, the offender should be cautioned that if he 

persists he will be arrested. 

The police were empowered to disperse the assembly in 

which "any act of violence is observed, or threats of 

violent or unlawful conduct heard." They were then to 

arrest at once persons guilty of violence, or of uttering 

threats. More specifically, every police officer was 

authorized to apprehend without warrant any person "who 

shall use any threatening, abusive, or insulting words or 

the police. "Report of the Royal Commission on the 
Metropolitan Force, 1908," Parliamentary Paper [Cd. 4156]. 
House of Commons (1908), Volume L, 42. 

48Ibid. 
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behaviour, with intent to provoke a breach of the peace, or 

whereby a breach of the peace may be occasioned, provided 

such offence be committed within view of such constable. "A9 

Those who were arrested in connection with meetings, 

processions, and riots may be charged with one or more of 

the following offenses: 

(a) With obstructing police in the due execution of 
duty; or (b) With assaulting and resisting police in 
the due execution of duty; or (c) With using 
threatening, abusive, or insulting words or behaviour 
with intent to provoke a breach of the peace; (d) With 
wilfully obstructing the free passage of any highway; or 
'(e) With wilfully disregarding the regulations (or 
directions) of the Commissioner of Police for preventing 
obstruction, after having been made acquainted with the 
same.50 

These firm and comprehensive regulations and orders relating 

to public meetings, processions, and riots showed clearly 

the Government's determination to cope strongly with the 

suffragettes' militant activities. 

Instead of putting suffragette prisoners in the first 

division, as had been done since October 1906, the 

Government reverted, in January 1908, to its old policy of 

placing them in the second division.51 Owing to the 

occurrences of suffragettes' calling at the residences of 

cabinet ministers in late January, Commissioner Edward Henry 

further instructed the police to apprehend the militants, 

49Ibid. 

50Ibid. 

51Sylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette. 192. 
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and to charge them with all or any of the following 

offenses: "(1) Wilfully and wantonly disturbing . . . by 

pulling or ringing the door-bell, or knocking at the door 

without lawful excuse (2) Using insulting words or 

behaviour, etc. (3) Resisting or wilfully obstructing Police 

in execution of duty. (4) Obstructing the free passage of 

the Highway."52 

Although there was no mention of women suffrage in the 

King's speech, the new session of Parliament offered an 

opportunity to debate, scheduled on February 28, a Women's 

Suffrage Bill put forward by a Liberal M.P., H.Y. Stranger. 

The suffragettes decided to exert all their strength to 

press the government before that date. At the opening of 

Parliament of February 11, the suffragettes made unyielding 

attempt to force an entrance into the House of Commons after 

their third Women's Parliament, to put further pressure on 

the Liberal Government. As before, serious conflicts and 

disturbances were inevitable.53 Forty-six women were 

imprisoned on February 12 at Holloway; 45 of them were in 

the second division, and one in the third. Another ten 

suffragettes, who were committed on February 14, were all in 

the second division.54 "This change in the course adopted 

52Suffragettes: Legal Opinion as to Appropriate Charge 
(1908), MEPO 2/1145, 14, 20, PRO. 

53For details, see Sylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette. 
190-221. Raeburn, The Militant Suffragettes. 49-50. 

54HO 144/1038/180782, 2, PRO. 
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by the Courts, as between the cases dealt with in the early-

part of 1907 and those in the early part of 1908, was 

deliberate," Home Secretary Gladstone declared, "and was not 

due in any way to the action of the Government or the 

executive authorities."55 He stated that, because of their 

militant methods and of their abusing the first division 

privileges to advance their propaganda from Holloway Prison, 

the suffragettes themselves were responsible for suffering 

more severe treatment in prison. However true Gladstone's 

statement may be, early 1908 witnessed the Government and 

the suffragettes come to a deadlock. While the former stood 

firm, the latter sped ahead. As the agent for enforcing law 

and preserving order, the police had to confront the 

militants struggling for women's political rights. 

On April 7, 1908, H. H. Asquith became prime minister 

after Campbell-Bannerman's resignation. The militants 

believed that abandoning the practice of treating 

suffragette prisoners as first division misdemeanants had 

come from Asquith1s exercising power during Campbell-

Bannerman' s continued illness.56 Therefore, the 

suffragettes decided to face Asquith head-on at the first 

encounter. By late April, the WSPU began to prepare for an 

enormous meeting to be held in Hyde Park on June 21, showing 

55Ibid. 

56Sylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette, 223 
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that there were indeed many women who demanded the vote.57 

Mrs. Pethick-Lawrence, her husband Frederick Pethick-

Lawrence, and Mrs. Flora Drummond were mainly responsible 

for organizing the enormous meeting. This great meeting 

composed seven enormous processions which were to march into 

Hyde Park through its seven gates. Over a quarter of a 

million women heard about the cause of women's 

enfranchisement around various platforms.58 This peaceful 

demonstration showed the police's indirect duty of advancing 

individual freedom of public meeting and free expression of 

thoughts. One of the suffragette leaders, Sylvia Pankhurst, 

remarked that "six thousand police in all accompanied the 

seven processions, the police authorities being most helpful 

and courteous toward us throughout the arrangements."59 

But the Liberal Government remained unimpressed by the 

largest suffragette demonstration ever seen in Hyde Park. 

The militants were then increasingly organized to threaten 

public order, rather than to demonstrate broad popular 

support.60 They at once decided to call upon another great 

meeting on June 30, to be held in Parliament Square. Around 

5,000 policemen were on duty and were ordered this time to 

57Raeburn, The Militant Suffragettes. 102. 

58George Dangerfield, The Strange Death of Liberal 
England (New York: Capricorn Books, 1961; first published 
in 1935), 154. 

59Sylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette. 246. 

60Holton, Feminism and Democracy. 46. 
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prevent any meeting there. On the evening of June 30, more 

than 100,000 people assembled in Parliament Square. Since 

the suffragettes refused to disperse, the police rode in 

among them and arrested 29 women. Twenty-seven of them were 

charged with obstructing the police in the execution of 

their duty, and were sentenced to two months' imprisonment 

in the second division. The magistrate at the Westminster 

Police Court told them that, in stead of fighting openly 

against Asquith, "it would be far better for them to adopt 

gentle methods."61 

The other two women were apprehended because each of 

them threw two small stones through two of the lower windows 

of Number 10. They were the first of the suffragettes to 

deliberately break windows.* The magistrate at Bow Street 

Police Court sentenced them to two months' imprisonment in 

the third division without the option of a fine.62 

The treatment of these suffragette prisoners in the 

second and third divisions caused a series of debates in the 

House of Commons on whether the militants should be treated 

as political prisoners. If they were, they should be 

entitled to be treated in first division imprisonment.63 

Home Secretary Gladstone did not agree this view and 

61 The Times, July 2, 1908. For details of the 
demonstration, see Sylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette. 249-
254. 

62 Ibid., 254-255. 

63Suffragettes, HO 144/882/167074, PRO. 
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remarked that: 

The only case for which, under English law, the first 
division treatment is prescribed are those relating to 
contempt of court, sedition, and seditious libel. Since 
complete liberty of speech and meeting is allowed in 
this country, neither the constitution nor the law 
contemplates an immunity from the ordinary process of 
law of those who deliberately choose to break the law 
for the purpose of political propaganda. It is quite 
obvious that, were it otherwise, any one who held strong 
opinions on a political question such as Home Rule, 
Licensing, Unemployment, the Education Rate, and so 
forth, or made profession of such views, would be 
entitled to annoy individuals, obstruct and restrict the 
police, do damage to property, and cause public 
inconvenience, loss, and danger by disorderly conduct in 
the streets and incitements to disturbance, on the 
ground that they were "advancing the cause". It is 
quite impossible to draw the line in favour of one set 
of people from another, merely because they declare that 
their particular opinions are of far more importance and 
greater urgency than those of any other set. 4 

Since the magistrate was empowered by Parliament to decide 

the division in which prisoners were to be treated, 

Gladstone insisted in late July that he had no 

constitutional power to interfere.65 

Along with leading some great provincial demonstrations 

from July to September 1908, the suffragettes focused on the 

opening parliament's autumn session, which was to take place 

64HO 144/1038/180782, 2-3, PRO. 

65Ibid. , 4. In fact, the Home Secretary often 
expressed his opinion to magistrate. For instance, on 
August 31, 1908, Gladstone told the Justices his views on 
prison treatment, 13 Suffragettes convinced on October 29, 
1908, Prison Treatment, HO 144/891/171454, PRO. The 
suffragettes certainly did not believe Gladstone's statement 
that "the Magistrate was alone responsible for placing the 
women in the second and third divisions and that he himself 
had no power to interfere," Sylvia Pankhurst, The 
Suffragette. 255. 
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on October 12. On October 2, Mrs. Pankhurst and her 

daughter Christabel told Commissioner of Police Edward Henry 

that "if the Prime Minister does not reply to or sends an 

unsatisfactory reply to the letter sent him by the Women's 

Social and Political Union, recently, they propose again 

demonstrating in Parliament Square on the day after the 

opening of Parliament and to endeavour as before, to secure 

the attendance there of the public by circulating leaflets 

inviting them to come."66 Asquith refused the militants' 

request, and they determined to both call a fifth Women's 

Parliament and seek an interview with the Prime Minister. 

The hand-bills, "Votes for Women: Men & Women Help the 

Suffragettes to Rush the House of Commons on Tuesday 

Evening, 13th October, at 7:30.," were therefore widely 

circulated.67 

Although the suffragette leaders promised not to 

organize window breaking or other violence, they claimed 

that the WSPU was not to be responsible for the acts of 

individual women.68 To cope with the foreseen concourse of 

people, the Commissioner proposed keeping Parliament Square 

clear of spectators. He decided to order the police "to 

block the passages of both vehicles and pedestrians across 

66Letter to Gladstone, October 6, 1908, Herbert 
Gladstone Papers Ad. MS. 46066, 65, British Library. 

67Sylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette. 262-263. 

68Letter to Gladstone, October 6, 1908, Ad. MS. 46066, 
65, British Library. 
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the road from Cromwell's Statue to St. Margaret's Church" 

and other important roads. The Commissioner also prepared 

"to close Whitehall, Great George Street, and, in fact, all 

approaches, diverting traffic," when "at any time the 

congestion in the vicinity of Parliament Square becomes too 

great." And to protect Number 10, the public were not to be 

allowed into Downing Street. The Commissioner believed that 

these practical arrangements would be effective to fulfill 

his duty of maintaining order on October 13.69 

One day before the scheduled "rush" on the House of 

Commons, the Police issued summonses against the three WSPU 

leaders, Mrs. Pankhurst, Flora Drummond, and Christabel 

Pankhurst. On October 13, these women presented themselves 

for arrest just before the demonstration. The authorities 

claimed that the women had incited people to riot and 

violence because of their use of the word "rush" in the 

hand-bills. The magistrate finally judged, after prolonged 

trials at the Bow street Police Court, that "there could be 

no doubt but that the handbill which the defendants 

circulated was liable to cause something to occur which 

might and probably would, end in a breach of the peace."70 

The suffragettes believed that the "judicial system [was] 

corrupted for party ends," and each of the two older 

69Ibid. , 70, 71. 

70Sylvia Pankhur 
of the trial see ibid., 271-321. 

70Sylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette. 321. For details 
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leaders, Mrs. Pankhurst and Flora Drummond, were ordered "to 

enter into their own Recognizance in £100 and to find two 

Sureties in £50 each to be of good behaviour for 12 months 

or to go to prison for three months in default."71 In the 

case of the younger defendant, Christabel Pankhurst, her own 

bond was £50, with two sureties of £25 each, the alternative 

being ten weeks in prison.72 

The demonstration took place in the absence of the 

three leaders, and about 60,000 people were completely 

cordoned off the Parliament Square by the police. Twenty-

one women were apprehended when they attempted twice to ' 

force their way past police lines in the evening of October 

13. They were all charged with disorder in the vicinity of 

the House of Parliament.73 

After the trial of their three leaders, the militants 

continued their suffrage campaign. On October 19, the 

suffragettes assembled at Queen's Hall, in Piccadilly 

Circus. At 1:45 p.m. two women began to distribute 

leaflets, which announced the meeting, and a crowd 

collected. "Their presence attracted the attention of 

pedestrians and of drivers of vehicles alike," Commissioner 

Henry reported to the Home Office. "Their conduct caused 

71 As to suffragettes' complaint, see ibid, 307. For 
the result of the trial, see Suffragettes: Disturbances 
(1908), MEPO 2/1222, 19, PRO. 

72Ibid. 

73Ibid. , 6-8. 
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such obstruction as to make it necessary to intervene. At 

1:55 p.m. they were in consequence arrested."74 They were 

charged with wilfully and persistently causing obstruction, 

though the defendants and two witnesses denied this 

charge.75 But this even reflected the tradition of the 

rule of law. While the two defendants stated at the Court 

that members of the WSPU "were always instructed to obey the 

instructions of the police," the policemen gave evidence 

that the two women "were treated with every kindness and 

consideration, both at the Police Station and at the Police 

Court."76 The militant suffragettes fought against, not 

the police, but the Government. The police were obligated 

to maintain order, not to come into conflict with the 

suffragettes. It was, however, inevitable that the police 

had to follow the executive authorities' policy toward the 

militants. 

Even the judicial branch was influenced by the Liberal 

leadership. Since early 1908, the London magistrates had 

made second division treatment the ordinary rule. Coincided 

with the worsening of the relationship between the 

Government and the suffragettes, the magistrates began to 

sentence some militant offenders to imprisonment in the 

74Suffragettes: Willful and Persistent Obstruction 
(1908), MEPO 2/1223, 34-35, PRO. 

75Morninq Advertiser. October 20, 1908. 

76MEPO 2/1223, 3, 37, PRO. 
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third division, and even, in some cases, to imprisonment 

with hard labor. On October 29, at Westminster Police 

Court, twelve members of the Womens' Freedom League were 

charged with wilfully obstructing the police outside the 

House of Commons, and were placed in the third division.77 

This imprisonment entailed "the wearing of prison dress and 

work during a number of hours, not more than ten, or less 

than six, exclusive of meal times, in each day as may be 

prescribed, unless the medical officer certify unfitness for 

such labour. Prisoners have to be employed in some useful 

industry, and are liable to further punishment for neglect 

of work. "78 

The Government took additional steps to control the 

suffragettes' militant campaign. By October 1908, women 

were excluded viewing the House of Commons, and this 

restriction was to last for several years.79 Instead of 

the common law offence of unlawful assembly, the Public 

Meeting Act, 1908, passed on December 21, governed the 

^In September 1907, a number of the ablest militants 
in the WSPU seceded to form a new suffragette society called 
the Women's Freedom League. Sylvia Pankhurst, The 
Suffragette, 173. Ensor, England. 1870-1914, 397-398. 

78The Times, October 30, 1908. On medical grounds, the 
Home Secretary might also advise the remission of the 
remainder of a prisoner's sentence. On November 3, 
Gladstone advised that Flora Drummond be released because 
she was in a state of pregnancy about the fifth month and 
suffered a fainting attack, MEPO 2/1222, 20, PRO. 

79 Harrison, Peaceable Kingdom. 62. 
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prevention of disturbances at public meetings.80 A public 

meeting was defined as "any lawful meeting called together 

for the furtherance or discussion of a matter of general 

concern, to which the public, or any particular section of 

the public, is invited or admitted."81 Under the Act, any 

person who at a public meeting "acts in a disorderly manner 

for the purpose of preventing the transaction of the 

business" of the meeting was liable to a penalty of £5 or 

imprisonment for one month. Those who incited others to 

commit such an offence were guilty of a like offence.82 

When requested to do so by the chairman or promoters of the 

meeting, the police could obtain the names and address of 

offenders.83 But the police had to avoid unnecessary 

interference with public speakers in any lawful meetings.84 

Except for the passage of the Public Meeting Act, 1908, 

the Government approved the performance of the Metropolitan 

Police and the whole police institution. In 1906, a Royal 

Commission was appointed to examine the conduct of the 

80"One of the last prosecutions for the old common law 
offence of unlawful assembly took place in 1908, when a 
suffragette was jailed for six weeks," Critchley, The 
Conquest of Violence, 174. 

81MEPO 2/1264, PRO; Vincent, The Police Code. 151. 

82MEPO 2/1264, PRO; Turner, Kenny's Outlines of 
Criminal Law, 416. 

83MEPO 2/1264, PRO. For details, see Vincent, The 
Police Code, 151. 

^Ibid. 
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police and the duties performed by the police.85 The 

members of the Committed concluded in 1908 that the police 

had done an excellent job in maintaining order: 

(1) We think the discipline of the Force is well 
maintained. (2) The general arrangements for the 
maintenance of order and for the prevention of offences 
in the streets, and for the apprehension and punishment 
of offenders are excellent, and are carried out almost 
invariably in a thoroughly satisfactory manner. (3) The 
Metropolitan Police Force is entitled to the confidence 
of all classes of the community.86 

Certainly, the suffragettes did not have such an optimistic 

view. 

85Photographic Copies of Cabinet Letters in the Royal 
Archives, 1868-1916, Cab. 41/30: 61, PRO; Moylan, Scotland 
Yard and the Metropolitan Police. 52. 

86Parliament Paper [Cd. 4156] , House of Commons (1908) , 
Volume L, 152. 



CHAPTER V 

THE POLICE AND THE SUFFRAGETTES, 1909-1910 

The Home Secretary often claimed that he had no 

constitutional power to interfere with a magistrate's 

decision on prison treatment.1 But he did have the 

authority to release a prisoner before the expiration of his 

or her expected imprisonment. He ordered the release of 

Mrs. Pankhurst and Christabel Pankhurst on December 19 from 

Holloway perhaps because he wanted to avoid the occurrence 

of a proposed suffragettes procession on December 22 to 

celebrate Christabel's return.2 The early release of two 

militant leaders, therefore, signified not the Liberals' 

good will, but rather their vigilance in dealing with the 

militant women's suffrage movement. 

The Government still determined to make no concessions 

to the suffragettes' campaign. In early 1909, Asquith, as 

1The Permanent Underscretary of the Home Office, Edward 
Troup, stated on February 16, 1909, in a letter to a 
magistrate that "the Home Office is always most reluctant to 
interfere in any way with a Magistrate's freedom of action," 
HO 144/1033/175878, PRO. His remarks may be interpreted as 
meaning that interference by the Home Office was lawful. 

2Christable's imprisonment would have expired on 
December 22 and Mrs. Pankhurst's on January 9, Raeburn, The 
Militant Suffragettes. 81-82. Andrew Rosen, Rise UP. 
Women!:The Militant Campaign of the Women's Social and 
Political Union 1903-1914 (London and Boston: Routledge & 
Kegan Paul, 1974), 113. 
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before, continued his policy of not receiving WSPU 

deputations. At the same time, he admitted that he "was 

constantly receiving deputations of men," which were very 

helpful for the prime minister "to decide what measures he 

must include in the next King's speech" before the opening 

of the new session of Parliament on February 16.3 As a 

result of their attempts to speak with the Prime Minster, 

many members of the WSPU and the Women's Freedom League have 

been arrested and charged with unlawfully knocking at the 

door of Number 10 Downing Street or forcibly entering into 

the street.4 The Home Secretary also refused even to 

follow the usual prison regulations, including one that 

books "may be sent to the prisoner on the usual condition 

that they shall belong to the prison library."5 Under 

Gladstone's order, whether the suffragette prisoner Irene 

Dallas could read books on Algebra to prepare her 

examination at Cambridge depended on whether the prison 

library already had them. 

There was still no mention of women suffrage in the 

King's speech on February 16, and the government continued 

its firm policy toward the suffragettes' militancy. 

Although the Cabinet proposed an elaborate Electoral Reform 

3Sylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette. 360-361. 

4Ibid., 361. 

5Use of Books etc., by Suffragettes (1909), HO 
144/1032/175314, PRO. 
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Bill which might include women, the Liberal administration 

refused a separate women's Bill. The Women's Freedom 

League decided therefore to present, on February 18, its 

petition to Downing Street and then the House of Commons. 

The Police arrested twenty members of the militant 

organization who took part in the forcible petition.6 Led 

by Mrs. Pethick-lawrence on February 24, the WSPU also 

marched to the House of Commons and determined to see the 

Prime Minister. The usual confrontation at police lines 

between the constables and the suffragettes resulted in the 

arrest of Mrs. Pethick-Lawrence and other twenty-seven 

women.1 

Coincided with the rapid growth of the strength of 

suffragettes and the continuous exacerbation of their 

militancy during the past one year, the Government's 

position remained unshakable.8 On April 19, Gladstone 

remarked again that the militants' abuse of the first 

division rules was the essential cause of Government's 

adoption of severe punishments for suffragette prisoners. 

The Home Secretary claimed that the suffragettes had "made 

Holloway the centre of their disorderly movement by 

communications to newspaper and manifestoes encouraging 

6The Times. February 19, 1909. 

7Rosen, Rise UP. Women!. 114. 

8For details of the growth of the strength of the 
suffragette movement, see ibid., 1 1 4 - 1 1 5 . 
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lawlessness."9 Therefore, the discretion of the courts in 

committing disorderly suffragettes to the second division, 

in the Home Secretary's opinion, had been "exercised with 

judgement and reason."10 The militants believed, however, 

that the Courts' decision to inflict heavy punishments on 

their comrades in Holloway signified only the corruption of 

the Liberal Government. On April 16, Mrs. Pethick-Lawrence 

was released from prison. One week later, she said that 

Holloway prison was "a graduate university for 

Suffragettes," and the militant leader urged strongly her 

followers who had not yet been there to go and get their 

degrees.11 

By June 1909, the suffragettes had successfully exerted 

their strength in heating up the issue of women's 

enfranchisement. They failed, however, to persuade the 

Government to support women's suffrage legislation. With an 

extremely gloomy outlook for the immediate future for their 

suffrage campaign, the members of the WSPU prepared to 

sponsor another march to the House of Commons.12 They 

aimed at emphasizing the right to petition which the Bill of 

Rights had assured in 1689. If the Prime Minister "calls 

9Suffragettes: Prison Treatment (1909), HO 
144/1033/175875, PRO. 

10Ibid. 

11Harrison, Peaceable Kingdom. 45. 

12Rosen, Rise UP, Women! 116-117. 
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out the police to prevent women from using their right to 

present a petition," the suffragettes claimed in their 

leaflets, "he will be guilty of illegal and unconstitutional 

action."13 Mrs. Pankhurst informed Asquith that the 

suffragettes were to use their right to present a petition 

at the House of Commons at 8 p.m. of June 29. The militant 

leader warned that they "could accept no refusal and must 

insist upon their constitutional right to be received."14 

Believing perhaps that he was responsible for preserving 

public order through established rules, the Prime Minister 

remained adamant against Mrs. Pankhurst's threatened great 

demonstration, which was to be larger and more highly 

organized than any of its forebears. 

On June 22 and 24, Marion Wallace-Dunlop, an artist, 

intended twice to print the words from the Bill of Rights on 

the wall of St. Stephen's Hall of the House of Commons. In 

the second attempt, she succeeded in inscribing the 

quotation on the wall, though she was arrested and would be 

sentenced on July 2. On the evening of June 29, led by Mrs. 

Pankhurst, the suffragettes launched their "Bill of Rights" 

attack on the Government and tried to approach the House of 

Commons. At the steps of the Strangers' Entrance, they were 

informed that the Prime Minister would not receive the 

deputation. Mrs. Pankhurst decided to force the police to 

13Cited in ibid., 118. 

KSylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette. 381. 
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arrest her immediately. She struck the Inspector on Duty 

twice, and the militant leader was arrested. The main 

attack soon followed. While the police cleared Parliament 

Square and caused serious conflicts, other militants 

"succeeded in carrying out a time-honoured means of showing 

political contempt by breaking the windows of the official 

residence of the first Lord of the Admiralty, and of the 

Home Office, the Privy Council Office and the Treasury 

Office in Whitehall."15 The police at last apprehended 108 

women, 14 of whom were stone throwers. 

On July 2, Marion Wallace-Dunlop was sentenced to one 

month's second division imprisonment for her damage of the 

wall of St. Stephen's Hall on June 24. Three days later, 

she began a hunger, strike on her own initiative to protest 

against being denied first division treatment as a political 

offender. After ninety-one hours of refusing all food, the 

first suffragette hunger striker was released from Holloway 

by the Home Secretary's order, after having served only 

about a quarter of her sentence.16 

15Ibid., 387. One of the stone throwers testified that 
they regarded that "the time for political arguments was 
thoroughly exhausted," and that "the time for militant 
action had arrived," Rosen, Rise UP. Women! 120. For details 
of the disturbance at Westminster, see The Times, June 30, 
July 1, 1909. 

16Emmeline Pankhurst, Mv Own Story (New York: Source 
Book Press, 1970; first published in London in 1914), 149-
150. Raeburn, The Militant Suffragettes, 102. Mrs. Pethick-
Lawrence stated that the WSPU leaders did not request 
Wallace-Dunlap to adopt the approach of hunger strike to 
protest prison treatment. Letter to Miss E. Hobhouse, 1909, 
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On July 9, the day Wallace-Dunlop's return, those 108 

suffragettes, including Mrs. Pankhurst, were tried at police 

court. While the magistrate supported the constitutional 

right of petition, he insisted that "when the women were 

refused permission to enter the House of Commons, and when 

Mr. Asquith had said that he would not receive them, the 

women acted wrongly to persist in their demands."17 The 

magistrate thought, therefore, that he should fine them £5 

each or sentence them to one month's imprisonment in the 

second division. The sentence would be suspended for the 

present because the cases involved a constitutional issue of 

the subject's right to petition and should go before a 

higher court.18 The fourteen window-breakers were, 

however, tried separately ahd sentenced to prison terms that 

varied from one to two months.19 

Encouraged by Wallace-Dunlop's hunger strike and 

early release, the fourteen window-breaking suffragettes 

determined to follow her example. On July 20, they were all 

released because of their hunger strikes.20 Christabel 

remarked privately that the suffragettes had "destroyed the 

Gladstone papers Ad. MS. 46067, 329, British Library. 

17Emmeline Pankhurst, Mv Own Story. 144. 

18Ibid. 

19Sylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette. 392. Emmeline 
Pankhurst, Mv Own Story. 150-152. 

20For details of their protest at Holloway, see 
Emmeline Pankhurst, Mv Own Storv. 150-152. 
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Government's weapon of coercion. They will never in future 

be able to keep us in prison more than a few days, for we 

have now learnt our power to starve ourselves out of prison, 

and this power we shall use-unless, of course, the 

Government prefer to let us die."21 

While the WSPU was not to send a deputation to the 

House of Commons until the suspended cases of Mrs. Pankhurst 

and her 93 followers were decided in a higher court, the 

Women's Freedom League continued to strive for the right to 

petition. The members of the League decided to present 

their petition at Number 10 Downing Street and the House of 

Commons until the Prime Minster agreed to receive it. Many 

militants were arrested in Downing Street and sentenced to 

varying terms of imprisonment.22 On July 15, the Men's 

League for Women's Suffrage, therefore, presented a petition 

to the Home Office. It claimed that, because of the Prime 

Minister's persistent refusal to receive many women's lawful 

and reasonable requests, the suffragette prisoners should be 

punished "only as misdemeanants of the first class."23 

The Home Secretary remained unyielding, because "the 

introduction of such a practice would be likely to have 

21Letter to A. J. Balfour, July 22, 1909, Balfour 
Papers Ad. MS. 497 63, British Library. 

22The Times. July 10 & 13, 1909. 

23Suffragettes Picketing Downing Street Convicted of 
Obstruction (1909), HO 144/1038/181250, PRO. 
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dangerous consequences."24 

Paying attention to the law relating to their militant 

activities, the suffragettes were adept in advancing their 

campaign through every legal approach available for them.25 

When many of the fourteen window-breaking hunger strikers 

were released, they told the public about their experiences 

in prison. The Home secretary was then often questioned in 

the House of Commons about the prison conditions. Under the 

pressure of suffragette leader and several Members of 

Parliament, the Home Secretary personally conducted a group, 

which consisted of Messrs. Byles, George Greenwood, and Keir 

Hardie, through the prison.26 According to the Home 

Office, these members were well satisfied with the prison 

conditions, expect for "three or four matters in respect of 

which they thought some improvement could be effected."27 

Gladstone commented that many statements which were made 

24Prison Treatment of Suffragettes (1908-1910), HO 
144/1038/180782, 39, PRO. Moreover, Gladstone stated that 
political offence "is not and never has been the law or 
practice" in England. 

250n July 21, the Suffragists' Vigilance League issued 
a leaflet which announced that the organization was to issue 
shortly some leaflets on the law relating to obstruction, 
that Riot Act, The Act relating to the convening of meeting, 
the duty of police at suffragette demonstrations, and 
numerous others for suffragettes" reference, HO 
144/1038/180782, 36, PRO. 

26Christbel urged, on July 24, Gladstone to pay a visit 
to Holloway. Ibid., 55. For the inspection of the prison, 
o -1 Vn-J ^ C see ibid., 5. 

27Ibid 
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about the condition of Holloway were "not only misleading, 

but absolutely false."28 

By August, 1909, the hunger strike became the practice 

of imprisoned suffragettes in Holloway and the provincial 

prisons at Manchester, Birmingham, and Liverpool. The 

suffragette prisoners believed that after three or four 

days' imprisonment they could return to the fighting 

line.29 While the militants were heartened by the newly 

discovered weapon of the hunger strike, the government 

placed additional restrictions on women's admission to 

political meetings in many cities.30 The suffragettes', 

therefore, found new ways to disturb the Liberal leaders.31 

The Home Secretary condemned, for instance, that "some women 

had thrown balls of iron through the skylight of a lofty 

hall in which a political meeting was going on, missiles 

28Ibid., 4. For example of those misleading and false 
statements, see ibid., 5. 

290n August 1, for instance, twelve suffragette 
prisoners all refused their food in Holloway prison. 
Disturbance and Obstruction of Police by Suffragettes 
Meeting at Limehouse (1909), HO 144/1040/182086, PRO. 

30For example, to take part in a meeting addressed by 
Asquith at Bletchley on August 13, women had to agree first 
not to disturb the meeting and, them\n, purchase their 
tickets through recognized Liberal officials. Moreover, 
their name should be written on the face of the ticket, 
Rosen, Rise UP. Women!. 121-122. 

31Lloyd George's meeting was also the militants' 
target. Thirteen suffragettes were charged with obstructing 
the police on the occasion of Floyd George's meeting held on 
the evening of August 1 at the Edinburgh Castle, The Times. 
August 2, 1909. 
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which might have inflicted serious injury on persons within, 

and others had thrown large stones at motor-cars in which 

Ministers were supposed to be."32 

Commissioner of Police Edward Henry began to take more 

active measures than before to combat the suffragettes' new 

militancy against Cabinet Minsters and to protect the 

Liberal leaders from insults and violence. Although members 

of the Special Branch of the Criminal Investigation 

Department (CID) "have already been engaged in making 

enquiry regarding members of several Suffragette 

organizations," they were not "always available for despatch 

to the Provinces and also for prosecuting enquires as to the 

designs" of the suffragettes' militant campaigns against 

Cabinet Ministers.33 On September 15, therefore, the 

Commissioner made a request to the Home Secretary for an 

immediate increase in the strength of the Special Branch of 

"1 First Class Inspector, 1 Second Class inspector, 2 First 

Class Sergeants, 2 Second Class Sergeants, 4 Third Class 

Sergeants, and 6 Constables," to protect minister 

ef fectively .3A Within one week, Gladstone approved of the 

Commissioner's request and he also reminded Commission Henry 

that the police were responsible for protecting not only the 

32HO 144/1038/180782, 6, PRO. 

33Suffragette Disturbances: Argumentation of Special 
Branch (1909), MEPO 2/1310. 5, PRO. 

34Ibid. , 6. 
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ministers but also the public attending the public 

meetings.35 

On September 17, two days after the Commissioner's 

request to increase the strength of the Special Branch of 

the CID, the Prime Minister was harassed by suffragettes 

during a political meeting in Bingley Hall, Birmingham. The 

suffragettes also assaulted several policemen who were 

guarding the security of the meeting and broke a window of 

the train in which Asquith was one of the passengers 

returning to London.36 Seven militants were arrested and 

imprisoned in Winson Green Gaol in Birmingham. Following 

the examples of thirty-seven suffragette prisoners who had 

succeeded in terminating their imprisonment by hunger-

striking during the past two and a half months, the seven 

women began hunger strikes in Winson Green. It was no 

longer simply a question of shouting "Votes for Women," 

pushing against the police, and other disorders. The Home 

Secretary regarded recent suffragette offenses as dangerous 

to life. In the case of Birmingham, "some women had been 

found in possession of axes, which they were recklessly 

handling. Some had thrown bricks and slates in large 

numbers from the roof of a high building" near the Bingley 

Hall into a crowded street below.37 Gladstone felt, 

35Ibid. , 7. 

36Rosen, Rise Up, Women! . 123. 

37HO 144/1038/180782, 6, PRO. 
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therefore, it impossible to continue recommending the 

suffragette prisoners "to the mercy of the Crown after the 

lapse of a day or two's imprisonment merely because they 

would not eat the food provided for them."38 

Yet at the same time the Home Secretary believed that 

the prison authorities were responsible for preventing 

militant prisoners from committing suicide by self-

starvation. He then adopted a new policy of artificial 

feeding to deal with the hunger strike of the seven 

Birmingham women. Gladstone claimed that artificial feeding 

was done "as gently as was possible, and in every case by 

skilled medical men, with the assistance of female 

warders."39 While the Government saw forcible feeding by a 

rubber tube as a regular form of medical treatment which had 

constantly been applied in appropriate cases in hospitals, 

asylums, and prisons, the suffragettes and their 

sympathizers described the process as torture or an 

outrage.40 Though threatened by the terrifying prospect of 

38Ibid. 

39Ibid. 

40Sir Douglas Powell, the President of the Royal 
College of Physicians claimed that the method of artificial 
feeding was "the only measure that can be adopted to 
maintain the health and preserve the lives of persons who 
persistently refuse food." As the highest authority on any 
matter relating to the medical treatment of the insane, Dr. 
Chares Mercier informed that Home Secretary that enforced 
feeding was a routine practice in numerous cases in every 
lunatic asylum, ibid., 6-7. On the other hand, the 
suffragettes stated that forcible feeding was a horrible 
outrage, and 116 medical doctors signed a memorial against 
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forcible feeding, the militants continued to harass every 

important Cabinet Minister's meeting. 

In London there were even rumors that the suffragettes 

had decided to assassinate Asquith. On September 27, Edward 

Troup, the Permanent Under Secretary of the Home Office, 

told Gladstone he was really concerned for the Prime 

Minister's safety.41 Because the militants had been 

practicing shooting, the Home Secretary decided, on November 

10, to take drastic precautions to protect Asquith from the 

militants ' attack.42 

Although Winston Churchill, then President of the Board 

of Trade, was probably in sympathy with women suffrage, he 

could not stand against the Cabinet's detestation of the 

militants to help the suffragettes while they continued 

their militancy.43 Churchill was, therefore, also hampered 

in his election meetings. He was to speak in Bristol on 

November 19, and the suffragettes planned secretly a 

demonstration there. Theresa Garnett decided to participate 

forcible feeding, Emmeline Pankhurst, Mv Own Storv. 157-158. 
The Lord Chief Justice justified, on December 9, the 
legality of forcible feeding by the prison authorities, 
Sylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette. 476-477. 

41Harrison, Peaceable Kingdom. 56. Rosen, Rise UP. 
Women!. 126. 

42Harrison, Peaceable Kingdom. 57. 

430n October 18, 1909, Churchill wrote to his wife: "I 
have told them that I cannot help them while the present 
tactics are continued. I am sorry for them. The feeling here 
is v[er]y hot against them," Randolph S. Churchill, Winston 
S. Churchill. Companion Volume II, 2: 195. 
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the procession, and "determined to do something to avenge 

the insult done to [her] countrywomen by the Government to 

which Mr. Churchill belongs." Since the Government had used 

coercion against the suffragettes, arrested and imprisoned 

their deputations, and ruthlessly prevented them from taking 

part in meetings, Gatnett resolved to punish Churchill "as 

the representative of this cowardly Government."44 Garnett 

narrated what happened on November 13 at the Great Western 

Railway Station in Bristol: 

I had a riding switch. I had no intention of using it. 
I was only 'going through the motions', as they say in 
the Army. So I went out with the switch which I had 
kept up my sleeve and I said, holding it in my hand, 
'Mr. Churchill, what about votes for women?' Of course, 
they all pounced and the detectives by that time had got 
up to me. 

She was then charged, on November 15, with unlawfully 

disturbing the peace in a public place, and was ordered to 

find two sureties of £20 each, in default of one month's 

imprisonment.46 

Theresa Garnett, who had twice carried out a hunger 

strike, began her third one in Bristol prison on November 

18, when she was fed twice through a nasal tube. One 

December 4, the militant refused all medicine. The medical 

officer reported, two days later, that forcible feeding with 

44The Times, November 16, 1909. 

45Raeburn, The Militant Suffragettes, 129. Sylvia 
Pankhurst, The Suffragette. 460. 

46The Times. November 16, 1909. 
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the nasal tube "pains her when withdrawing tube, but she is 

quite obstinate in refusing to open mouth for tube 

protector." On December 11, she even took no water, and was 

fed in the evening by the nose "with 1 pint milk and 3 

teaspoonfuls of Virol." Two days later, the suffragette 

still refused all food in the last day of her imprisonment, 

and was fed by nasal tube as usual." Garnett was discharged 

shortly after 8 a.m. of December 14, and completed her one-

month imprisonment with grievous pain.47 

Except for harassing the Cabinet Ministers' meetings, 

some suffragettes continued to protest the Government by 

damaging public buildings. For example,they broke the 

windows at the post office and at the Liberal Club in mid-

November.48 To "protest against tyranny," a suffragette 

also interfered with the ballot box, which was then used for 

the Parliamentary election for the Bermondsey Division, by 

pouring various liquid chemicals into the ballot box.49 

These suffragette militant actions caused difficulties for 

the Home Secretary in fulfilling his "unpleasant and 

47HO 144/1032/175314, PRO. See also: Suffragettes-
treatment in Bristol Prison (1909), HO 144/552/185732, PRO. 
Other hunger strikers, except for Theresa Garnet, included 
Vera Wentworth, mary Allen, Ellen W. Pitman, and Jessie 
Lawes who were all fed by nasal tube, ibid. 

48The Times. November 15, 1909. 

49The Times. November 25, 1909. As to the treatment of 
the suffragette, Alice Chapin in prison, see Treatment in 
Holloway Prison of Alice Chapin and Alison Neilsan, 
Suffragettes (1909-1910), HO 144/1047/185574, PRO. 
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distasteful duty." Gladstone complained that: 

On different occasions in recent years I have spoken as 
strongly as I could for enfranchisement. But for three 
years I have been pursued by the militant section with 
venom & falsehood simply because I have been discharging 
a public duty. These persons [the suffragettes] choose 
to organize disturbances & to commit assaults. . . . 
They refuse to find sureties for good behaviour, & to 
pay fines. They elect to go to prison. They elect to 
refuse food. They demand to be released after 2 or 3 
days in order to create fresh disturbances. They wish 
to have it all ways—to put the authorities to great 
trouble and expense—to break the law—& time after time 
practically to collapse its penalties.50 

The Home Secretary regarded the suffragettes' militancy for 

women suffrage as "the first instance in history of a 

campaign of deliberately organised and prolonged 

disorder."51 He did not believe that the militants had the 

right to conduct such a campaign which would cause a breach 

in the fabric of law and order, by means of which alone the 

English people were able "to live civilised lives." 

Gladstone determined, in December 1909, to perform, like "a 

policeman in the street," his duty to maintain order and, 

therefore, to secure the British social system and advance 

social progress.52 

On December 1, when Mrs. Pankhurst finished her first 

visit to the United States and sailed for England, the cases 

50Letter to E. Hobhouse, November 9, 1909, Gladstone 
Papers, Ad. MS. 46067, British Library. 

51HO 144/1038.180782, 9, PRO. Gladstone stated that 
there was no organized disorder or violence during the 
campaign for passing the Reform bill in 1832, ibid. 

52Ibid. 
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in which she and other 93 women were concerned, which had 

hung over since the summer because of the involvement of the 

constitutional right to petition, were heard in the Division 

Court.53 Through a serious of debates, the Lord Chief 

Justice agreed that subjects did have a right to present a 

petition to the Prime Minister, but argued that suffragettes 

demanded not only to present a petition but "to be received 

in deputation." Since the police were empowered to maintain 

order and prevent any obstruction of the vicinity of the 

House of Commons, and to keep clear the approaches to 

Parliament, the Lord Chief Justice decided, on December 9, 

that Mrs. Pankhurst and other women had violated the law 

"When they had insisted that they had a right to enter the 

House of Commons." Mrs. Pankhurst was fined £5, but some 

unknown person paid her fine while she was on the ocean.54 

Unwilling to revive the outdated problem, the Government 

dismissed the cases of other 93 women.55 

On December 15, 1909, Parliament was dissolved, and a 

general election was scheduled on January 14, 1910. The 

Home Secretary was concerned, therefore, about the need to 

preserve public order during the election campaign. The 

police were responsible for keeping peace particularly at 

53In October, 1909, Mrs. Pankhurst made her visit to 
the United States, Emmeline Pankhurst, Mv Own Storv. 160. 

54Sylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette. 472, 483. 

55Raeburn, The Militant Suffragettes. 132. 
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political meetings and polling stations. Although the 

police, if qualified, were able to vote at Parliamentary-

elections in England and Wales in 1887 and at Municipal 

elections in 1893, The Police Code emphasized that the 

police should be impartial in fulfilling their duties in an 

election: 

Police should studiously avoid, for their own security 
and the credit of the force for impartiality, taking 
any active part in an election, by public speech, 
writing, or demonstration. If on duty in or about a 
place used for political meeting they should not express 
any approval or disapproval of the views enunciated by 
the speakers. They must remember that they are 
policemen first, servants of the public without 
distinction of party, and electors afterwards.56 

At the polling stations, the police were ordered, in early 

January, 1906, merely to preserve order and prevent any 

disturbance.57 

To prevent interference with the voters, or the ballot 

papers and boxes, the Home Secretary instructed the 

Commissioner of police to take precautions against possible 

suffragette militancy. Gladstone reminded Edward Henry to 

communicate with the Presiding Officers at the polling 

stations and to obtain from them specific instructions "as 

to whether the Police on duty are to permit a woman claiming 

the right to vote to have access to the room in which the 

56Vincent, The Police Code. 82. 

57Home Office Circulars Issued to Police Authorities 
1882-1907, HO 144/557/A59501: 13, 42, PRO. The order was 
issued on January 4, 1906, to the Commissioner of Police by 
the Home Office. 
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ballot boxes are placed for receiving voting papers."58 

The Constables on duty at the various polling stations had 

to be well instructed to obey the directions of the 

Presiding Officers in this matter, and to carry out all 

other directions which the Presiding Officers and the 

Returning Officers might give for the purpose of maintaining 

order in the polling stations.59 

On January 11, 1910, three days before the election, 

the Home Secretary furthered the police's caution through 

emphasizing several, rules which were related to the police's 

duties in election, and were formulated in "General Orders." 

In the forthcoming general election, the Superintendents 

were to place a sufficient number of police to keep the 

approaches to the polling stations open to the electors and 

to protect them from harassment. The police were 

responsible for preventing disturbances, regulating traffic 

at the approaches to the polling stations, and facilitating 

the passage of voters. A sufficient number of police was 

also to be arranged for on the day of the nomination and the 

declaration of the poll. On the authority of the Presiding 

Officer, the police had to remove immediately any person who 

misbehaved in the polling station or who failed to obey the 

orders of the Presiding Officer. The Returning Officer was 

^Protection of Polling Stations and Ballot Boxes from 
Suffragettes (1910-1912), HO 45/10597/187632, 3, PRO. 

59Ibid. , 3-4. 
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to appoint a Presiding Officer to preside at each station, 

and the Officer so appointed was to preserve order at his 

station. A Constable was to be present within the station 

to carry out the Presiding Officer's directions.60 

While the Home Secretary and the Commissioner of Police 

exerted themselves to prevent suffragette disturbances in 

the forthcoming election, the WSPU generally "emphasized the 

use of public meetings to attempt to draw votes away from 

the Liberals."61 Mrs. Pankhurst traveled extensively 

throughout the election and led her followers in trying to 

overthrow the Liberals. The Women's Freedom League intended 

to demonstrate that the election was an invalid one. The 

members of the militant organization were to present at 

various polling stations, and to sponsor meetings outside 

the station for the purpose of protesting against the 

"invalid" election which restrained numerous women, who were 

"qualified people," from voting. The league requested 

"women tax-payers to bring their tax-papers with them and 

demand the right to enter the booth and vote."62 Since the 

meetings at which the Prime Minister and other Ministers 

were present were "policed in a manner without precedent," 

60Ibid. , 1-2. 

61Rosen, Rise UP, Women!. 129. Emmeline Pankhurst, Mv 
Own Storv. 162-164. 

62The Women's Freedom league issued leaflets containing 
these instructions to their supporters, HO 45/10597/187632, 
PRO. 
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the suffragettes could not be able to cause them serious 

annoyance.63 

The Liberals lost their overall majority in the House 

of Commons after the election of January 1910. It appeared 

that a women's suffrage bill would have a good chance of 

passing. H. N. Brailsford, former leader writer in the 

Liberal-supported Daily News and strong supporter of women's 

suffrage, invited thirty-seven parliament members from all 

political parties, but predominantly Liberal, to compose a 

Conciliation Committee for Woman's Suffrage in late January. 

The committee drafted the Conciliation Bill which proposed 

to enfranchise about one million women "who occupied 

premises for which they were responsible," though not to 

give votes to women on the isame terms as men.64 To advance 

the conciliation movement, the suffragettes, both the WSPU 

and the Women's Freedom League, formally declared a truce 

from militancy before the opening of Parliament.65 On 

February 21, when Parliament reassembled, there was no 

mention of women's enfranchisement, but the truce was to 

63Emmeline Pankhurst, Mv Own Storv. 164. 

6ARaeburn, The Militant Suffragettes. 140. Brailsfold 
resigned his position as leader writer in Daily News to 
protest against forcible feeding in late September, 1909. 

65Rosen, Rise U P. Women!. 1 3 1 - 1 3 2 . Sylvia Pankhurst, 
The Suffragette. 4 8 8 - 4 8 9 . 
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last for nine months.66 

When the new Liberal Government took office in February 

1910, Winston Churchill became Home Secretary. On the same 

day that he went into office, February 19, he received 

advice from his predecessor Gladstone, who was then made 

Governor of South Africa, that "the most responsible work 

which falls to the Home Secretary is the supervision of 

sentences."67 Churchill was anxious to frame a special 

rule relating to the prison treatment of political 

offenders, probably because he was impressed by the serious 

conflict between the last Government and the suffragettes 

over the issue of whether, because the militants were 

campaigning for women suffrage, they should be seen as 

political prisoners. Only nine days after he became Home 

Secretary, Churchill expressed to his subordinate, Edward 

Troup, the Permanent Undersecretary, his definition of a 

political prisoner and his general view on the prison 

treatment of political offenders: 

A political prisoner, in my judgment, [should] be 

66Raeburn explains the reason why the truce was held: 
"The Suffragettes were exhausted. At the end of 1909 
militancy had reached a dangerous point; anxiety was telling 
on the leaders and organizers and although many of the 
militants were ready to fight on, the leaders were loth to 
adopt the warlike measures they had pledged to use should a 
continuation of militancy be necessary. A period of 
comparative rest and peaceful campaigning would allow the 
Suffragettes to redeem their good name and gain support for 
the proposed Bill." The Militant Suffragettes. 141. 

67Randolph S. Churchill, Winston S. Churchill. 
Companion Volume II, 2: 1141. 
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defined as a person who has committed an offence, 
involving no moral turpitude, with a distinct political 
object. It should be in the power of the Secretary of 
State, either directly or upon the advice of some 
independent judicial authority, to classify any person 
as a political prisoner. The regulations for the 
treatment of such prisoners must be framed in precise 
detail. Their object should be to restrain the liberty 
of the prisoner, and by restraining his liberty to 
punish him, without the enforcement of conditions 
calculated to degrade or humiliate his dignity and self-
respect .68 

But Troup suggested, in stead of introducing a new class of 

prisoners, that the Home Secretary might "grant 

ameliorations or privileges to a particular description of 

prisoners. "69 

Churchill agreed with his subordinate that a 

distinction of the classes of prisoners based on motive was 

dangerous and undesirable. He was pleased with Troup's 

definition of a particular prisoner, who was to be granted 

privileges in prison, as "persons of good antecedents, and 

who have been convicted of offenses which do not involve 

dishonesty, cruelty, indecency, or serious violence."70 He 

also approved of his subordinate's suggestion that the 

privileges to be given should be no greater than any 

privilege conferred on the first division. He emphasized 

that complete isolation from the outside world had to be 

68Ibid. , 1153-1154. For details of his proposed 
regulations for the treatment of political prisoners, see 
ibid., 1154. 

69Ibid. 

70Ibid. , 1155 
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imposed on any prisoner who committed an offence with a 

political goal.71 In early March, the new Home Secretary 

instructed Troup to draft such a special rule dealing with 

the treatment of those particular offenders. On March 15, 

the special code "rule 243a" was fromulated to regulate 

prison treatment for suffragette offenders, should militancy 

be resumed. Three days later, while the WSPU welcomed the 

proposed new rule and regarded it as "a step in the right 

direction," Gladstone saw the change as a concession to 

disorder and believed that the improvement of suffragettes' 

prison treatment was to be fruitless to solve the problem of 

their militancy.72 

It appeared that the suffragettes' declaration of a 

truce from militancy owing to the Conciliation Bill and 

Churchill's reform of prison treatment for the militants 

whose crimes did not involve moral turpitude established 

unprecedented conditions under which the British were 

finally to solve peacefully the complicated problem of 

enfranchising women.73 While the non-militant 

organizations for women suffrage united wholeheartedly to 

support the Conciliation Bill throughout the country, 

71Ibid. 

72Rosen, Rise UP, Women!. 134. Randolph S. Churchill, 
Winston S. Churchill. Companion Volume II, 2: 1158. 

73Asquith "professed himself ready to smile upon" the 
Conciliation Bill, Dangerfield, The Strange Death of Liberal 
England. 157. 
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members of Conciliation Committee exerted their whole 

efforts to gain support for their proposal of women suffrage 

from Parliament, particularly from Home Secretary Churchill, 

who stated on April 19 that he was "anxious to see women 

relieved in principle from a disability which is injurious 

to them whilst it is based on grounds of sex."74 

On May 7, King Edward VII died, and George V ascended 

the throne. The two houses of Parliament were united 

temporarily to meet the new national situation. The 

suffragettes saw the prospect of Parliament's adopting the 

women suffrage bill. The Conciliation Bill was introduced 

on June 14 before the House of Commons and read the first 

time.75 Since the Bill received overall support in 

Parliament this time, the suffragettes intended to press the 

Prime Minister allow debate upon the Bill. In the Suffrage 

Deputation to Asquith on June 21, they asked the Prime 

Minister to provide an early date for the second reading of 

the Bill. "There is undoubtedly a growing opinion in favour 

of the question," Asquith answered in person, "but I decline 

to give my own view. Although a number of Cabinet Ministers 

support the Bill, some are equally opposed to it, and I 

therefore leave it to the Cabinet to make the decision about 

74Randolph S Churchill, Winston S. Churchill. Companion 
Volume, 3: 1434. For details of the Committee's striving for 
Churchill's support, see ibid., 1447-1454. 

75The Cabinet Ministers discussed the introduction and 
first reading of the Bill in their meeting on June 15. Cab. 
41/32/62. 
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giving further facilities."76 While the suffragettes hoped 

to see the Bill become law within the summer session, if 

dealt with immediately, Churchill early in June had told his 

close personal friend Lord Lytton, the brother of the active 

suffragette Lady Constance Lytton, that "there was no 

possible chance of any facilities being given for any 

women's suffrage measure this session," because of "many 

reasons drawn from the general political situation."77 The 

Home Secretary even did not believe that "any women's 

suffrage bill might be passed this year."78 

Since the Prime Minister did not promise that he was to 

provide specific days for the second reading of the Bill, 

some militants attempted to express their "indignation and 

dissatisfaction by means of militant action."79 Brailsford, 

the founder of the Conciliation Committee, also expressed to 

Churchill his anxiety that dangerous and murderous 

76Cited in Raeburn, The Militant Suffragettes. 146. 

^Randolph S. Churchill, Winston S. Churchill. 
Companion Volume II, 3: 1449-1450. But the document did not 
mention clearly what these reasons were. Raeburn explains 
why the suffragettes saw it possible to pass the bill in 
this session: "After a second reading it would have to pass 
through a committee stage. On the committee's report, a 
third reading could be taken, and the Bill had only then to 
be approved by the Lords. Time was no excuse. There was so 
little Parliamentary business that on several afternoons the 
House had risen early," The Militant Suffragettes. 146. 

78Randolph S. Churchill, Winston S. Churchill. 
Companion Volume II, 3: 1450. 

79Letter, Christabel Pankhurst to A. J. Balfour, June 
28, 1910, Balfour Papers Ad. MS. 49793, 94, British Library. 
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militancy would follow if no debate were allowed upon the 

suffrage bill in this Parliament.80 Under increasing 

pressure to press the Government through militancy, Mrs. 

Pankhurst requested her followers to be patient for a little 

longer before taking actions.81 The Prime Minister finally 

announced on June 30 that he would provide two days, July 11 

and 12, for the second reading of the Bill. 

Although Lloyd George and Churchill opposed it, the 

second reading of the suffrage bill passed by a majority of 

one hundered and ten votes.82 The parliamentary members 

then had to decide whether the bill should remain on the 

floor of the House of Commons for the committee stage, 

which would allow the bill to be delayed, or be sent to a 

standing committee, which could provide a report for 

discussion by the whole House of Commons at a third reading. 

By a majority of one hundred and forty-five, the members 

80Randolph S. Churchill, Winston S. Churchill. 
Companion Volume II, 3: 1452. 

81Raeburn, The Militant Suffragettes. 147. 

82It was carried by 299 to 189 on July 12, Dangerfield, 
The Strange Death of Liberal England. 157; Raeburn, The 
Militant Suffragettes. 147-149. Churchill's first 
inclination was neither to speak nor vote, but two 
considerations induced him to make the decision on voting 
against the bill. Firstly, he gradually convinced that "the 
bill was not only absurd and indefensible in itself, but 
deeply injurious to the Liberal cause by reason of its 
partiality." Second, he thought that he should follow 
Asquith and Lloyd George because, all the time, "he agreed 
with them, and was known to agree with them that the bill 
was a bad bill and ought not to pass,1 Randolph S. 
Churchill, Winston S. Churchill. Companion Volume II, 3: 
1453. 
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decided to put the bill on the floor of the House, which 

suggested that those who supported the bill at its second 

reading still had doubts about it.83 

While hopes for the Conciliation Bill faded, the 

suffragettes threatened to strive militantly for their votes 

at Parliamentary elections if debate upon the Bill were not 

provided when Parliament reassembled for the autumn session 

in late November. The police prepared to meet any 

suffragettes' revival of militancy at that time. Even on 

the first day of the second reading of the suffrage bill, 

the Commissioner of Police, Edward Henry, instructed the 

police to be prudent and firm in dealing with suffragettes. 

The police were ordered to request the departure of those 

suffragettes who stood near or outside the residence of a 

Minister, caused obstruction, or exhibited their placards. 

If they refused to leave, they were to be informed that the 

"police in the exercise of their duties cannot allow them to 

remain." If they continued to remain, the police had to 

take them into custody, and charge them with wilfully 

83They probably concerned about the inevitable result 
of passing the bill: the immediate increase of enormous 
women voters would cause political uncertainty and, 
therefore, instability. Five days after the second reading 
of the bill, Edward Troup formulated a possible women 
franchise "which would not add enormously to the mass of 
voters, & yet be as democratic as the male franchise in the 
sense of giving a fair proportion to all classes." He was 
confident that the number of women voters, according to his 
proposed franchise for women, "would be less than a million, 
very likely less than half a million,' Memorandum by Edward 
Troup, ibid., 1455. 
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obstructing or resisting the police in the execution of 

their duty. If they still refused to obey instruction, "a 

reasonable interval from the time of cautioning being 

allowed," they were to be arrested, if possible, by an 

Inspector or Sergeant. Edward Henry emphasized, therefore, 

that "the Inspectors and Sergeants patrolling should very 

frequently visit the Constables employed on this duty." In 

an emergency, however, the Constable should himself effect 

the arrest.84 The police were advised to charge these 

offenders with wilfully obstructing the free passage of the 

footway or a breach of the peace. Only experienced officers 

were to be employed in dealing with suffragette offenders. 

With a clear and full understanding of their duties, the 

police should be cautious about making an arrest, and, at 

the same time, "to act with firmness as well as with 

tact."85 To face a knotty and threatening political 

problem, the Commissioner of Police instructed the police to 

use legal means to preserve public order, which was 

essential to save the opportunity to reform in the future. 

Since the second reading of the Conciliation Bill in 

July, the WSPU sponsored only peaceful demonstration 

throughout the country, and caused no serious disturbances. 

Before the reassembly for the autumn session of Parliament 

^Suffragette Disturbances: Instructions to Police 
(1910), MEPO 2/1308, 8, PRO. 

85Ibid. 
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of November 22, the suffragettes determined to acquire a 

concrete promise about the future of the suffrage bill from 

the Prime Minister. They were afraid that an expected 

dissolution of Parliament, resulted from the severe conflict 

between the Commons and the Lords, would spoil all that the 

suffragettes and their supporters had been achieved. On 

November 10, the truce, which had lasted for nine months, 

broke, and "war was once more declared."86 One week later, 

Asquith wrote to Lord Lytton that the time at the disposal 

of the Government would not allow any further progress 

relating to the Conciliation Bill in that year. He added 

that he was not in a position to give any assurances as to 

possible debate upon the bill the next year.87 On the next 

day, November 18, suffragettes from all parts of the country 

assembled in the Caxton Hall, and determined to force the 

passage of the Conciliation Bill by accelerating their 

militancy.88 

The police were employed in the vicinity of the Houses 

of Parliament and Caxton Hall, and a Superintendent 

instructed them carefully in the manner in which they should 

fulfill their special duty. According to the Commissioner 

of Police's memorandum on February 8, 1911, the police were 

^Sylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette. 500-501. 

87The Times. November 18, 1910. 

^Roger Fulford, Votes for Women: The Storv of a 
Struggle (London: Faber and Faber Ltd., 1957), 233. 
Harrison, "Women's Suffrage at Westminster, 1866-1928," 81. 
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told to act with restraint and moderation, to use no more 

force than might be necessary to disperse the demonstration, 

and to control their tempers "under any provocation they 

might receive."89 Edward Henry insisted that no other 

instructions, such as when arrests should be made, were 

given to the police.90 

To press the Government to give women the vote, the 

suffragettes marched out from the Caxton Hall and approached 

Parliament Square where, by police and male bystanders, 

"they were pummeled and they were pinched, their thumbs were 

forced back, their arms twisted, their breasts gripped, 

their faces rubbed against the pailings: and this went on 

for nearly six hours."91 The police arrested 115 women and 

4 men, and almost all of them were released because Britain 

was on the eve of a general election.92 

On November 22, 1910, four days after the incident, 

known as 'Black Friday," Asquith pledged debate on their 

bill in the next Parliament, but not necessarily in the next 

89Suffragettes: Complaints against Police (1911), MEPO 
3/203, 1, PRO. 

90Ibid. , 1, 2. 

159. 

91Dangerfiled, The Strange Death of Liberal England. 

92"Should a large number of women be imprisoned on the 
eve of the election, the suffragists hope that course would 
provoke a revolt among the Liberal women who work for their 
party at the election." The Times. November 18, 1910. 
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session.93 About 200 women, who had already assembled at 

the Caxton Hall, heard the Prime Minister's statement and, 

then set out for Downing Street. The suffragettes attempted 

to approach the Cabinet Ministers returning from the House 

of Commons, and broke windows of their official residences. 

There were active aggression such as slapping the faces of 

police officers. The Chief secretary for Ireland, Augustine 

Birrell, was temporarily lamed. The conflict between the 

suffragettes and the police in the early morning of November 

22 in Downing Street and the afternoon of the same day in 

Parliament Square and the neighborhood resulted in the 

arrest of 159 women, including Mrs. Pankhurst.94 In his 

letter to the King, on November 23, Churchill stated that he 

was to prosecute immediately only those who were guilty of 

acts of serious violence.95 While the cases of assaults on 

Birrell and police officers were proceeded, a march to 

Parliament Square resulted in another eighteen arrests.96 

The renewed militancy of November 18 to 23 caused some 

negative effects on the suffragettes' drive for women's 

suffrage. Other suffrage societies and the Conciliation 

93Parliamentarv Debates (Commons), 5th ser. , vol. 20 
(1910), col. 273. 

94Suffragette Movement: Prosecution of Emmeline 
Pankhurst and Others (1910), MEPO 2/1410, 3-9, PRO. 

95Randolph S. Churchill, Winston S. Churchill, 
Companion Volume II, 2: 1214. 

96 n 'Ibid. , 3: 1457. 
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Committee strongly disapproved of the WSPU's militant 

acts.97 The Home Secretary regarded the suffragettes' 

militancy as very naughty behavior, and believed that 

"public opinion will be increasingly alienated from these 

foolish people."98 On the other hand, the suffragettes 

determined to gain their "grand cause" through militant 

methods, because they did not trust Asquith.99 After the 

Black Friday, the militants were "not only angry and 

bitter," but they were more willing "to resort to 

violence. "10° 

97raeburn, The Militant Suffragettes. 156-157. 

98Randolph S. Churchill, Winston S. Churchill. 
Companion Volume II, 2: 1214. 

"Suffragette Disturbances at Westminster (1910-1911), 
HO 144/1106/200455, 17, PRO. 

100Caroline Morrell, "Black Friday" and Violence Against 
Women in the Suffragette Movement (London: Women's Research 
and Resource Centre, 1981), 66. 



Chapter VI 

The Police and the Suffragettes, 1911-1912 

During the general election of December 1910, the 

suffragettes temporarily laid aside their complaints about 

the Black Friday police brutality to campaign peacefully 

against Liberal candidates. The WSPU's efforts did not 

succeed in changing the power structure of Parliament. 

Liberals returned to power with very little change in their 

strength in the House of Commons.1 Asquith was again Prime 

Minister. 

Before the reassembly of Parliament in early February, 

the Home Office was cautious to avoid another serious 

disturbance like Black Friday. The Home Secretary seemed to 

believe that the Commissioner of Police's instructions to 

the police in dealing with suffragettes immediately before 

Black Friday—to act with restraint and moderation to arrest 

suffragette offenders in a demonstration—had been 

ineffective to cope with the prolonged and chaotic conflicts 

between the police and the suffragettes on November 18, 

1910. Anticipating other disorders relating to 

demonstrations by the WSPU after Parliament opened, 

1David Butler and Anne Sloman, British Political Facts. 
1900-1975. 4th and rev. ed. (New York: St. Martin's press, 
1975), 182. 

132 
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Churchill, on January 28, 1911, instructed the Commissioner 

Edward Henry, to adopt an uncompromising stand: 

The Police are to arrest all persons taking part in 
these organised disorders as soon as lawful occasion 
exists. Any act of obstruction, assaulting or pushing 
the police in an endeavour to force the cordon 
constitutes a lawful occasion, especially when the 
deliberate purpose of the offenders is notorious. The 
Police are not to allow the women to exhaust themselves 
in repeated rushes at the entrance to Palace Yard or 
elsewhere. One rush, one arrest is to be the rule. As 
long as the deputations proceed in an orderly manner 
they should be allowed to advance till they reach the 
cordon. After that they must return, disperse or be 
arrested. Any rowdyism, even the slightest rush at a 
constable, is to be followed by immediate arrest.2 

Churchill's determination to maintain order and avoid 

another chaotic confrontation appeared vividly in his tough 

instructions. 

On February 4, Commission Edward Henry instructed the 

Superintendent of the "A" Division, who was in charge of 

the police employed in the vicinity of Parliament Square, to 

follow Churchill's rule of one rush, one arrest. "Under no 

possible circumstances shall any of the demonstrators effect 

an entrance into either of the Houses of Parliament," the 

commissioner directed. He emphasized that lawful arrests of 

the demonstrators were to be made as promptly as 

practicable, "even though this course of action has the 

effect of increasing the number of persons arrested."3 In 

addition, the police were to be cautious about pushing women 

2Suffragette Demonstrations: Police Procedure, MEPO 
2/1438, 9-10, PRO. 

3Ibid., 11. 
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back into the crowd. 

While the Home Office and the Metropolitan Police 

occupied themselves with preparing for a suffragette 

disturbance after Parliament opened, the suffragettes 

remained moderate in their activities pending the new 

Parliament's bringing women's suffrage into action. There 

was no mention of women's enfranchisement in the King's 

Speech on February 6, but Sir George Kemp, a suffragist MP, 

secured May 5 as the date for a second reading of an amended 

Conciliation Bill.4 The new Bill, revised from "A Bill to 

Extend the Parliamentary Franchise to Women Occupiers" to "A 

Bill to Confer the Parliamentary Franchise on Women," became 

not only more democratic than the old one owing to its 

deletion of the £10 occupation clause, but also flexible to 

be amended, if necessary. With renewed optimism and 

confidence resulting from the government's definite pledge 

to allow debate upon the revised Conciliation Bill, the 

militants were to further their demand for women's suffrage 

without resorting to militancy.5 

Although the suffragettes did not cause any disturbance 

in the vicinity of the Houses of Parliament after the 

opening of Parliament, the Commissioner of Police was 

concerned about the possibility of the militants' picketing 

Parliamentary Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 21 
(1911), col. 451. Emmeline Pankhurst, Mv Own Storv. 188-
190. 

5Rosen, Rise UP. Women!, 146. 
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the residences of Cabinet Ministers.6 Edward Henry-

stressed that the exercise of great judgement and discretion 

was essential for the police to fulfill their duty of 

dealing with this kind of obstruction or disorder. "Except 

in cases of actual damage to property or serious assault," 

the police should not immediately arrest those suffragettes 

who were on the footway or roadway in the neighborhood of 

the residence of a Cabinet Minister and created "nothing 

more than a mere technical obstruction."7 The police were, 

however, empowered to take steps to disperse those militants 

who caused the collection of a crowd and thereby obstructed 

the highway. Paying much attention to suffragettes' 

interference or annoyance of Cabinet Ministers leaving or 

entering their residences, Edward Henry directed that the 

police officers should immediately deal with militants' 

molestation, and gave them comprehensive instructions in 

coping with the problem: 

A woman who attempts to extract an opinion from a 
Minister on the subject of the Suffrage, which opinion 
he is unwilling to give in the streets, would, if she 
persists in her attempt, be molesting the Minister. In 
such a case police should at once prevent further 
interference, and this will probably best be done by 
taking up a position between the Minister and the woman, 
thereby limiting her movements. The woman should be 
told that if she does not at once desist it will be 

6Suffragette disturbances (1911-1913), HO 
144/1119/203651, 4, PRO. 

MEPO 2/1438, 17, PRO. Technical obstruction referred 
to cases where the suffragettes broke through the line of 
police or refused to move from the positions they had taken 
up, HO 144/1106/200455, 16, PRO. 
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necessary to arrest her for using threatening behaviour 
whereby a breach of the peace may be occasioned, and 
should she, after this causation, endeavour to reach the 
Minister the officer will be justified in arresting; in 
most instances sufficient protection can be given to 
Ministers without recourse to this somewhat embarrassing 
procedure. Unless it is decided to arrest police should 
refrain from laying hands on the woman, as such an act 
may be made the grounds for proceedings for assault."8 

In general, the police were directed to protect the 

Ministers through resourceful judgment and discretion. If 

other means failed, the police were to resort to arrest; but 

they were guided "to exercise moderation, and to abstain 

from roughness."9 

Before the second reading of the revised Conciliation 

Bill on May 5, the suffragettes did not interfere with the 

Cabinet Ministers in the vicinity of their houses, or take 

any other militant actions. The WSPU decided, in late 

January, to sponsor a huge suffrage demonstration on June 

17, one week before the coronation of the King. The 

Conciliation Committee for Women Suffrage forwarded, in 

February, The Treatment of the Women's Deputation bv the 

Metropolitan Police, a copy of evidence collected by Jessie 

Murray and H. N. Brailsford, to the Home Secretary, which 

had been sought for the purpose of examining the tactical 

management of the police in dealing with the suffragettes' 

deputations on November 18 and 22, 1910.10 

8Ibid., 19. 

9Ibid., 17. 

10 Ibid., 19. 
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According to the Commissioner of Police's memorandum 

dated on February 18, 1911, Churchill denied the accusation 

that the police received instructions which directed them to 

terrorize and maltreat the women suffrage offenders.11 He 

insisted that he did not give any orders to the police 

employed in dealing with the suffragettes either on or 

before November 18.12 Churchill claimed that some of the 

"undesirable and reckless persons" in the crowd were 

possibly "guilty of the indecencies alleged, and for their 

presence in Parliament Square the women themselves are 

responsible.1,13 The Home Secretary stated that no more " 

than a dozen plain clothes officers were on duty in the 

demonstration, and, "with the exception of one who assisted 

in an arrest, none of them handled the women in any way."14 

Churchill also answered the suffragettes and their 

supporters' accusation of police brutality with a vigorous 

question: if the 200 arrested suffragettes had been treated 

as they later alleged, why did none of them complain of 

being hurt or charged the police with undue violence or 

misconduct immediately after they were sent to the police 

11Suffragettes: Complaints against Police (1911), MEPO 
3/203, 4-11, PRO. 

12HO 144/1106/200455, 30, PRO; The Times. March 11, 
1911. 

13Parliamentarv Debates (Commons), 5th ser., Vol. 22 
(1911), col. 368. 

14Ibid. , 367-368. 
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station?15 Churchill refused to hold a public inquiry into 

the conduct of the police in the event, but suggested that 

"the only way to test such charges is to bring cases against 

individual policemen into Court."16 Edward Henry's comment 

on the serious conflict between the police and the 

suffragettes mirrored probably its basic cause: "If attempts 

of large crowds of women to force their way through Police 

lines is to be resisted, force must be used, there must 

necessarily be buffeting, bruises and unseemly scenes."17 

Except for deciding upon a mammoth demonstration on 

June 17, 1911, and censuring of the police's conduct the 

previous November, the suffragettes, led by the Women's 

Freedom League, organized a boycott against the national 

census on April 2. On the evening of the census day when 

the count was to be taken, militants and non-militants (or 

constitutionalists) throughout the country left their homes 

to protest passively against the government. Mrs. Pankhurst 

remarked that "until women count as people for the purpose 

of representation in the councils of the nation as well as 

for purpose of taxation, we shall refuse to be numbered."18 

On May 5, the revised Conciliation Bill passed its 

15Ibid. , 368; MEPO 3/203, 11, PRO. 

16HO 144/1106/200455, 19, PRO. 

17MEPO 3/203, 11, PRO. 

18Emmeline Pankhurst, Mv Own Story. 191; Raeburn, The 
Militant Suffragettes. 159. 
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second reading by a vote of 255 to 88.19 But the Cabinet 

did not promise clearly the future of the Bill. On June 16, 

one day before the WSPU's proposed huge demonstration, the 

Prime Minister assured Lord Lytton that the Cabinet would 

give the Bill full facilities in the following year.20 

Mrs. Pankhurst declared immediately that "warfare against 

the Government was at an end."21 The suffragettes were 

fully confident and optimistic of completing successfully 

their mission of winning women's right to vote in the 

election of the next and every future Parliament. They 

celebrated "The Womens' Coronation Procession" on June 17, 

1911, one week before the coronation of the King.22 

While the suffragettes felt hopeful about the amended 

Conciliation Bill, the Cabinet threw over the bill a second 

time. In early September, David Lloyd George, the Cabinet's 

19Parliamentarv Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 21 
(1911), col. 451; Parliamentary Debates (Commons), 5th ser., 
vol. 23 (1911), col. 2219; Parliamentary Debates (Commons), 
5th ser., vol. 25 (1911), col. 738-810. 

Z0The Times. June 17, 1911. . Mrs. Pankhurst regarded 
Asquith's promise as a trustworthy one. "For at least two 
years, if not for longer, nothing has been lacking save a 
full and fair opportunity for the House of Commons to 
translate its convictions into the precise language of a 
statute;" the suffragette leader remarked, "that opportunity 
has been promised for next session and promised in terms and 
under conditions which ensure success." Mv Own Storv. 197. 
For the Government's equivocal attitude toward the bill 
between May 5 and June 16, see Rosen, Rise UP. Women!. 147-
1 4 9 . 

21 Emmeline Pankhurst, Mv Own Storv, 196. 

22Rosen, Rise UP Women! 149. 
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most well-known supporter of women suffrage, was concerned 

about the bill, which would only enfranchise women of the 

propertied class. Since most of them were Conservatives, 

the Conciliation Bill, as it stood, would strengthen the 

Tories. Lloyd George planned to introduce another bill, 

one which would abolish all the existing property 

qualifications, into the House of Commons, and it would 

enfranchise men and women of all classes.23 Although Lloyd 

George continually hinted that "the promises of facilities 

for the bill were altogether illusory," Mrs. Pankhurst 

remained confident of Asquith's pledge.24 In October, in 

the United States, Mrs. Pankhurst claimed that English women 

were definitely to vote in 1912. Christabel was aware of 

Lloyd George's proposal, and she believed that the purpose 

of the Chancellor's plan was not "to secure women a large 

measure of enfranchisement, but to prevent women from having 

the vote at all."25 

Since the Cabinet decided not to give any facilities 

for the Conciliation Bill, the Home Office began to prepare 

for suffragette militancy. "As there is a recrudescence of 

Suffragette activity," Churchill instructed the Commissioner 

of Police, on October 13, "it might be well to resume the 

23Peter Rowland, David Llovd George: A Biography (New 
York: MacMillan Publishing Co., Inc., 1975), 257; Rosen, 
Rise UP, Women!. 150-151. 

24Emmeline Pankhurst, Mv Own Storv. 199. 

25 Ibid., Rosen, Rise UP. Women!. 151. 
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special precautions in regard to those Ministers who 

received protection before the parliamentary recess."26 

The Home Secretary also reminded Edward Henry to make 

arrangements for the possible suffragette demonstrations on 

or about the opening of Parliament and for the militants' 

probable activities at the Chancellor of the Exchequer's 

forthcoming meeting.27 On October 24, one day before the 

reassembled Parliament, former First Lord of the Admiralty, 

Reginald McKenna, moved to the Home Office, exchanging 

offices with Churchill. The new Home Secretary had 

continuously opposed women's suffrage, and he had a very 

friendly relationship with the prime minister.28 

Parliament reassembled on October 25. The suffragettes 

were eager to see if the prime minister would carry out his 

most definite promise to give full facilities to the revised 

Conciliation Bill. On November 7, unexpectedly bolt from 

the blue, however, Asquith announced that the Cabinet would 

introduce a Manhood Suffrage Bill which would enfranchise 

all men. He added that the proposed bill was to be open to 

26HO 144/1119/203651, 5, PRO. 

27Ibid. 

28,1 For good reasons or bad, McKenna was opposed to 
female-suffrage." Stephen McKenna, Reginald McKenna 1863-
1943: A Memoir (London: Eyre & Spottiswoode Ltd., 1948), 
152. Asquith wrote to McKenna: "I appreciate the 
invaluable service which you have rendered at the Almiralty 
. . . and I hope that a change of scene will not be 
unwelcome to you." Asquith's letter to McKenna, October 10, 
1911, McKenna Papers, MCKN 4/1/3, Churchill Archives Centre, 
Churchill College, Cambridge. 
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a women suffrage amendment.29 Mrs. Pethick-Lawrence 

decided to organize a one-thousand-women deputation to wait 

upon Asquith and Lloyd George on the evening of November 

2 1 . 3 0 

The representatives of the WSPU and other eight women 

suffrage societies interviewed the Prime Minister on 

November 17. With no compromise, the suffragettes declared 

war again.31 On the evening of November 21, while one 

group of women formed the deputation, led by Mrs. Pethick-

Lawrence, and marched from Caxton Hall to Parliament Square, 

the other group of suffragettes, armed with bags of stones 

and hammers, left Caxton Hall and moved to break hundreds of 

windows of Government offices in Whitehall and business 

premises, including newspaper offices, along the Strand. 

Two hundred and twenty-three women were arrested.32 About 

150 of them received sentences for terms varying from one 

29Emmeline Pankhurst, Mv Own Storv. 206. 

30Raeburn, The Militant Suffragettes. 164. 

31For details of the interview, see Emmeline Pankhurst, 
Mv Own Storv. 208-209; Raeburn, The Militant Suffragettes. 
164. At least on November 10, one week before the interview 
or three days after Asquith1s announcement, the Suffragettes 
determined to resume militancy. The member of the Special 
Branch of the CID reported, on November 10, to the Home 
Office that "there are grounds for thinking that the 
suffragettes will begin Militant Methods again." HO 
144/1119/203651, 6, PRO. 

32The Times. November 22 and 23, 1911. The estimated 
total cost of repairing the windows of government offices 
was about £90. Parliamentary Debates (Commons), 5th ser., 
vol. 32 (1911), col. 27. 
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week to two months.33 Asquith seemed to believe that the 

trouble was over because that the country's sympathy toward 

the militants ebbed swiftly away after this violence. The 

Prime Minister simply declared that to give votes to women 

would be a "political mistake of a very disastrous kind."34 

The WSPU was deeply involved over preparing another 

militant demonstration in late January, 1912. One sergeant 

of the Special Branch of CID took part in a meeting, held by 

the WSPU at the Pavilion Theatre on the afternoon of January 

22, and reported his notes of suffragette leaders' militant 

speech to the Home Office. To an enthusiastic audience of 

about 1,500 in the theatre, Mrs. Pankhurst, who just 

returned from the United States six days prior, emphasized 

the importance of adopting militant methods to win the 

women's suffrage campaign. The suffragette leader claimed 

that she was to lead another deputation to the House of 

Commons, and that "she would be the first to throw stones, 

hoping and believing that hundreds and even thousands of 

33The majority of the suffragette prisoners were 
sentenced to one month or less; twenty women were charged 
with smashing windows and causing more than £5 worth of 
damage and were sentenced to two month's imprisonment in the 
second division. Rosen, Rise UP. Women!. 154; The Times. 
December 14, 1911. Mrs. Pethick-Lawrence was sentenced to 
one month's imprisonment in the second division without the 
option of a fine. Parliamentary Debates (Commons), 5th 
ser., vol. 32 (1911), col. 414. 

1 6 6 . 

3ADangerfield, The Strange Death of Liberal England. 
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women would be ready to follow her to prison."35 She 

requested the supporters to "be prepared for greater 

militancy than hitherto."36 In mid-February, Mrs. 

Pankhurst told the suffragettes that she regarded window-

breaking as "the most valuable argument in modern politics," 

and began practicing stone-throwing.37 Mrs. Pankhurst 

encouraged openly her followers to act violently and to 

destroy property. She threatened to use firearms if stones 

proved ineffective.38 

On March 1, the suffragettes took their first 

unannounced militant activity. Mrs. Pankhurst and about 150 

other women broke windows all over central London. They did 

great damage, which was estimated at £5,000, to commercial 

firms, domestic and foreign.39 Mrs. Pankhurst and 123 

other women were arrested. Both the press and the Cabinet 

reacted with anger and fear/0 On March 4, the 

suffragettes again smashed expensive plate-glass shop 

windows in Knightsbridge, Kensington High Street, and the 

35Women's Social and Political Union (Suffragettes) 
Meeting on 22 Jan 1912, HO 45/10678/219337, PRO. 

36Ibid. 

37Rosen, Rise UP. Women! . 157. 

38Parliamentarv Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 34 
(1912), col. 743. 

39Rosen, Rise UP. Women! . 157. 

40For details of the reaction of the press and the 
Cabinet, see ibid., 159-160. 
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Brompton Road, and did extensive damage to retail trade 

establishments in these areas.41 Three days later, the 

militants broke windows in the neighborhood of Oxford 

Circus. They believed that women should use the methods 

previously used by men to gain the vote. The cost was 

certainly great. Immediately after carrying out their 

strategy of window-breaking in early March, the suffragettes 

now began to encounter retaliation from their opponents in 

society.42 The Court also began to inflict heavier 

penalties upon the convicted militants. On March 13, the 

Home Secretary made a report relating to the arrests and 

prison treatments as the result of recent suffragette 

disturbances: 

The number sentenced to hard labour is seventy-six, who 
are not eligible for special treatment under Rule 243a. 
Forty-two prisoners have been sentenced to imprisonment 
in the second or third division, and of these thirty-
three are receiving treatment under that rule. The 
others have either forfeited the privileges by 
misconduct or are in the hospital.43 

41Sylvia Pankhurst, The Life of Emmeline Pankhurst: 
The Suffragette Struggle for Women's Citizenship (Boston and 
New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1936), 105. 

42In March 1912, the routine meetings of the WSPU, held 
every Monday with the exception of holiday at the London 
Pavilion Music Hall, Picadilly Circus, began to be often 
interrupted by their opponents, "who have gained access to 
the building and endeavoured to shout down the speakers." 
These intruders included medical students, shop assistants, 
and Covent Garden employees, according to a Superintendent's 
report dated on July 29, 1913. Suffragettes: Meeting at 
"London Pavilion" Music Hall (1913), MEPO 2/1560, PRO. 

^Parliamentary Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 35 
(1912), col. 1098. 
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The Court have given sentences of two months to those 

convicted militants the previous November; now, it gave, in 

no case, less than three months, and in many cases six 

months. According to McKenna's explanation, the heavier 

penalties resulted from the suffragettes' more serious 

offenses. 

Except for suffering public censure from the press, 

retaliation from opponents, and heavier imprisonment for 

suffragette prisoners, the militants' series of window-

breaking caused possibly another grave consequence: the 

defeat of the women's suffrage bill in Parliament/5 On 

March 28, the revised Conciliation Bill failed to pass its 

second reading in the House of Commons by a vote of 208 to 

222. The suffragettes did not take the anticipated defeat 

seriously, because Mrs. Pankhurst had determined, in early 

January, 1912, to advance the Women's Revolution, rather 

than to promote a reform of women suffrage.46 

The militants were not requested to compensate the 

Government and private firms for damages they did in their 

series of window-breaking. The police estimated the amount 

^Parliamentary Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 37 
( 1 9 1 2 ) , c o l . 1 2 . 

45Harrison, "Women's Suffrage at Westminster, 1866-
1 9 2 8 , " 1 1 5 ; Rosen, Rise U P, Women!, 1 6 2 - 1 6 3 . 

46Sylvia Pankhurst, The Life of Emmeline Pankhurst. 
1 0 3 . 
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of damage done by the suffragettes at about £6,000.47 

According to the Riot Damages Act of 1886, "where a house, 

shop or building has been injured or destroyed, or the 

property has been injured, stolen or destroyed, by any 

persons riotously and tumultuously assembled together, 

compensation may be paid out of the police rate of the 

district to the person who has sustained the loss."48 On 

March 20, when representatives of the National Provincial 

Plate Glass and two other insurance companies requested, 

under the Riot Damages Act, the payment of compensation from 

the police fund. Edward Troup, the Permanent Undersecretary 

of the Home Office, stated that "the Government cannot in 

the criminal proceedings which have been commenced obtain 

damages against the guilty parties."49 He suggested those 

representatives secure compensation through legal means from 

those who committed or incited others to commit the 

damage.50 Troup added that the suffragettes who committed 

the damage were wealthy, and that the WSPU who employed 

others to commit the damage had "ample means to pay any 

damages that might be given."51 

47Parliamentary Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 36 
(1912), col. 866. 

48Vincent, The Police Code. 209. 

49HO 144/1119/203651, 115, PRO. 

50Ibid., Parliamentary Debates (Commons), 5th ser., 
vol. 36 (1912), col. 1040. 

51HO 144/1119/203651, 115, PRO. 
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On April 5, twenty-eight militants who were in 

Aylesbury prison owing to their window-breaking of March 1 

began hunger strikes. Suffragette offenders in other 

prisons followed the example. The Home Secretary decided 

not to allow them to terminate their imprisonment by hunger-

striking, and adopted the policy of using force to feed 

women who refused food.52 On April 22, at the request of 

the Chairman of the London Quarter Sessions, McKenna 

allowed, however, all the suffragette offenders in prison 

for window-breaking to be treated under Rule 24 3a. 

Suffragette prisoners satisfied with the new treatment and, 

therefore, took their food in the natural way.53 

On May 22, the three suffragette leaders, Frederick 

Pethick-Lawrence, Mrs. Pethick-Lawrence, and Mrs. Pankhurst 

were charged with conspiracy and incitement to commit damage 

to windows in the West End, and were sentenced to nine 

months' imprisonment in the second division.The WSPU 

leaders declared that they were to begin hunger strikes if 

they were not placed in the first division within one week. 

Since over 100 MPs and many celebrities put pressure on the 

Prime Minister, McKenna, on June 10, transferred the 

leaders to the first division, but stated that this case was 

^Parliamentary Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 37 
(1912), col. 351. 

53Ibid. , col. 753. 

^Parliamentary Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 38 
(1912), col. 2022; The Morning Advertiser. May 23, 1912. 
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not to apply in the other.55 

Five days later, the WSPU insisted that all the 79 

suffragette prisoners were to hunger-strike if they were not 

treated in the first division. While the WSPU prisoners 

began hunger-striking on June 19, the Home Secretary 

insisted on not regarding them as political offenders, but 

as ordinary prisoners.56 Three days later, forcible 

feeding began. Between June 24 and July 6, however, all 

suffragette prisoners and their three leaders were released 

one after another; 45 of them did not yet complete their 

terms of imprisonment.57 The early release of the 

suffragette prisoners resulted from "the state of their 

health and their nerves that it would have been dangerous to 

hold them any longer," and perhaps also from parliamentary 

pressure during the past three months.58 There existed a 

long debate upon hunger strikes and forced feeding in the 

House of Commons, and the suffragettes received extensive 

support and sympathy. For example, Sir John Rolleston 

claimed that "the qualities such as endurance, fortitude, 

and courage, shown by these women, illustrate that they are 

qualified to have conferred upon them the elementary right 

55Parliamentarv Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 39 
(1912), col. 518, 1006. 

56Ibid. , 1976. 

57Rosen, Rise UP. Women! . 166-167. 

58Dangerfield, The Strange Death of Liberal England. 
178. 
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of citizenship-the parliamentary franchise."59 Numerous 

charges against prison mistreatment of convicted 

suffragettes and, therefore, against the Home Secretary 

appeared. 

In the second half of 1912, the militants adopted a new 

offensive: secret arson. On July 13, two women were armed 

with inflammable oil, matches, fire-lighters, and other 

weapons. Nuneham House, the lovely home of Lewis Harcourt, 

who was the First Commissioner of Works and one of the 

Cabinet's leading opponents of women suffrage, was their 

target. One of the women, Helen Craggs, was captured and 

received nine months' imprisonment, but the other 

disappeared.60 During the summer of 1912, various militant 

activities occurred. Mrs. Millicent Garrett Fawcett, the 

leader of the constitutionalist wing of the movement of 

women enfranchisement, condemned the suffragettes for their 

militancy as "the chief obstacles in the way of the success 

of the Suffrage movement in the House of Commons."61 On 

September 21 at Llanystymdwy, a suffragette harassed Lloyd 

59Parliamentarv Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 40 
( 1 9 1 2 ) , col. 6 7 4 . On the other hand some Members criticized 
the suffragettes' militancy. Lord Robert Cecil stated, for 
instance, "I regret the actions of the women. I think they 
were unjustifiable. I think they were foolish. I would do 
very much to convince the women engaged in them that they 
are making a mistake, both morally and politically." Ibid., 
643. 

60Rosen, Rise UP, Women! . 169. 

61Evening Standard. August 22, 1912; cited in ibid., 
1 7 1 . 
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George's address to his 6,000 constituents, but seven 

militants "suffered severely at the hands of the crowd 

before the police were able to get at them to afford them 

protection.1,62 

In early October, Mrs. Pethick-Lawrence left the WSPU, 

and Mrs. Pankhurst and Cristabel became the dominant leaders 

in the militant organization.63 On October 17, Mrs. 

Pankhurst openly advocated window smashing and other 

destruction of property. She concluded her announcement of 

the new militant policy by saying that "my last word to the 

Government: I incite this meeting to rebellion. I say to 

the Government: You have not dared to take the leaders of 

Ulster for their incitement to rebellion, take me if you 

dare."64 To face the cry for rebellion, rather than a 

request for reform, the Attorney-General, Sir Rufus Isaacs, 

claimed that the government was not to take any actions; and 

the Home Secretary, McKenna, remarked that the police were 

to "do their utmost to prevent property being destroyed in 

the manner indicated" by Mrs. Pankhurst.65 To prevent 

suffragettes' possible intention at the forthcoming election 

62Meeting in Wales Attended by Lloyd George, 
Suffragettes' Assaulted by crowd (1912-1913), HO 
45/10689/228470, PRO. 

63For details of the Pethick-Lawrence depart, see 
Rosen, Rise UP. Women!, 173-179. 

64Ibid. , 176-177 

65Parliamentarv 
(1912), col. 1704, 2213. 

65Parliamentarv Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 42 
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of Borough Councillors "to introduce burning or corrosive 

substances into the boxes together with the folded ballot 

paper," the Commissioner of Police prepared to increase the 

strength of the police in various polling stations.66 

In late November and early December, the WSPU 

determined to cripple the government through "the best and 

most effective way": attack pillar letter boxes. Annie 

Kenny claimed that, to win the women suffrage movement, the 

suffragettes had to take militant actions "to make public 

life so uncomfortable that public opinion will go to the 

Government and say look here, we never receive our letters, 

our windows have been broken, you men had better get this 

question settled and give women the vote."67 Mrs. 

Pankhurst saw these militant activities as "the women's 

civil war." Another suffragette leader, Flora Drummond, 

excited suffragettes to rebel against the Liberal 

Government: 

Thousands of women must go to the House of Commons, the 
time will be given you later. Some of you will do other 
militant work, some break windows and some burn letters. 
I want those of you who cannot do that to come with me, 
and if we stick together we will get there.68 

The new strategy of attacking pillar boxes was to lead 

apparently the suffragettes to rebellion, civil war, and 

66Suffragettes: Aids to Check Interference at Borough 
Elections (1912), MEPO 2/1527, 4, PRO. 

67Suffragettes" Activities and Meetings: Reports 1912-
1913, HO 45/10695/231366, PRO. 

68Ibid. 
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revolution, rather than to women enfranchisement. From 1913 

to the eve of World War II, the Government was to respond 

suffragettes' renewed militancy with repression. The police 

were to combat with the militants as public enemy, not to 

maintain public order without violating suffragettes' rights 

to express and strive lawfully for their political thoughts, 

as had happened in the years between 1906 and 1912. 

What, then, were the contributions which British police 

made to both the maintenance of public order and the 

promotion of individual liberty during the period of the 

militant suffragette movement from 1906 to 1912? As the 

holder of an office under the Crown, the British policeman 

acts as a servant of the law, according to Britain's common 

law tradition. Laws provide fundamentally the necessary 

framework of order to protect people's rights. It is then 

for the police "to endeavour to find the offenders;" claimed 

McKenna, "and, if they are found and identified, the 

ordinary procedure of the Criminal Law is available."69 To 

preserve order and then people's rights was therefore the 

role that the British police should play in Government's 

dealing with the women suffrage movement. 

While laws are formed to protect public order and 

individual rights, they also are, in practice, an expression 

of class rule. In other words, if there is a lack, of 

69Parliamentarv Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 41 
(1912), col. 798. 
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popular consensus on a particular law, the police, who have 

to enforce the established laws, are inevitably identified 

with the government's side. Persons who were concerned 

about individual rights, for example, raised numerous 

criticisms on forcible feeding during the period.70 But 

the police had to give higher priority to maintaining order 

than to protecting rights. Acting as his predecessors, 

Gladstone and Churchill, had, McKenna could only take the 

government's side, and deeply believed that "the forcible 

feeding of prisoners is a matter of necessary medical 

treatment carried out in accordance with the law as laid 

down by the High Court."71 

The Government, thus, played a key role in the 

relationship between the police and the Suffragettes. The 

militancy of the WSPU were in general directed at 

demonstrating the urgency of women's suffrage to the 

government. Initially, the suffragettes centered on 

exhibitions of popular support. When these failed to make 

any impact on Asquith's Government, militant activities 

increasingly focused on threats to public order. A conflict 

between the suffragettes and the police became, therefore, 

inevitable. 

On the one hand, three Home Secretaries who served 

70Parliamentarv Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 40 
(1912), col. 682 

71Parliament 
(1912), col. 351. 

71 Parliamentary Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 37 
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during the years from 1906 to 1912—Gladstone, Churchill and 

McKenna—were often busy in defending the police's actions 

of preserving public order. For example, in discussing 

Black Friday, Churchill denied the criticism that the police 

had received instructions which led them to terrorize and 

maltreat the women. He also attacked "vague and general 

complaints against the police."72 McKenna also had to face 

numerous criticisms against the police. He declared, for 

example, that the cells at the police station were not 

dirty, insanitary, or ill-ventilated.73 The suffragettes, 

however, never saw the police as the main target for their 

violent actions. To explain why women had lost respect for 

law, Mrs. Pankhurst stated: "I should not break one single 

law-if I had. . . a share in electing those who make the 

laws I have to obey."74 She added that "there is only one 

way to put a stop to this agitation; . . . It is by doing us 

justice. "75 

But what is justice? For the suffragettes, suffrage 

was justice. For those who opposed the suffragettes 

actions, if not their program, law and order is justice. 

The absence of a consensus on justice resulted in the 

72Parliamentarv Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 22 
(1911), col. 367-368. 

75Parliamentarv Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 48 

(1912), col. 952. 

74Emmeline Pankhurst, Mv Own Story. 294. 

75Ibid. , 295. 
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seemingly opposing relationship between the militants and 

the police. Forcible feeding is a good example to 

demonstrate the nature of the relationship between the 

hunger-striking suffragettes and the police. Serious 

debates happened in the House of Commons.76 They brought 

about no agreement on the best possible policy of forcible 

feeding, but deepened the division between those who saw 

order and law as justice and those who saw liberty and 

suffrage as justice. Britain was indeed divided by the 

battle of liberty and order. In the context of this deep 

division, it was difficult for the police alone to promote 

an immediate and peaceful settlement of the conflict between 

the suffragettes and Asquith's Cabinet. In some cases, the 

police's actions even increased the possibilities of 

conflict. To prevent suffragettes from participating in 

political meetings and to feed suffragette hunger strikers 

with force, for example, inevitably compelled the militants 

to change tactics and create new conflicts. 

The cost of maintaining public order and winning the 

campaign of suppressing the suffragettes' militancy through 

the use of police forces were great. Numerous costs 

resulted from the damage to public and private buildings. 

The window smashing in March 1912, for instance, cost 

roughly £6,000. Owing to the need for increased police 

76Parliamentarv Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 40 
(1912), col. 647-651, 668-669, 687, 1098; vol. 41 (1912), 
col. 1655-1656, 2776-2777. 
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strength, pay for a large number of polices and an increase 

in wage levels for the Metropolitan police became essential. 

As early as mid-1910, Churchill worried about getting 

sufficient men who possessed the necessary 

qualifications.77 The deepening of social divisions and 

the resulting violence caused an insidious impact on 

society. The events of 1906-1912 had deepened the conflict 

between liberty and order with little positive reward. The 

suffragettes for their part, diverted their attention from 

wider feminist reforms into recurrent attempts to justify 

militant tactics. Some antis concentrated their energies on 

resisting suffragette violence without seeking ways to solve 

problems through compromise. British women were divided 

over the suffrage. A weakness in the position of women's, 

suffrage supporters was that opposition to the cause 

included women. The failure to reach a consensus on women's 

suffrage resulted in the lengthy conflict between the 

suffragettes and Asquith's government, which could not make 

up its mind on a controversial issue.78 

Historian Elie Halevy suggested that the inability of 

^Parliamentary Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 15 
(1910), col. 321; Parliamentary Debates (Commons), 5th ser., 
vol. 17 (1910), col. 1186. 

78The Liberal Ministers and the opposition leaders 
"were similarly divided. So were the rank-and-file on both 
sides of the House and throughout the country." McKenna, 
Reginald McKenna. 1863-1943: A Memoir, 152. As to the 
factors causing the division in the House of Commons, see 
Holton, Feminism and Democracy. 29-30. 
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women to bear arms was the cause of the obstinate denial of 

voting rights.79 But this inability to bear arms perhaps 

also caused the absence of a violent insurrection during the 

period. If women had carried arms, the Liberal government 

would have needed military forces, not police forces, to 

restrain the women. 

In the context of such a deep division between the 

suffragettes and their opponents, the British police were 

indeed in a difficult position. Between protecting 

individual rights and maintaining public order, "it is 

always a very difficult matter in a great crowd to know the 

precise moment when the police should intervene in order to 

prevent further disorder."80 

In sum, the period of -1906-1912 witnessed a number of 

different judgements on the issue of women's suffrage. 

Asquith saw the suffragettes only in terms of public order. 

But the militants emphasized exclusively individual rights 

and liberty. The anti-suffragettes considered the violent 

actions of the suffragettes as unjustifiable, and foolish, 

and advocated to strengthen to the power of the police. 

Sympathizers for the suffragettes regarded the militants' 

actions as the necessary means of obtaining legislation, and 

79Halevy, A History of the English People in the 
Nineteenth Century, vol. 6, The Rule of Democracy, 1905-
1914. 514. 

^Parliamentary Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 52 
(1913), col. 1679 
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they contended that the suffrage should be extended equally 

to males and females. Furthermore, the British were not in 

agreement on whether the women themselves really demanded 

and wanted the suffrage. Thus, the seeming conflict between 

the suffragettes and the police was not only between the 

militants and the Government; it was also between different 

sections of British opinion. Before the government sought 

some practicable consensus between the militants and members 

of the general public against the suffragettes, the 

government was placed in the difficult position of 

containing opposition from both directions. The police then 

played a key role in sustaining public-order which would be 

the basis for forming a general consensus on women's 

suffrage in the future. In this sense, the British police 

acted to promote individual liberty. 



Chapter VII 

The Police and Labor Disputes, 1906-1910 

During the years from 1906 to 1912, both the women's 

suffrage campaign and the labor movement moved increasingly 

toward militancy. To improve their economic status and 

working conditions, workers formed labor unions (or trade 

unions) bargaining with the employers over wages, working 

hours, job security, and other matters. Union members took 

concerted work stoppage as the chief weapon to curb the 

strength of the employers' position and advance their power 

to wring concessions from the capitalists. But they were, 

in most cases, not as hostile as the suffragettes to the 

government. Nevertheless, the use by the employers of 

armed guards or of police, either to harass pickets or to 

defend non-union labor, often resulted in a breach of public 

order. Accompanied with violence, collective bargaining 

through strike also raised the issues of the rights of the 

employers to pursue their own business in their own way, of 

non-union laborers to work, and of the union members to 

strike. As the agent of the government to protect 

individual rights and to maintain public order, the police 

were in a difficult position to cope impartially and 

effectively with the disorders associated with strikes. 

This chapter will survey the growth of unions, the increases 

160 
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in strikes, and the police's management of industrial unrest 

in the years between 1870 and 1905. It will then examine 

the police's dealing with the challenge of an increasingly 

powerful labor movement during the period of 1906-1910. 

Labor unions were essentially the fruit of the 

Industrial Revolution of the nineteenth century. Miners and 

textile workers were organized in the 1860s. But in 

legislation that dated back to the French Revolution the 

union was a secret conspiracy and was not legally 

recognized. Without establishing a formal organization, 

thirty-four delegates of various provincial trades councils 

organized the Trades Union Congress (TUC) at Manchester in 

1868. One year later, forty delegates representing 250,000 

members took part in the Second TUC at Birmingham. In 1871, 

the TUC formed its Parliamentary Committee, which was to 

provide the lobbying of Cabinet Ministers and Members of 

Parliament to secure the concessions which the TUC 

demanded.1 Accompanying the growth of the unions, 

Gladstone's government introduced in the same year, 1871, 

the Trade Union Act, which was coupled with the Criminal Law 

Amendment Act. The former provided unions with legal 

recognition and right to protect their funds, although the 

latter prohibited picketing, or coercing of employers and 

1H. A. Clegg, Alan Fox, and A. F. Thompson, A History 
of British Trade Unions Since 1889. 2 vols. (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1964, 1985), 1:41-42. 
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non-union laborers by any form, including peaceful ones.2 

This acceptance of trade unions showed that government 

leaders and employers' recognized that "the trade unions of 

the day were not capable of obstructing the economy, and on 

the whole played a helpful part in it."3 Because these 

political and economic elites believed that legal 

recognition of the trade unions would make the unions enter 

into voluntary negotiations with the employers, and that the 

unforced negotiations would best benefit the economy. 

When unions began to integrate themselves gradually 

into the political and economic structure, they brought" 

about the increase in strikes. Between 1871 and 1873, there 

occurred a wild boom of strikes, although workmen still had 

no right to picket, even peacefully.4 The strike wave 

reflected both a spread of overt conflict between employers 

and employed, and a trend towards more inclusive 

associations that would give membership to less skilled 

workers, not just skilled artisans. Responding to the 

2Ibid., 45. 

3Henry Phelps Brown, The Origins of Trade Union Power 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1983), 19. 

According to a study from various newspapers and 
reports, "the number of separate strikes increased from a 
merely thirty in 1870 to about 350 for 1872 and 1873, an 
increase of well over ten times." James E. Cronin, "Strikes 
and the Struggle for Union Organization: Britain and 
Europe," in Wolfgang J. Mommsen and Hans-Gerhard Husung, 
eds., The Development of Trade Unionism in Great Britain and 
Germany, 1880-1914 (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1985), 
56, 62. 
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increase in strikes, the Disraeli Conservative Government 

passed the Conspiracy and Protection of Property Act, 187 5, 

to control the labor movement through legalizing but 

regulating workers' right to strike. The Act allowed 

peaceful picketing and eliminated definitions of criminal 

conspiracy from trades disputes, but there were still many 

restrictions on what unions could do, as mentioned in 

chapter three, above. Under the conservative statute of 

1875, for example, workers could lawfully communicate 

information at or near a place of work, but it was illegal 

for them to persuade other workmen to join work stoppage.5 

Although the initial development of the labor movement did 

not expand union membership to most workers, "the better-

paid, most highly-organized- and best-educated sections of 

the workforce had established themselves with sufficiently 

strong organizations, and sufficient means of articulating 

their grievances, both in industrial and political, to have 

been assimilated into the existing framework of society" by 

the mid-187 0s.6 

The year 1888 witnessed the appearance of "new unions," 

which differed from existing trade unions in their ideas and 

methods. The emergence of new unionism involved the 

5Clegg and others, A History of British Trade Unions. 
1:45-46. 

6John Stevenson, "Early Trade Unionism: Radicalism and 
Respectibility 1750-1870," in Ben Pimlott and Chris Cook, 
eds., Trade Unions in British Politics (New York: Longman 
Inc., 1982), 34. 
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extension of unionism to semi-skilled and unskilled workers. 

To improve their living conditions, these workmen joined new 

unions which were often regarded as militant, class-

conscious and socialist.7 The new unionism advanced 

general and rapid increases in union membership and high 

levels of collective bargaining.8 Labor historians often 

regard the Great Dock Strike of 1889 as the symbol, or 

classic example, of the new unionism.9 

In 1889, the strong new union sanctioned huge and 

extensive strikes for living wages in most of the major 

ports of the kingdom. Coupled with the public sympathy and 

support, the power of labor by collective bargaining became 

effective.10 In all ports except for Liverpool, where 

owners of companies tried to prevent the stoppage through 

introducing "blackleg" laborers with police protection, the 

seamen, dockers, and other waterfront workers succeeded in 

wringing concessions from employers.11 The restraint the 

7John Lovell, "Trade Unions and the Development of 
Independent Labour Politics 1889-1906," in ibid., 40. 

8Richard Hyman, "Mass Organization and Militancy in 
Britain," in Mommsen and Husung, eds., The Development of 
Trade Unionism. 251. 

9Clegg and others, A History of British Trade Unions. 
1:55; John Hovell, "The Significance of the Great Dock 
Strike of 1889 in British Labour History," in Mommsen and 
Husung, eds., The Development of Trade Unionism. 102. 

10Lord Askwith, Industrial Problems and Disputes 
(London: John Murray, 1920), 74. 

11Clegg and others, A History of British Trade Unions. 
1: 56. 
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police showed contributed to the London dockers' victory. A 

contemporary record described the police's first experience 

in managing an unprecedented stoppage in the British 

shipping and dock industries: 

The policy of masterly inactivity indicated by the Home 
Secretary [Henry Matthews] served to reduce to a minimum 
the friction inevitable to a labour contest, which meant 
the turning loose into the streets of so vast and 
unwieldy a mass of men as the waterside labourers of 
London. The police kept themselves in the background as 
far as possible, and their conduct when action was 
necessary was friendly and forbearing in the extreme.12 

Led by two able leaders, John Burns and Tom Mann, London 

dockers won their goal: sixpence per hour. Given the view 

that dock work was an area generally beyond the reach of 

early trade unionism, the success of port workers in the 

strike of 1889 "marked a great epoch in the relations of 

Capital and Labour."13 Followed by the formation of the 

Dock, Wharf, Riverside and General Labourers' Union under 

General Secretary Ben Tillett, the successful mass strike 

action in 1889 provided a great impulse to the labor 

movement and raised another strike wave of 1889-1890.14 

After the great union upheavals of 1889, the employers 

12Ibid. , 63. 

13Askwith, Industrial Problems and Disputes. 74. 

u"In 1889-90, union membership jumped-from 817,000 in 
1888 to 1,470,000 in 1890; the number of strikes increased a 
comparable amount, from 517 in 1888 to 1,211 in 1889 and 
just over 1,000 in 1890; while the workers involved grew by 
still more, from 119,000 in 1888 to just under 400,000 in 
1890," Cronin, "Strikes and the Struggle for Union 
Organization," 64. 
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began their counter-attack, against the new unionism. In 

September 1890, they established the Shipping Federation to 

resist the militant methods of the new union by organizing 

strikebreaking and other strategies.15 Under the pressure 

of employers' criticism for their passive role in dealing 

with the dock strike, the police started to offer strong 

protection for non-union laborers imported by the companies 

in 1890 and early 1891. Even soldiers were called in to 

cope with the dockers strike in September 1890.16 Although 

the public were not hostile to trade unions, they were 

apprehensive of continued industrial unrest. Since coercion 

and violence often accompanied union strikes, the British 

people generally supported the intervention of the police 

and the troops to defend or protect non-union laborers. 

This intervention would cause inevitably serious 

violence. The miners' strikes and lockouts of 1893 resulted 

in severe rioting, stone-throwing, several large fires near 

the docks, and even two men killed and between 11-14 others 

injured after clashes between strikers and soldiers at 

Ackton Hall Colliery, near Featherstone. Since the local 

police was considerably below strength to cope with a strike 

involving 80,000 miners and received no aid from other 

police forces, including the Metropolitan police, troops 

15For details of the employers' response to new 
unionism, see Clegg and others, A History of British Trade 
Unions, 1:73-74. 

16Ibid. , 68, 69, 72, 75. 
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were called in to disperse crowds and rioters. The presence 

of the soldiers probably provoked disorder at Featherstone 

in the first place, and the military could control the 

disturbance only after shooting several innocent people. 

While 200 Metropolitan police arrived at Featherstone after 

the troops had been ordered by the local magistrates to open 

fire, no further disorders occurred.17 

The 1893 colliery strike lasted almost four times as 

long as the Great Dock Strike of 1889, and lost thirty times 

as many working days.18 This labor turmoil forced the 

government to search for a rational and civilized way of 

solving industrial disputes. The Conciliation Act, 1896, or 

"An Act to make better provision for the Prevention and 

Settlement of Trade Disputes," was the actual result of 

governmental quest for peaceful relationship between 

employers and workers. The act authorized the Board of 

Trade to nominate arbitrators at the request of both 

employers and workmen, to appoint a person or persons to act 

as conciliator at the request of either party, and to 

inquire into the causes and circumstances of disputes.19 

17Roger Geary, Policing Industrial Disputes: 1893 to 
1985 (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1985), 14-19. To 
deal with coal strike in 1893, "374 Metropolitan Police 
officers were sent down and remained on duty for about 10 
weeks," South Wales Colliery Strike: Metropolitan Police on 
Duty in South Wales (1910-1911), MEPO 3/200, PRO. 

18Clegg and others, A History of British Trade Unions. 
1: 54. 

19Askwith, Industrial Problems and Disputes. 76-77. 
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Although they were concerned about the government's 

compulsory interference would benefit the employers, union 

leaders finally supported the Conciliation Act. 

Sir George Askwith claimed that the act "was a mere 

skeleton, and a skeleton so restricted in shape and size as 

necessarily to affect any life with which it might be 

endowed."20 The Conciliation Act, 1896, was passed, but it 

proved unable to reconcile the increasing power of labor and 

the counter-attack of employers. The final several years of 

the century witnessed a series of employers' campaign for 

resisting the workers' growing power. The employers formed 

the Employers Federation of Engineering Associations, 

organized successfully national lockout in engineering 

industry, and established the Employer's Parliamentary 

Council against the TUC Parliamentary Committee. Under the 

pressure of the owners of property and capital, there 

existed among workers "a highly developed class 

consciousness and intense class loyalties" about the turn of 

the century.21 

To face the challenge of growing labor force after the 

Great Dock Strike of 1889, the employers not only formed 

various organizations to defend their interests, but pursued 

a legal attack on trade unions culminating in the important 

20Ibid. , 78. 

21 Jay M. Winter, "Trade Unions and the Labour Party in 
Britain," in Mommsen and Husung, eds., The Development of 
Trade Unionism. 361. 
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Taff Vale case of 1901. The case resulted from a disorderly 

strike against the Taff Vale Railway Company of South Wales 

that the Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants (ASRS) 

assisted the preceding summer. Although the Society had 

attempted only to bring the railwaymen's claims to a 

successful issue and not to stir up the strike, the general 

manager of the railway company sued the ASRS before the 

House of Lords. When the strike was over in early 

September, 1901, the legal case continued. In July 1901, 

the 'House of Lords decided that the ASRS, though not a 

corporate body, was corporately responsible for damages the 

action of its agents caused; and this not only in connection 

with criminal offenses but also with unlawful offenses 

generally. The ASRS was forced to pay £23,000, a sum which 

included both damages and the company's costs. The Taff 

Vale judgment created therefore a precedent that a union 

became legally responsible for the action of its agents, and 

that any strike could be made the subject of heavy damages 

against a union's funds.22 Thus, the hostile Taff Vale 

decision, if it were allowed to start, undermined legal 

position of trade unions and placed an obstacle to strike 

mobilization. 

The general election of 1906 gave the unions an 

opportunity to reverse the Taff Vale judgement. Twenty-nine 

22Askwith, Industrial Problems and Disputes. 88-92; 
Clegg and others, A History of British Trade Unions. 1:313-
315. 
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MPs of the Labour Representation Committee, which was 

established in February 1900, returned to parliament and 

formed the Parliamentary Labour Party, with Keir Hardie as 

their chairman. They prepared the Trade Disputes Act, 1906, 

to free trade unions from liability for damages by strike. 

The new statute provided a clear and wide definition of 

trade dispute: 

The expression 'trade dispute' means any dispute between 
employers and workmen, or between workmen and workmen, 
which is connected with the employment or non-
employment, or the terms of employment, or with the 
conditions of labour, of any person, and the expression 
'workmen' means all persons employed in trade or 
industry, whether or not in the employment of the 
employer with whom a trade dispute arises.23 

By the Trade Disputes Act, 1906, trade union officers could 

lawfully call members out on strike without being charged 

with inducing breach of contract. It also confirmed the 

pickets' right of peaceful persuasion. Under the act, any 

strikers could peacefully persuade any person to work or 

abstain from working.24 Although the less restrictive law 

removed the Taff Vale obstacles to strike mobilization, it 

left the police a difficult job to draw the line between 

peaceful persuasion and intimidation in a strike. Moreover, 

lawful and peaceful picketing would result in a conflict 

between the police and the strikers if it escalated into 

23Turner, Kenny's Outlines of Criminal Law. 434. 

24Ibid. 
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more aggressive industrial unrest.25 

Under the Metropolitan Police's "General Orders and 

Regulations" dated September 20, 1907, the police were 

instructed to defend strikers' rights to persuade peacefully 

any person to work or abstain from working. At the same 

time, they were asked to arrest, for purpose of assuring 

public order, those offenders of "disorderly conduct, using 

threatening, abusive or insulting words or behaviour with 

intent to provoke a breach of the peace."26 But the 

Commissioner of Police, Edward Henry, emphasized that the 

police had to exercise great discretion to intervene in a 

strike. He also warned that only experienced police 

officers should be posted in the vicinity of a labor 

disturbance.27 

However experienced the police on duty were, their job 

to control the disorders associated with strikes were always 

the most controversial sort of governmental intervention in 

the conflict between workers and employers. Thus, the 

Liberal Government preferred to appoint, under the 

Conciliation Act of 1896, conciliators and arbitrators to 

settle industrial disputes whenever opportunity offered. In 

1906 the Board of Trade intervened in 14 disputes and 

25Brown, The Origins of Trade Union Power. 39. 

26Public Meetings Act 1908: Duties of Police (1908), 
MEPO 2/1264, PRO. 

27Ibid. 
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settled them. In 1907 they intervened in 39 cases and 

settled 32; government intervention also succeeded in 

avoiding a national railway strike that the ASRS threatened. 

Winston Churchill, then President of the Board of Trade, 

claimed that during the first eight months of 1908 "no fewer 

than 47 cases of intervention have occurred, of which 35 

have been already settled, while some of the remainder are 

still being dealt with."28 Churchill believed that 

government could play a significant role in solving 

industrial disputes, and even proposed setting up a Standing 

Court of Arbitration.29 

In early August, four months after his appointment as 

the President of the Board of Trade, Churchill was not only 

interested in settling current disputes between employers 

and employed, but concerned about the difficult economic 

position for the workers. To call Cabinet Ministers' timely 

attention to the possible severe conditions in the coming 

fall and winter, Churchill stated that "a period of unusual 

severity for the working class has begun," because of a 

steady increase in unemployment and a continuous decline in 

real wages.30 Before the Parliament reassembled on October 

12, the unemployed threatened to congregate in Parliament 

28Randolph S. Churchill, Winston S. Churchill. 
Companion Volume II, 2:837. 

29For details of this proposal, see ibid. 

30Ibid. , 834. 
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Square on that day. The Commissioner of Police reported to 

the Home Secretary that he was to order the police to move 

the demonstrators, or even to arrest them if necessary.31 

Two days before the opening of Parliament, Churchill warned 

his colleagues again that "there can be no doubt that we 

have already entered upon a period of exceptional distress 

and industrial dislocation.1,32 

Although Churchill worried about the distress of the 

urban workers in the winter of 1908-1909, there were no 

major cases of labor unrest. At the Dunkerton collieries, 

for example, a small strike occurred in late January, 1909. 

Accompanied with the aid of six mounted police loaned from 

Bristol, the local police of Somersetshire protected about 

twelve workers who chose to work at a colliery.33 Both the 

police and those workmen were housed at the colliery. The 

Chief Constable attended the conference between the 

employers and laborers' representatives, and regarded "the 

offers made by the owners as very fair."3A The Chief 

Constable, therefore, asked the Permanent Under Secretary of 

the Home Office, Edward Troup, to press the employers' 

offers on the workers. The chief officer of the local 

31Edward Henry's letter to Gladstone, October 6, 1908, 
Gladstone Papers, Ad. MS. 46066, 65, British Library. 

32Randolph S. Churchill, Winston S. Churchill. 

Companion Volume II, 2:842. 

33Dunkerton Strike, HO 144/901/175196, 9. 

34Ibid. , 1. 
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police warned that, if the strike were allowed to go on, the 

dispute would be extended to the rest of the Somerset 

coalfield.35 The Chief Constable's request clearly went 

beyond the police's role to maintain order impartially. 

There were, however, no large or threatened general 

disputes between employers and employees in 1909. This 

resulted probably from the lack of a favorable labor market 

which seems to have been a precondition for causing massive 

strike mobilization.36 According to Churchill's 

memorandum, the unemployed percentage was 8.7 in January, 

8.4 in February, and 8.2 in March.37 After a slow increase 

in the amount of employment during the first quarter of 

1909, there was improvement in the second quarter.38 In 

the third quarter the situation improved, and the President 

of the Board of Trade concluded that "the general condition 

of the working classes during the first nine months of 1909 

35Ibid. 

36James E. Cronin points out that there were three 
strike waves: 1871-1873, 1889-1890, and 1911-1913, and that 
"each of the strike waves occurred when the labour market 
was most unfavourable to workers. The wild boom of 1871-3 
saw unemployment in the organized trades well below 2 per 
cent; in the same industries only 2.1 per cent were out of 
work in 1889-90, compared with 10.2 percent just two years 
before; in 1911-13 unemployment averaged just under 3 per 
cent, whereas double that were out of a job in 1908-9." 
Cronin, "Strikes and the Struggle for Union Organization," 
62. 

37Randolph S. Churchill, Winston S. Churchill. 
Companion Volume II, 2:891. 

38Ibid. , 903. 
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was, on the whole, about the same as in the corresponding 

period of 19 0 8.1,39 One result of a serious depression, the 

unfavorable labor market in 1909 led to a lack of strikes 

and conflicts between workers and police. 

For various reasons, however, the year 1910 started to 

develop a new strike wave which was to last until the 

outbreak of World War I, and it witnessed a shift away from 

the conciliatory settlement of labor disputes toward 

militant confrontation between employers and employed. The 

new strike mobilization resulted in an unprecedented 

conflict between the police and labor, particularly during 

the years from late 1910 to 1912. Historians do not agree 

on what caused this serious industrial turbulence during the 

immediate prewar period. George Dangerfield regarded the 

workers' rebellion after 1910 as part of a general 

disintegration of the established English order.40 Other 

writers believed that a steady decline in real wages since 

the turn of the century and the agitation of the syndicalist 

groups produced the prewar industrial irritant.41 Hugh 

Armstrong Clegg claimed in A History of British Trade Unions 

39Ibid. , 921. 

40"It was in 1910 that fires long smoldering in the 
English spirit suddenly flared up, so that by the end of 
1913 Liberal England was reduced to ashes," Dangerfield, 
The Strange Death of Liberal England, viii. 

41 Clegg, A History of British Trade Unions. 2:25; 
Robert J. Holton, "Revolutionary Syndicalism and the British 
Labour Movement," in Mommsen and Husung, eds., The 
Development of Trade Unionism. 269-270, 274-275, 277. 
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since 1889 that the boom in union organization and the 

higher costs of employers, particularly the coal owners and 

the railway companies, were the two most important factors 

in producing major strikes.42 This historical controversy 

demonstrates the complicated nature of the prewar strike 

mobilization. 

On May 19, 1910, a strike occurred in South Wales. 

Workers employed by shipowners Messrs Houlder Brothers to 

load the vessel Indian Transport at Newport Docks were 

attacked by other workmen who were on strike for a higher 

wage. Churchill, now the Home Secretary, reminded the mayor 

of Newport that local magistrates and police were entirely 

responsible for maintaining order and preventing assault 

and intimidation. Two days later, the Home Secretary 

advised the mayor to obtain additional policemen from 

neighboring boroughs and counties, and to apply as the last 

resort for the assistance of the Metropolitan Police. 

Churchill also asked the local authority "to use every 

effort to dissuade owners from taking action which would 

provoke conflict. Good officers of Board of Trade should be 

invoked in the hope of promoting a settlement."43 

42Clegg, A History of British Trade Unions. 2:73. 
James E. Cronin also regards the boom in unions as an 
important factor, "Strikes and the Struggle for Union 
Organization," in Mommsen and Husung, eds., The Development 
of Trade Unionism. 65-66. 

43Randolph S. Churchill, Winston s. Churchill. 
Companion Volume II, 2:1167. 
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To cope with the likely violence associated with the 

arrival of fifty-five imported laborers scheduled on May 22, 

the Chief Constable of Newport had arranged for about 200 

policemen from Bristol, Merthyr, Glamorgan County, and 

Monmouthshire County, and requested another 250 Metropolitan 

foot and 50 mounted policemen. Moreover, under the owners' 

pressure, local magistrates asked the War Office to hole in 

readiness 200 infantrymen and 100 mounted men to assist the 

local police and 500 imported police.44 Churchill was 

concerned about the use of troops to manage an anticipated 

conflict between strikers and imported workmen, but strongly 

suggested the War Office send, if necessary, mounted troops 

who were "far more effective than infantry in dealing with a 

riot, and the risk of their employment leading to loss of 

life is much less."45 

In the early morning of May 22, however, it appeared 

briefly that all their preparations were unnecessary because 

the Newport labor dispute was settled. With the assistance 

of the Board of Trade and the mayor's participation in a 

conference, representatives of employers and strikers agreed 

to Board of Trade arbitration. Then Messrs. Houlder 

Brothers repudiated the agreement signed by a dock manager 

on their behalf, and requested the Shipping Federation to 

engage fifty imported laborers to load their steamer Indian 

44Ibid. , 1168-1169. 

45Ibid. , 1170. 
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Transport at Newport/6 The owners pressed the local 

authorities for police protection of the non-union labor 

they were attempting to get at the port. To avoid 

uncontrollable disorder, both the Home Office and local 

authorities were reluctant to offer police protection and 

eager to dissuade employers from importing workmen. The 

shipowners complained consequently to Prime Minister Asquith 

of the lack of the police protection to which they said they 

were entitled in the legal conduct of their business.47 

In early June, at the request of the Home Secretary, 

the Law Officers expressed their opinions about actions 

taken to prevent the owners' landing of free labor: 

It is the duty of the local authorities to provide 
sufficient force to suppress disorder, riot, or outrage, 
it is also their duty to use all legal means to prevent 
occasion for conflict between parties. For latter 
purpose, they should first prevent as far as may be 
possible crowds from assembling on docks, secondly, 
dissuade Houlders and their agents from landing imported 
labour and dissuade imported labourers from landing, 
thirdly, support Dock company in any action they may be 
advised to take to exclude imported labour or strikers 
from docks. Fourthly, in last extremity they may forbid 
and prevent landing of imported labour. They last step 
which would mean preventing Houlders from exercise of 
what in ordinary circumstances would be their legal 
rights can only be taken if local authority can show 
that landing of imported labour would inevitable cause 
riot and bloodshed and would lead to general and 
disastrous strike/8 

On June 13, the mayor of Newport claimed there would be 

46Ibid. , 1171, 1174, 1175. 

47The Times. June 17, 1910. 

48Strikes at Newport Docks-Law Officer's Opinion, 1910-
1912, HO 45/10608/192905, 29, PRO. 
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great danger of serious disorder in the event of landing 

imported labor. The Home Office also contended that, in the 

interest of public safety, the shipowners had to stop 

importing outside workers to the Newport docks.49 

In the meantime, however, Churchill was informed that 

ordinary workers in Newport refused to work on the 

arbitrated terms, and that other Newport workmen, who were 

willing to work for Houlders, were afraid to start work at 

their vessel. As a consequence, the Home Secretary 

instructed the mayor to protect those laborers who would 

like to be employed by Houlders.50 On June 14, non-union 

laborers imported by the Shipping Federation began to work 

on Indian Transport and a large cordon of police fully 

protected them. The local authorities arranged for one 

hundred and fifty policemen to protect Indian Transport and 

the Shipping Federation Depot Ship on which the imported 

workers were housed.51 

Although the South Wales dockers dispute in May and 

June did not result in serious labor disturbance, the South 

Wales coal miners conflict in summer was to become the first 

case of major strike mobilization during the immediate 

prewar period. On September 1, the owners of the Ely pit of 

the Naval Colliery Company, which was controlled by Cambrian 

49Ibid. , 41, 43. 

50Ibid. , 40. 

51Ibid. , 45, 46, 49. 
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Collieries Ltd., locked out all the 800 miners in the pit to 

suppress some workers' demand for a higher wage. To 

counterattack the lockout, the South Wales Miner's 

Federation called a strike of 12,000 miners, which gradually 

evolved a large labor disturbance in early November. About, 

30,000 workers were locked out or on strike in the coalfield 

of the Rhondda Valley and the Aberdare Valley.52 

Since some coal owners intended to import free labor 

from other areas to break the strike, the local authorities 

were to face a possible confrontation between the strikers 

and imported colliers. Captain Lionel Lindsay, the Chief 

Constable of Glamorgan, had just over 100 policemen to 

fulfill his duty of maintaining order in the two large 

intersecting valleys. To cope with the anticipated disorder 

accompanied with the arrival of non-union labor at the 

Galmorgan Colliery at Llwynypia on November 7, the local 

police were assisted by 30 policemen from Swansea, 63 from 

Bristol, and 50 from Cardiff.53 The presence of the extra 

police and local police's protection of the Galmorgan 

Colliery irritated the strikers in the Rhondda Valley. 

While the owners continued to import colliers from other 

districts under heavy police protection, the Cambrian 

strikers' mass picketing developed into rioting and major 

52Geary, Policing Industrial Disputes, 25-26. 

53Jane Morgan, Conflict and Order: The Police and 
Labour Disputes in England and Wales. 1900-1939 (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1987), 154. 
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assaults on all the Cambrian collieries on the night of 

November 7.54 The violence caused many casualties to both 

parties and caused Churchill grave concern over how to 

maintain order in the troubled area. 

In a meeting on the morning of November 8, Churchill, 

Home Office Under Secretary Edward Troup, General Nevil 

Macready, and Metropolitan Police Commissioner Edward Henry 

decided to send police from London. They also arranged for 

some troops to back the police reinforcements if the police 

were unable to restore order. Both police and troops were 

under General Macready1s charge.55 In the evening of 

November 8, the militant striking miners obstructed imported 

workmen and attacked their houses. The strikers also stoned 

the police, smashed shop windows, and looted for a few 

hours. The violence in Tonypandy was to make the South 

Wales Colliery strike of 1910-1911, which lasted nearly one 

year and extended over the whole South Wales collieries, 

known as the Tonypandy Riots. The strikers1 pitched battles 

with the police lasted until the night of November 9. The 

violence of November 7-9 in the Rhondda Valley caused 

serious results: "one striker was killed, over 500 were 

injured, and the damage to property was immense."56 In the 

Aberdale Valley, there were also riots and violence, owing 

54Ibid. , 155. 

55Geary, Policing Industrial Disputes, 27. 

56Clegg, A History of British Trade Unions, 2:29. 
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to the strikers' attempt to obstruct non-union labor. 

To cope with the coal strike disturbances at Tonypandy 

and elsewhere in Glamorganshire, the Commissioner of Police 

sent about 900 Metropolitan Police officers to South Wales: 

301 on November 8, 501 on November 9, and another 100 on 

November 12.57 Of the 802 policemen sent on November 8 and 

9, there were 2 Superintendents, 21 Inspectors, 55 

Sergeants, and 625 Constables on foot. These police 

reinforcements also included 99 mounted officers (8 

Inspectors, and 91 Sergeants and Constables).58 According 

to General Macready's memorandum, the Metropolitan Police 

possessed the advantage of good training and had experience 

which was not enjoyed by the local police. Moreover, the 

Metropolitan Police were more unbiased than the County 

constables in dealing with local labor disputes and 

conflicts between strikers and employers. General Macready 

indicated that "the mine managing class is looked upon by 

the local police as having a kind of authority over them, 

and several instances have occurred where a manager has been 

consulted, and his opinion taken, where clearly the police 

officer should have acted on his own responsibility."59 

57South Wales Colliery Strike: Metropolitan Police on 
Duty in South Wales (1910-1911), MEPO 3/200, PRO. 

58Collierv Strike Disturbances in South Wales. Home 
Office. Correspondence and Report. November, 1910. Cd. 5568 
(1911), 14. 

59Ibid. , 48. 
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This misconception of duty reflected an ambiguous 

relationship between owners and local police. 

While the police, mainly the Metropolitan Police, 

directly faced the strikers' attacks and were primarily 

responsible for allaying disorder, the military force played 

an indirect but important role in suppressing riots. In 

Tonypandy, each soldier was accompanied by some policemen to 

demonstrate the Government's policy that "the armed forces 

act merely as the support of the civil power and not as 

direct agents."60 By military support, the police enhanced 

their morale and fighting power. In the evening of November 

9, Churchill reported to the King that public peace had been 

preserved around all the threatened collieries in the 

Rhondda Valley. He believed that the 1,400 police, 

including the local police forces, the borrowed police 

already gathered, the first contingent of the Metropolitan 

Police, and the troops, were absolutely sufficient to deal 

with violent disorders there. The Home Secretary insisted 

on the policy of relying on the police only, and claimed 

that "there appears to be no reason at present why the 

policy of keeping the military out of direct contact with 

the rioters should be departed from. "61 

Nevertheless, Churchill was deeply concerned about the 

60Ibid. 

61Randolph S. Churchill, Winston S. Churchill. 
Companion Volume II, 2:1207. 
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tension in South Wales. Although the police and the troops 

were able to prevent an immediate outbreak, on November 13, 

the Home Secretary told David Lloyd George, then the 

Chancellor of the Exchequer, that he could not "keep this 

great number of Metropolitan Police indefinitely occupied 

there."62 To avoid the occurrence of an anticipated 

disaster, Churchill hinted that Lloyd George, a popular 

figure among his fellow countrymen in Wales, should 

intervene in the labor dispute in South Wales. 

On the same day, two mass assemblies were held at 

Tonypandy, and police officers in plain clothes obtained 

admission to each of them. The speakers encouraged their 

hearers "to obstruct police in every way possible."63 In 

the next two days, the strikers threatened to destroy the 

houses of managers of Glamorgan Colliery. The police 

guarded them against striking miners' attack. On November 

16, pickets appeared in great numbers. According to a 

Superintendent's report, one of the workmen left his house 

with his wife and two children for Dinas Railway Station. 

Police officers escorted the worker, and became surrounded 

by militant rioters. "Bags of flour were thrown over the 

man and his family, and rushes were made to get at them. 

Stones were also thrown and a P[olice] Ctonstable]—who drew 

his truncheon without authority, but did not use it—was 

62Ibid. , 1210. 

63MEPO 3/200, PRO. 
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threatened by the mob."64 

During the daytime of November 17, hundreds of the 

strikers were booing, hooting, and stoning around the 

Glamorgan Colliery. Metropolitan police officers marched 

through the colliery and were also stoned. Although one 

officer was hit on his face with a stone, the police 

succeeded in dispersing the rioters without drawing their 

truncheons. On the night of the same day, the windows of 

four houses occupied by officials of the Glamorgan Colliery 

were smashed, and in one case, the furniture was destroyed 

and goods looted.65 On the next day, numerous strikers' 

children entered the colliery premises and stole coal from 

the trucks. Accompanied with the aid of the troops, the 

police removed "all the loaded trucks within the Police 

Protected area."66 

Since striking miners often intimidated non-union 

laborers arriving from Pontypridd, an Inspector with other 

policemen went to Dinas Station to protect workmen on the 

night of November 21. About 200 to 300 strikers, who were 

all over the station premises, threatened to attack the 

police and railway officials. While the police were in 

formation, the rioters threw stones at the police. Some of 

them were struck. The police decided consequently to clear 

6AIbid. 

65Ibid. 

66Ibid. 
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the crowd, and stones "rained on the Police more heavily 

than ever."67 The police then used their truncheons. In 

this furious confrontation between the police and the 

strikers, many policemen were struck by stones and sticks. 

About 40 of them severely injured, and several of these 

injured officers returned to London because they were unfit 

for duty in South Wales. The police finally scattered the 

crowd and dispelled them from Tonypandy.68 No further 

important confrontations between the police and the strikers 

occurred in 1910. 

The years between 1871 and 1906 witnessed the first 

phase of a long struggle for power between the unions and 

the employers. While the former increased in strength and 

threatened the latter's existing interests, the employers 

determined to resist the steady challenge of labor. The 

Trade Disputes Act, 1906, empowered the unions to call 

members out on strike and confirmed the strikers' right of 

peaceful picketing, which often developed into more 

aggressive industrial confrontation among employers, 

strikers, non-union labor, and police. From 1906 to 1909, 

the Liberal Government played, under the Conciliation Act of 

1896, the role as a mediator to settle many labor disputes. 

Moreover, the police were not in a difficult position when 

67Ibid. 

68Ibid. ; Randolph S. Churchill, Winston S. Churchill. 
Companion Volume II, 2:1213. 
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they dealt small scale strikes. But the year 1910 saw a 

shift away from small conflict between employers and workers 

to mass strike mobilization, and from conciliatory 

settlement of labor disputes to militant confrontation 

between owners and workers. The new trend resulted in an 

unprecedented conflict between the police and the labor 

during the years from 1910 to 1912. The Tonypandy Riots of 

November represented the last labor unrest in 1910, but the 

first major clash of the strikers' right to peaceful picket 

and the police's duty to maintain order during the immediate 

prewar period. 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE POLICE AND LABOR DISPUTES, 1911 

While the South Wales Colliery strike was continuing in 

late May, 1911, Churchill was advancing the Trade Union 

Bill. The Bill proposed empowering the trade unions to take 

part in politics if they chose to do so, and also gave those 

trade union members who were not in agreement with union 

politics the right not to subscribe to the political fund.1 

At the same time numerous labor disputes began to 

proliferate throughout the country. During the summer, the 

Liberal Government faced unprecedented challenge of the 

power of mass unionism. T. A. Critchley claimed that "the 

year 1911 was probably the most violent that Britain had 

experienced since 1842, when Chartist activity reached its 

Zenith."2 This chapter will examine the Home Secretary and 

the police's dealing with the 1911 transport strikes which 

included three major series of strike mobilization: (1) 

shipping strikes in provinces; (2) dockers and transport 

workers' strikes in London; and (3) railway strikes 

Liverpool, other provinces, and finally throughout all the 

1Randolph S. Churchill, Winston S. Churchill. Companion 
Volume II, 2: 1086. 

2Critchley, The Conquest of Violence: Order and Liberty 
in Britain (London: Constable & Co. Ltd., 1970), 169. 
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nation. 

In June a seamen's strike in Liverpool spread quickly 

to most of the provincial ports of the United Kingdom, 

including Hull, Manchester, and Cardiff.3 On the morning 

of June 30, in response to an emergency request by the mayor 

of Hull, a body of 500 Metropolitan policemen reached Hull 

to assist the local police and 400 police already borrowed 

from nearby cities in coping with the seamen's strike 

disturbance.4 With the support of these 900 extra police, 

the Chief Constable of Hull was able to assure public order. 

On the night of July 1, he sent 200 policemen to patrol 

various points. During the daytime of July 1-2, the police 

paid much attention to the strikers' activities, 

particularly their meetings, and succeeded in keeping the 

dockers and others quiet. The Metropolitan policemen 

patrolled near the strikers' meeting but saw no reason to 

intervene in it.5 On July 4, the Chief Constable of Hull 

expressed the opinion that he ought to stop strikers from 

trying to enlist the sympathies of other, non-striking labor 

and to persuade blacklegs to join the strike.6 The chief 

police officer was clearly attempting to violate, knowingly 

or unwittingly, the right of peaceful picketing granted by 

3Seamen's Strike, 1911-12, HO 45/10649/210615, PRO. 

4Seamen's Strike, 1911-12, HO 45/10648/210615, 9, PRO. 

5Ibid., 11, 24a. 

6Ibid., 30a. 
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the Trade Disputes Act of 1906. Employers and workmen 

reached, however, their agreement before the Constable 

illegally intervened between strikers and non-union labor in 

Hull.7 

At the same time seamen started labor disputes in 

Manchester. Dockers, Carter, and other trades followed in 

early July, 1911. Business in the city was consequently 

dislocated and paralyzed. "Owing to the so called strike 

which is being carried on by certain classes of men and 

supported by a large number of desperate roughs," the owner 

of a large company complained to the Home Office, "the whole 

of our business, which is carried on in many warehouses in 

this city, is at a complete standstill."8 Unable to manage 

the present state of affairs, the mayor of Manchester asked 

Churchill to take steps to restore order.9 While extra 

police from Birmingham and London and troops stationed in 

the neighboring town of Salford prepared to suppress any 

violence, Chief Industrial Commissioner George Askwith 

played a key role in arbitrating the Manchester disputes and 

succeeded in bringing about an agreement between the parties 

on July 10.10 

7Askwith, Industrial Problems and Disputes. 151. 

8HO 45/10648/210615, 45, PRO. 

9Ibid., 36. 

10Askwith, Industrial Problems and Disputes. 153-154. 
About 250 Metropolitan police were sent to Salford on July 5 
and 6, HO 45/10649/210615, PRO. 
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In Cardiff, however, a labor dispute resulting from the 

use of non-union labor to unload a ship occurred on July 18. 

At the head constable's request 320 Metropolitan police and 

hundreds of neighboring policemen arrived on the same day to 

assist local police in containing the seamen disturbance. A 

near general strike broke out on the following day and 

further riots continued for the next few days.11 On July 

22, local shipowners agreed to grant a wage increase. 

Other shipping strikes erupted in July, 1911, and 

caused grave unrest in the kingdom. Home Secretary 

Churchill's memorandum in late July showed the nature of the 

recent industrial disturbances: 

Port after port is called out. The police and the 
military are asked for at place after place. Fresh 
outbreaks continuously occur and will go on. The 
railways are not sound. Transport workers everywhere 
are getting to know their strength, while the 'hooligan' 
element are causing riots: and those conversant of labor 
matters in practice anticipate grave upheaval. Serious 
crises have been in recent years, and very often lately, 
surmounted only by a narrow margin of safety and now 
specially a new force has arisen in trades unionism, 
whereby the power of the old leaders has proved quite 
ineffective, and the sympathetic strike on a wide scale 
is prominent. Shipping, coal, railways, dockers etc etc 
are all uniting and breaking out at once. The 'general 
strike' policy is a factor which must be dealt with.12 

In retrospect, the shipping strikes in June and July were 

indeed the forerunners of more dangerous mass strike 

mobilization and more militant confrontation between owners 

11 Morgan, Conflict and Order. 166 

12Randolph S. Churchill, Winston S. Churchill. Companion 
Volume II, 2: 1263-1264. 
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and workers in the following month. And these continuous 

upheavals from late June to late August clearly demonstrated 

the power of the general strike policy. But what made the 

new policy prevalent? 

"The Present Unrest in the Labour World," a 

contemporary analysis printed for the use of the Cabinet in 

July, 1911, suggested to the Ministers the reasons why the 

general strike policy prevailed.13 First, the condition of 

an average worker was getting worse. The analysis claimed 

that the price of the necessities of life had gone up, while 

wages had remained static, thus causing a decline in real 

wages.14 Accompanying a steady decline in real wages, a 

worker could often not be employed so continuously as his 

father and his employment was not so certain.15 Second, 

the result mainly of his receiving a better education and 

enjoying "the cheap press and the increase in all means of 

communication," a worker was much different psychologically 

from his father.16 Workers not only thought "more deeply 

on social question," but became "more homogeneous" and "more 

13The Present Unrest in the Labour World, July 1911, 
Asquith Papers, Box 105: 103-104, Bodleian Library, Oxford. 

KIbid., 103. "If the retail prices of food in 1900 
are represented by 100; those of 1908 were 108.4; those of 
1910, 109.9; and those of June 1911, 106.6. In wages, 
taking the same base year, 1907 is represented by 101.8; 
1910 by 100.2; and June 1911 by 100.2, ibid. 

15Ibid. 

16Ibid. 
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in touch with one another."17 Since they were more aware 

of the power of their numbers and strength, they became more 

inclined to act together. 

Third, the increasingly specialized industry itself 

caused unprecedented interdependence among the various 

branches and offered workers and unions the opportunity of 

pursuing the general strike policy. "The dockers can stop 

the whole trade of a port," the analysis for the Cabinet 

commented, "and a few hundred colliery enginemen were able 

to threaten to stop all the coal-miners in Scotland."18 

Finally, there was a general disposition to see industrial 

problems and disputes from the viewpoint of labor. People 

belonging to the middle and upper classes did not wonder 

that worker was dissatisfied, but that he had remained 

patient for so long.19 In sum, a continuous deterioration 

of the living conditions of an average worker, a rapid 

development of the consciousness of a working class, an 

increasing specialization of industry, and a general 

sympathy towards the strikers all instigated the realization 

of the general strike policy during the days from late June 

to late August, 1911. 

The shipping strikers in June and July not only 

demonstrated the power of a mass strike mobilization, but 

17Ibid. 

18Ibid. 

19Ibid. , 103-104. 
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exposed the inevitable clash of the strikers' right to 

picket peacefully and the police's duty to maintain public 

security in any militant confrontation between owners and 

workers. While strikers were full of complaints of 

misconduct against the Metropolitan police, the Home Office 

also received complaints from the Shipping Federation about 

the insufficiency of police protection of non-union labor 

and about the Trade Disputes Act, 1906, which confirmed the 

strikers' right to picket peacefully.20 The Metropolitan 

police's trouble lay in the difficulty of drawing a line of 

demarcation between peaceful persuasion and intimidation in 

a strike. The recent shipping strikes clearly showed the 

difficulty and, therefore, pushed the Home Office toward 

drawing such a line. Home Secretary Churchill decided to 

formulate, as early as possible, instructions which would 

help the police to distinguish between peaceful picketing 

and illegal intimidation. They should have helped the 

police to fulfill their dual duties of repressing widespread 

violence and intimidation while protecting the strikers' 

right of peaceful persuasion.21 

Before Churchill instructions the country had been on 

the verge of dockers and transport workers' strikes in 

London which followed those shipping strikes in provinces. 

In late July, dockers and workers in the London docks, who 

20Morgan, Conflict and Order, 167. 

21 Ibid. 
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were conscious of the idea of the sympathetic strike and its 

power, became anxious to demand a better life. As early as 

the end of June, the Dockers' Union presented the Port of 

London Authority (PLA), and the Shipowners and Wharfingers 

of the Port of London with a formidable list of demands. 

Out of its nine clear-cut claims, the Ultimatum that on and 

after July 3 a minimum wage of eightpence (8d.) per hour by 

day and one shilling (Is.) per hour for overtime should be 

paid was the core of the coming conflict between workers and 

employers.22 In early July, both sides began to make 

preparations for the fight for the workers' demand for a 

minimum wage and other claims. On the one hand, the dockers 

sought for and received earnest and conclusive support from 

the Transport Workers' Federation under the leadership of 

President Harry Gosling. Lightermen, sailors, carmen, and 

the rest of the Waterside Unions also joined forces. On the 

other hand, the Shipping Federation and shipowners, the 

wharfingers, the master lightermen, and the granary keepers 

followed the Port of London Authority.23 On July 10, 

negotiations between both forces ended in no agreement. 

Several important meetings were held, therefore, on July 25, 

26, and 27, to resolve the conflict between the employers 

22For details of the dockers' demands, see Ben Tillett, 
History of the London Transport Workers' Strike. 1911 
(London: National Transport Workers' Federation, 1912), 2. 

23Ibid. , 6-7. 
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and the National Transport Workers' Federation.24 

Both sides reached an agreement on eight suggested 

terms of settlement, including an increase from 6d. to 7d. 

per hour by day and from 8d. to 9d. per hour for overtime 

for workers. The questions of an increase of Id. per hour 

to men already receiving 7d. per hour and a Id. increase for 

overtime where this rate was less than Is. were to go to 

arbitration. When the agreement was reported to an Assembly 

Hall mass meeting next day, the workers themselves decided 

not to accept it and, then, to start a general stoppage.25 

On August 1, called by the National Transport Workers' 

Federation, an official strike in the London Docks began. 

To face the coming industrial crisis, the Port of 

London Authority Police, which was the sole force policing 

of the Docks, faced, however, its internal crisis. Unable 

to do adequately its job of policing the Docks—"the total 

of 2,186 acres containing 1,200 warehouses and other 

buildings"—the PLA Police were searching for a Chief Police 

Officer to initiate an urgent reorganization of the 

force.26 Metropolitan Police Commissioner Edward Henry 

claimed that the Docks police were badly organized. They 

also had a severe lack of qualified policemen and financial 

24Ibid. , 7. 

25Ibid. , 13-14. 

26Glyn Hardwicke, Keepers of the Door, the History of 
the Port of London Authority Police (London: Peel Press, 
1980), 98-100. 
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resources.27 According to two investigations made by the 

Commissioner and R. F. Godfrey-Fausset, a former member of 

the Indian Police, the PLA Police needed to be enlarged to a 

strength sufficient to fulfill its duty of policing the 

Docks. Both investigations found that the Docks police 

needed to add about 300 qualified policemen and to increase 

its annual budget to about £70,000.28 In early August, the 

PLA Police had not started its reorganization program, and 

could not even stop pilfering in the Docks. Instead of the 

Docks police, the Metropolitan Police would become, 

therefore, the main force policing the Docks during the 

coming days of industrial unrest. 

To help the Metropolitan Police to do their dual job of 

protecting strikers' right of peaceful picketing while 

restraining intimidation in the London Dock Strike, Home 

Secretary Churchill formulated, on August 4, instructions to 

guide the police in coping with the questions which might 

arise. He instructed Commissioner Edward Henry not to make 

the terms of the general guidance public at present.29 The 

Home Secretary first reminded the police to respect both the 

employers' right "to load or unload cargoes by voluntary 

labor imported if necessary," and strikers' right "to picket 

27Ibid. , 96-97. 

28In March, 1911, the total policemen in use was 468; and 
in 1909, the annual cost was £50,000. Ibid., 98, 95-96. 

29London Dock Strike (1911), HO 144/1157/212342/4, PRO. 
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for the purpose of peacefully persuading labourers from 

working during the course of the dispute."30 But Churchill 

furthered the police's caution through emphasizing several 

rules which were related to the police's fundamental duty of 

maintaining public security. 

While the police had to secure the employers' right to 

import voluntary labor, they should exert themselves to 

prevent any riot. An ample force in the Police Authorities' 

grasp became, therefore, necessary to protect the laborers 

and to avoid disturbances. The Home Secretary also 

instructed the Police Authorities to "be the judges in each 

particular case as to the time, manner and circumstances in 

which any importation of outside labor or other step likely 

to lead to disturbance can be taken, in order that necessary 

provocation of the dispute may be avoided."31 Employers 

wishing to import labor consequently had to follow the 

directions which they would receive in each particular case 

from the Police Authorities. In providing employers with 

the special protection needed to secure them their rights 

under the law, the Police Authorities should pay first 

attention to the peculiar character of perishable goods. To 

prevent deliberate damage of such goods, the police would 

facilitate their preservation or remove them to secure 

30Ibid. 

31 Ibid. 
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places of storage.32 

As to respecting strikers' right to picket peacefully, 

the Home Secretary asked the police to prevent intimidation. 

The police would allow the strikers to picket "provided that 

the pickets confine themselves to peaceful persuasion, are 

not in numbers sufficient to intimidate, and do not cause an 

obstruction to the traffic; and provided, if the pickets are 

on private property, that the Police are not requested to 

remove them on grounds of trespass."33 Regarding the 

number of pickets as a crucial rule of distinguishing 

peaceful picketing from intimidation, the Home Secretary did 

not lay down any specific limit to the numbers involved, 

though he proposed that the Police Authorities should 

furnish pickets with proper badges and settle this badging 

matter with strike leaders.34 The Home Secretary's general 

guidance of the police in dealing with the questions which 

might arise in a strike was the result of Home Office 

researches into strikers' conduct in 1910 and 1911. 

The Home Secretary's guidance would make the 

Metropolitan Police more responsible than before for 

securing employers' right of doing business in their own way 

as well as in assuring strikers' right of peaceful picket, 

protecting non-union labor, and preventing violent 

32Ibid. 

33Ibid. 

3AIbid. 
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disturbance of the peace. Thus, the police needed to 

perform their duties in a prudent way, especially when the 

confrontation between employers and workers became 

increasingly violent. In early August, there was a distinct 

fear that the strikers attempted to fire one or more 

steamers.35 Given the situation, a sergeant in charge of a 

Police boat acted rashly in fulfilling his responsibility of 

protecting non-union labor. Responding to a manager's 

appeal to protect a number of voluntary workers unloading a 

barge at some distance, the sergeant "knew that it was his 

duty to protect them, and he thought he could best do so by 

taking them to [that] barge on board the Police boat."36 

Using this case as an example, the Commissioner Edward Henry 

instructed the police that -the sergeant could not supply 

those non-union laborers with transport, and that "if they 

had gone in a boat of their own, it would have been his duty 

to go with them and protect them."37 This incident clearly 

showed the difficulty of the police's doing their job in a 

strike. 

While the strike continued, the arbitration proceedings 

went ahead. The arbitration, which resulted from the 

agreement of July 27 between the PLA and the National 

35Protection of Shipping by Naval Boat, 1911 London 
Transport Workers Strike, MEPO 3/210, PRO. 

36London Dock Strike (1911), HO 144/1157/212342/3, PRO. 

37Ibid. 
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Transport Workers' Federation, was mainly on the rates of 

8d. and Is. per hour for those working for the shipowners 

(already at 7d.).38 On August 3, 4, and 6, the arbitrator, 

Sir Albert Rollit, presided over a series of conferences. 

He decided finally in favor of the rates of 8d. and Is. per 

hour and judged that this award would take effect on August 

7, 1911. The Strike Committee of the National Transport 

Workers' Federation nevertheless asked workers of the Port 

of London to "stand firm and refuse to start work" until the 

claims of the coal porters, the lightermen, the bargemen, 

and others were settled by the Board of Trade.39 

On August 7, those employed by the shipping companies 

gained the 8d. and Is. per hour, but coal porters' 

lightermen's, bargemen's, and other men's difficulties 

cropped up. "The number of meetings was increasing, the 

enthusiasm was spreading, excitement was rising high, there 

were skirmishes with the police." exulted union leader Ben 

Tillett. "The Transport Workers' fingers were for the time 

being on the throat of trade."40 At a meeting of Dock 

laborers held on Tower Hill, Ben Tillett exhorted the 

workers to use their power to stop and disrupt trade to 

fight against conditions which had become intolerable: 

38Tillett, History of the London Transport Workers' 
Strike. 17. 

39Ibid. , 18. 

40Ibid. , 19. 
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You transport workers have come by your manhood, don't 
be sneaks any more, don't be slaves any more, don't be 
set one at another by the foreman or boss, let honest 
manhood come by its rights. . . . Time has gone by for 
argument, time has arrived when we have got to assert 
our manhood. . . . I tell you men we have never had a 
chance like this before, if we let this opportunity slip 
we may never get the same again.41 

The workers did grasp the unprecedented opportunity to 

bring the Port of London to a dead stop. Numerous acts of 

disorder tested the effectiveness and the strength of the 

police to prevent violence and intimidation. The strikers' 

visit to any company or factory often threatened 

revolutionary speeches, destruction of property, or even a 

riot. The police were thereby requested to afford proper 

protection.42 

The Metropolitan Police also received many requests 

from various companies for protection of goods vans. Since 

the coal porters were called out, for example, the supplies 

of coal to the Generating Stations, St. Pancras Borough, 

were stopped. Knowing that the whole of the public street 

lighting threatened to be shut down within four days, the 

police needed to give sufficient protection for the coal 

required to be delivered to St. Pancras Borough.43 In a 

41Speeches and Processions, 1911 London Docks Strike, 
MEPO 3/206, PRO. 

42For example, the Corn Exchange Company asked the Home 
Secretary to arrange such police protection, London Dock 
Strike (1911), HO 144/1157/212342/73, PRO. 

43Requests for Protection of Goods Van, 1911 London 
Transport Workers Strike, MEPO 3/209, PRO. 
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telegram to the King on August 10 Home Secretary Churchill 

stated that "a large number of loaded vans have been brought 

through hostile crowds and the goods delivered."44 

Although he generally focused on the Metropolitan 

Police, Churchill had in reserve more than twenty thousand 

troops deployed in the vicinity of London. They could be 

brought to London in a few hours.45 The Home Secretary 

claimed that the duty of the soldiers, if they were called 

on to aid the police, would be "to maintain the law, not to 

interfere" in a trade dispute.46 But union leaders and 

their followers clearly understood that the troops outside 

the city threatened an immediate settlement of the dispute 

and, then, a return to the normal movement of essential 

supplies .47 

On August 11, the power of the general strike 

mobilization confronted the threats of the police, the 

soldiers outside London, and the Home Office through the 

Board of Trade.48 At about noon, between 40,000 and 50,000 

44HO 144/1157/212342/7 3a, PRO. 

45Ibid. 

46HO 144/1157/212342/83, PRO. 

47Tillett, History of the London Transport Workers' 
Strike. 25. During the days from August 7 to 10, 
"everything began to die—coal and water service, gas and 
electricity, railway, road, and river transport." 
Dangerfield, The Strange Death of Liberal England. 260. 

48Tillett, History of the London Transport Workers' 
Strike. 26. 
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men assembled at Tower Hill and, after a meeting, marched 

through the City. The Metropolitan Police and the City of 

London Police mobilized their manpower to ensure public 

peace.49 

The great City march demonstrated the National 

Transport Workers' Federation and its adherents' solidarity 

and determination to overcome "the capitalist class" and the 

portion of the great public "who are well-off and who are 

indifferent to the well-being of the rest of their 

fel'lows. "50 The transport workers' power was so invincible 

that they had held up every public service, and therefore, 

they threatened the survival of the metropolis, if not the 

country. This dangerous result now transformed the strike, 

which was basically an industrial conflict between employers 

and employees, into a political confrontation between the 

Government, obliged to ensure a normal daily life for the 

majority of its citizens, and the National Transport 

Workers' Federation, shouldering the responsibility of 

fighting for a better life for its followers by means of 

paralyzing the ordinary life of the most inhabitants in the 

metropolis, if not threatening the basis of the economy of 

the kingdom. 

The two sides, the Government and the Federation, were 

49MEPO 3/206, PRO. 

50Tille 
Strike. 20. 

50Tillett, History of the London Transport Workers' 
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almost equal in strength. The former controlled the 

military forces, and the latter commanded the reserves and 

resources of workers' deep-rooted resentment. To avoid open 

warfare in the streets, however, the union leaders secured a 

settlement in their favor and called off the Strike at 

midnight, August 11, 1911. Although the Federation and some 

workers still sought arbitration proceedings of unsettled 

disputes, the end of the London Strike was a great relief to 

the Government, especially to the Home Secretary.51 In his 

telegram to the King next day, Churchill explained the main 

reason why the Federation concluded the strike: 

The intention of the government to use very large bodies 
of troops to maintain order & the food supply if the 
strike was not settled promptly had a potent influence 
on the men's decision. They knew that they had reached 
the psychological moment to make their bargain, & that 
to go on was to risk all that they had within their 

52 

grasp. 

Through causing an immediate shortage of supplies of the 

necessities of life after a few days' cessation of work, 

workers of the Port of London, including those outside the 

Federation, gained a substantial increase in wages and 

improvement in the conditions of their lives. 

While the troops outside the City were the antidote to 

the power of the Federation and its adherents, the 

Metropolitan Police played the key role in coping with the 

51For details of those unsettled disputes, see ibid., 
33-34. 

5; 

Companion Volume II, 2: 1114. 

52Randolph S. Churchill, Winston S. Churchill. 
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powerful mass mobilization, and helping, directly or 

indirectly, employers break the general strike. The Home 

Office received many complaints about the police's "active 

assistance to the employers in getting the work done which 

strikers refuse to do."53 According to one complainer, 

owners of Peter Keevil and Sons, Ltd., for instance, claimed 

in a circular letter that they had had "the continual 

assistance of over 100 police in the collection and 

delivery" of their goods.54 Although this vague complaint 

did not reveal the reality of the case, it showed indeed the 

police's controversial duty to act as impartial agents of 

the Government between employers and employees, and in the 

meantime to represent the Government in securing both the 

non-union labor's right to work and the ordinary people's 

necessities of life.55 Moreover, it was difficult for the 

police to fulfill their responsibility to maintain law and 

order in a strike. The police often faced the problem of 

distinguishing between peaceful picketing and intimidation. 

The Home Office thus received numerous complaints of 

provocative action of police in the Strike, such as "an 

53HO 144/1157/212342/191, PRO. 

5AIbid. 

55Even after the conclusion of the London Strike, the 
police needed to provide, with the cooperation of the City 
Police, "protection for conveyance of £600,000 in bullion 
from Waterloo Station to the Bank of England on August 12 
and for conveyance of £20,000 specie from Bank," Protection 
of the Bank of England, 1911 London Transport Workers 
Strike, MEPO 3/211, PRO. 
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unprovoked, wanton attack, by police, in which men, women & 

children were batoned."56 

Although strikers, employers, and others were full of 

complaints about the police's impartiality and provocative 

action in the London Dock Strike, police officers did make 

significant contributions in managing the difficult 

situation. Even after the official conclusion of the Strike 

on August 11, the Metropolitan Police still mobilized all 

policemen, including those who would have been on leave, to 

cope with the danger of further disorder and 

complications.57 Since some laborers, including dockers 

and the men on the wharves still refused to return to work, 

the police continued to be responsible for maintaining law 

and order, especially for guarding public services in the 

metropolis.58 For example, the Metropolitan Police 

Commissioner instructed the police to keep watch over and 

protect all the key points of five large and eight minor 

tramway organizations, including all the generating 

stations, important transformer stations, and car depots.59 

HO 144/1157/212342/68, PRO. For other similar 
complaints, see HO 144/1157/212342/155, 162, 175, 176, 195, 
197, 203, 221, PRO. 

57Recall of Police on Leave, MEPO 3/207, PRO. 

58These strikers would resume their work on August 15, 
when their claims were to be settled, HO 
144/1157/212342/153, PRO. 

"Metropolitan Police District: Street Lighting, etc., 
1911 London Transport Workers Strike, MEPO 3/213, PRO. 
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To ensure the normal supply of gas for the street lighting 

system in greater London, the police protected the two most 

important gas works in the metropolis, Gas Light and Coke 

Company in Beckton and South Metropolitan Gas Company in 

East Greenwich.60 

Moreover, the Metropolitan Police were responsible for 

protecting the various railways as well as shipping in the 

Thames. To maintain adequate train service, policemen had 

to secure several important points, such as depots in Acton 

Town, Little Bridge, Golders Green, and others, against any 

damage to the stock of these depots.61 The Thames Division 

of the Metropolitan Police had also arranged a continuous 

patrol of about 1,200 vessels, mostly open barges lying 

about in various places of the Thames.62 Shipping 

companies often complained, however, about inadequate police 

protection. They argued that even "the sinking of a barge 

would be the cause of a great number of barges being broken 

from their moorings, which would be a serious danger to 

shipping in the River.63 On August 18, when the employers, 

the union leaders, and the Government reached a settlement 

60These two companies supplied daily 71 and 24 million 
cubic feet of gas respectively. Part of the supplies were 
for street lighting, ibid. 

61 Ibid. For other protection of railways, see 
Protection of London Railways, 1911 London Transport Workers 
Strike, MEPO 3/208, PRO. 

62MEPO 3/210, PRO. 

63Ibid. 
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of the final disputes, and when, therefore, the London 

transport workers strike was over, a shipping company still 

asked the Home Secretary's immediate attention to the safety 

of the firm's coal bargers and steamers. As a result, the 

next day, two tropedo boats and six picket boats were 

consequently sent to patrol the river.64 "The Government 

are taking and will take all necessary steps to make sure 

that supplies of food, fuel and other essentials shall not 

be interrupted on the railways or at the Ports," Home 

Secretary Churchill stated firmly in a memorandum on August 

18, "not because they are on the side of the employers,•or 

of the workmen, but because they are bound at all costs to 

protect the public from the dangers and miseries which 

famine and a general arrest of industry would entail."65 

Churchill's memorandum showed that the Government was 

facing the difficulties of preventing the interruption of 

the supplies of necessities of life from industrial 

disturbances occurred both at the Ports, discussed as above, 

and on the railways. While dockers and transport workers' 

strikes went on in the Port of London, railway strikes 

originated mainly in Liverpool, and spread immediately to 

6AThere were a total of 15 officers and 104 men in 
these vessels, Parliamentary Debates (Commons), 5th ser., 
vol 40 (1912), col. 1605. The Metropolitan Police returned 
these torpedo and picket boats to the Navy on August 26, 
1911, when the London Transport Workers Strike ended, MEPO 
3/210, PRO. 

65Randolph S. Churchill, Winston S. Churchill. 
Companion Volume II, 2: 1280, 1282. 
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other provinces and finally to all the nation. 

Since the beginning of August a series of local railway-

disputes occurred. In Liverpool, where there were problems 

involving dockers, railwaymen also demanded higher wages, 

shorter hours and recognition of their unions from the 

railway companies.66 On August 5 and 7, thousands of 

employees of the North Eastern Railway at Liverpool refused 

to work because they had received no satisfaction of their 

claims. Owing to the difficult situation the London Dock 

Strike was causing, the Head Constable of Liverpool expected 

no assistance from the Metropolitan Police. But on August 

7, he asked the Home Secretary to dispatch troops, 

especially infantry, to help local police guard enclosed 

premises, docks, railway goods stations, and other important 

points.67 On August 10, the Second Battalion of the 

Warwickshire Regiment, 20 officers and 397 other ranks, 

arrived at Seaforth Barracks, Liverpool.68 The Lord Mayor 

also received military help from troops already in Liverpool 

and two squadrons of Scots Greys.69 

Churchill saw the food, other necessities of life, and 

66Clegg, A History of British Trade Unions. 2: 36; 
Geary, Policing Industrial Disputes: 1893 to 1985 32; and 
Dangerfield, The Strange Death of Liberal England. 265. 

67Liverpool Railway Strike 1911, HO 45/10654/212470/la, 

PRO. 

^HO 45/10654/212470/4, PRO. 

69Randolph S. Churchill, Winston S. Churchill. 
Companion Volume II, 2: 1268, 1269. 
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the safety of the country as the Government's first 

responsibility and "far more important than anything else." 

He felt obliged to take all necessary steps to fulfill 

it.70 The Home Secretary was concerned about the 

insufficiency of the military force already available in 

Liverpool and intended to strengthen it.71 On August 11, 

also attempting to help local police cope effectively with 

questions which might arise in relation to a strike, 

Churchill issued, after Cabinet's discussion and Law 

Officers' approval, a circular to Chief Constables in 

provinces. The contents of the circular were the same as 

the general guidance of the police of August 4. The 

circular emphasized mainly several rules relating to the 

police's primary duty of dealing with picketing and assuring 

public security in labor disputes, as discussed above in 

this chapter.72 "Until this time, apart from the incidents 

at Newport and Tonypandy in 1910, the preservation of law 

and order had been a local affair of little concern to the 

Home Office," historian Jane Morgan stated. "Now for the 

first time the Home Office was attempting to get a uniform 

executive response from the police by issuing specific and 

detailed instructions."73 Paying such attention to 

70Ibid. , 1282-1283. 

71 Ibid. , 1114. 

72Ibid. 

73Morgan, Conflict and Order. 168. 
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provincial police was unusual, but these were times of 

crisis. 

On August 13, a serious riot, often known as "Bloody 

Sunday," occurred in Liverpool. Tom Mann, secretary of the 

district committee of the National Transport Workers' 

Federation, and 90,000 adherents of the Federation assembled 

in and around St. George's Hall. One hundred soldiers of 

the Warwickshire regiment and numerous policemen were 

stationed in the Hall.74 At the end of the meeting, two 

police constables tried to remove four men sitting on the 

window sill of the North Western Hotel opposite St. George 

Hall. That developed suddenly into violence.75 The Riot 

Act was read, and troops and police were deeply involved in 

a serious riot. The troops, mainly two hundreds from a 

Yorkshire Regiment, fired seven revolver shots and five 

rifle shots at the house tops from which rioters were 

stoning troops and police. Six soldiers and two policemen 

were lightly injured. The riot also caused heavy damage to 

public houses and provision shops.76 Nevertheless, the 

74Ibid., 169. There were also numerous police and 
troops who had been requisitioned outside the Hall. 
Liverpool Constable agreed with Tom Mann that the Constable 
would, "as far as possible, keep both police and military 
out of sight," and, in the meantime, "Mann and the others 
did their very best to carry out their undertaking," HO 
45/10654/212470/35, PRO. 

75For details, see HO 45/10654/212470/59, PRO. 

76HO 45/10654/212470/26, PRO; Randolph S. Churchill, 
Winston S. Churchill. Companion Volume II, 2: 1270-1271. 
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authorities managed to restore order. 

On August 14, the Liverpool shipowners imposed a 

general lockout at the Docks, because of numerous riots, 

difficulties of transportation within the city, and the 

dockers' refusal to resume normal working. At the same 

time, all transport workers in the city began a strike.77 

To cope with the serious crisis, the Home Secretary ordered 

additional troops to Liverpool, where the Mayor now had a 

full brigade of infantry and two regiments of cavalry.78 

Although there were a large number of soldiers in Liverpool, 

the city afforded no police protection to deliver any kind 

of goods. All business was thus suspended.79 

On August 15, the Head Constable received 47 0 policemen 

from Birmingham, Lancashire County, Leeds, and Bradford, to 

cope with the increasing disturbances.80 An attack with a 

fusillade of stones on prison vans occurred in the 

afternoon. The troops fired, and two men were shot dead.81 

Moreover, according to the Mayor's opinion, the serious 

unrest would cause the suspension of ferry traffic at any 

^HO 144/1157/212342/153, PRO. See also Clegg, A 
History of British Trade Unions, 2: 36; Dangerfield, The 
Strange Death of Liberal England. 226. 

78Randolph S. Churchill, Winston S. Churchill. 
Companion Volume II, 2: 1269. 

79For details of the difficulty of delivering goods, 
see HO 45/10654/212470/13, PRO. 

80HO 45/10654/212470/35, PRO. 

81 The Times. August 16, 1911. 
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moment. He therefore asked the Home Office to make 

arrangements with Admiralty to send a warship to protect the 

ferry service. Next day, two first class cruisers sailed to 

Liverpool from Lamlash and Portland respectively. Churchill 

also encouraged the Mayor to apply to him for further 

aid.82 This immediate response showed clearly that the 

Home Secretary stood firmly upon the side of law and order 

in crisis. 

In his telegraph to the King, Churchill stated that "it 

is 'necessary in times like the present to make it clear that 

the police will be supported effectually & to warn persons 

in crowds not to take liberties with soldiers."83 The 

present unrest in Liverpool had also concerned the King who 

did not see it as just a strike, but rather as a 

revolution.84 Stimulating the railwaymen's deep 

discontent, Tom Mann headed the strike committee of the 

National Transport Workers' Federation and advanced the 

strike mobilization in Liverpool. Also as a leader of the 

Industrial Syndicalist Education League, Tom Mann raised a 

challenge to the Government, though he did not promote a 

revolution. 

By August 16, the confrontation between the employers 

82HO 45/10654/212470/77, PRO. Randolph S. Churchill, 
Winston S. Churchill. Companion Volume II, 2: 1269, 127 3. 

83Ibid. , 1115. 

^Ibid., 1274. 
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and the unions worsened.85 On August 17, a complete 

railway stoppage began in Liverpool. The Cabinet 

understood, however, that the main reason why the unions 

were able to stir the whole labor world was a continuous 

decline in laborers' real wages during previous years, as 

discussed above in the chapter. In the morning of the 

crucial day, attempting to pacify the railwaymen's 

discontent and avoid an imminent national railway stoppage, 

the Cabinet decided to offer a Royal Commission to 

investigate railwaymen's complaints. The Prime Minister, 

Asquith, hurried to meet the union leaders at the Board of 

Trade and inform them of the belated offer. It was refused 

abruptly, and the strike call went everywhere in the 

kingdom.86 At 5 p.m. the same day the first national 

railway strike began. Thousands of troops were now 

responsible for protecting normal train service.87 

To overcome widespread intimidation and violence, more 

than eighty magistrates of the city assembled and requested 

the Government to provide adequate military and naval force 

for the urgent protection of all workers who chose to work 

85For example, on August 16, the National Transport 
Workers Federation complained that the police and the 
military caused deliberately "unnecessary and unwarrantable 
irritation" in some cases, HO 45/10654/212470/73, PRO. 

^Dangerfield, The Strange Death of Liberal England. 
267-268. 

87Liverpool Railway Strike 1911, HO 45/10658/212470/4, 
PRO. 
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under protection.88 The Home Secretary felt confident that 

the military force would be able to maintain order in the 

crisis. But he intended to employ other means for assuring 

order without loss of life.89 Except for offering troops 

to protect train service, he did not regard the dispatch of 

troops and navy men to protect other sections of service or 

business as a proper policy. Churchill even refused the 

mayor's request to land naval stokers to protect power 

stations.90 The Home Secretary decided to have a large 

number of special constables sworn in, instead of employing 

troops and navy men, to offer effective protection in 

Liverpool and other areas in trouble. Churchill instructed 

local police authorities to seek ready suitable people who 

would serve without pay, but agreed that the Government 

would contribute half pay up to six shillings a day for some 

paid special constables.91 

On August 18, the national railway strikes caused fear 

of possible intimidation and disturbances in many places. 

Troops, navy men, special constables, and even the 

Metropolitan Police were busy in overawing rioters. Serious 

violence did occur around the railway station of Llanelli in 

^HO 45/10654/212470/80, PRO. 

89Randolph S. Churchill, Winston S. Churchill. 
Companion Volume II, 2: 1227. 

90HO 45/10654/212470/8a, 83, PRO. 

91, 'HO 45/10654/212470/69, PRO. 
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South Wales; the troops, stoned by crowds from the 

embankments, shot two men dead.92 In Manchester, owing to 

the strike leaders' strong appeal that the strikers should 

observe law and order, no disturbance occurred. Because 

nearly all the railwaymen were out, however, all lines of 

the train service in Manchester were greatly 

disorganized.93 To prepare the city for coping with 

probable incidents, the Home Secretary sent 250 Metropolitan 

Police and dispatched additional troops to Manchester. He 

insisted that ample force was essential for maintaining 

order .9A 

In addition to Churchill's own arrangements for sending 

sufficient forces to those places, the Home Secretary 

received various kinds of requests for assistance, mostly 

for military aid. The owners of Evans Sons Lescher & Webb 

Limited, the largest wholesale druggists in Liverpool, 

claimed that they had "a number of urgent orders from 

Chemists, Doctors and Hospitals" which they were unable to 

get delivered by any lines of train service. They asked the 

Home Secretary "to get the Railway Companies to give special 

preference to the forwarding of Drugs," because of the 

92For details, see D. R. Hopkin, "The Llanelli Riots, 
1911," Welsh History Review 11 (December 1983): 488-515. 

93HO 45/10654/212470/85, PRO 

9ARandolph S. Churchill, Winston S. Churchill. 
Companion Volume II, 2: 1116 
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urgent need of public health.95 The local authority of 

Isle of Man encouraged strongly Churchill to dispatch 

troops. Beyond allaying the feeling of alarm among the many 

thousands of visitors, the authorities of the Isle of Man 

argued that military aid would be essential to maintain 

communications between the island and the mainland during a 

crisis.96 In Hull, the Chief Constable regarded a large 

body of troops as the most pressing need. To secure the 

safety of the docks he asked the Home Secretary to send 

detachments of navy men to Hull.97 The Chief Constable of 

Northallerton also requested military aid. He believed that 

troops were absolutely necessary to secure the supply of 

food and to give full protection of those who worked in the 

district of the North Eastern Railway.98 

If sent to an area of violence, troops were instructed 

that they should wherever possible be accompanied by 

magistrates or police. Nevertheless, it was very likely 

that, in an urgent situation, magistrates and police might 

not be present. According to Law Officers' opinion, the 

troops were still responsible for preventing serious crimes 

and riot, though they were unable to consult with 

95HO 45/10654/212470/128, PRO. 

96HO 45/10654/212470/131, PRO. 

97HO 45/10654/212470/114, PRO. 

98HO 45/10654/212470/132, PRO. 
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magistrates or police." "They must not use lethal weapons 

to prevent or suppress minor disorder or offenses of a less 

serious character," the Law Officers added, "and in no case 

should they do so if less extreme measures will 

suffice."100 When extreme measures became necessary and 

inevitable, the troops should whenever possible give 

sufficient warning to the crowd.101 

In dealing with intimidations, both the police and the 

troops had to follow the Home Office circular of August 11 

on peaceful picketing.102 On August 18, the Home Office 

furthered its instructions about managing the difficulties 

of distinguishing between peaceful picketing and 

intimidation. The previous circular did not lay down any 

specific limit on the numbers of men involved in peaceful 

persuasion. To cope with the more urgent situation at 

present, the Home Office's new direction stated, therefore, 

that "three or four men ought to be the average number for a 

picket, and persons in excess of that number may, if their 

attitude is menacing or disorderly, be required to 

withdraw.1,103 Moreover, the Home Office encouraged local 

"Military powers, 1911 London Transport Workers 
Strike, MEPO 3/212, PRO. 

100Ibid. 

101 Ibid. 

102Morgan, Conflict and Order. 169. 

103HO 45/10654/212470/135, PRO. 
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police authorities to restrict the number of badges issued 

to pickets to reasonable limits, and to get all the pickets 

to use the badges.104 

On August 19, two thirds of the railwaymen in the 

country remained out on strike.105 The Government advanced 

simultaneously two different approaches to overcome the 

national railway strike. On the one hand, led by the Home 

Secretary, the Cabinet took strong action to overawe any 

rioters. On the other hand, the Chancellor of the Exchequer 

Lloyd George negotiated with the union leaders about 

peacefully ending the strike. 

About 3,000 special constables had been sworn in and 

were ready to cope with the crucial situation in 

Liverpool.106 To help the troops fulfill effectively their 

duty of protecting the railroads and all railwaymen who 

remained at work, the Home Secretary instructed the military 

authorities "to use their own discretion as to whether 

troops are or are not to be sent to any particular 

point."107 Churchill also ordered the local police and 

magistrates to cooperate fully with the military in guarding 

104HO 45/10654/212470/138, PRO. 

105For details, see Randolph S. Churchill, Winston S. 
Churchill. Companion Volume II, 2: 1287. 

106t sIbid., 2: 1283, 1286, 1287. 

107Ibid. , 2: 1285. 
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the railways.108 Moreover, he encouraged local police to 

take firm action against offenses with regard to railways. 

The Home Office issued a summary of such offenses with 

their punishment to local police authorities. This summary 

revealed Churchill's determination "to safeguard the working 

of the railways and to maintain order."109 According to 

the summary, those who acted unlawfully and maliciously with 

intent to endanger the safety of railway passengers would be 

guilty of a felony, and liable to penal servitude for life. 

It was a felony if a person 

puts or throws anything upon or across any railway, or 
takes up, removes or displaces any rail, sleeper or 
other matter or thing, belonging to any railway, or 
turns, moves or diverts any points, or other machinery 
belonging to any railway, or makes or shows, hides or 
removes, any signal or light upon or near any railway, 
or does, or causes to be done, any other matter or 
thing, or throws anything at any engine, tender, 
carriage or truck, used upon any railway, with intent to 
injure the safety of any person therein or thereon, or 
in or upon any other carriage forming part of the same 
train.110 

Those who committed other railway offenses would be guilty 

of a misdemeanor and liable to imprisonment with hard labor 

for two years.111 As an effective deterrent, these strict 

laws represented the Home Secretary's firm position on 

maintaining law and order in a railway strike. 

108Ibid. 

109Ibid. , 2: 1283. 

110Railway Strike, HO 45/10660/213025, PRO. 

111Ibid. 
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At the same time, Chancellor of the Exchequer Lloyd 

George attempted, at Prime Minister Asquith's request, to 

persuade union leaders to conclude the railway strike. He 

first convinced the railway employers that a continuous 

railway stoppage would seriously hinder the Government in 

its dealing with the current international crisis over 

Agadir. The companies then agreed reluctantly to meet the 

union leaders to negotiate the terms of the settlement 

recommended by the Board of Trade. Both sides decided to 

suspend their dispute and wait for the Royal Commission's 

investigation to settle the railwaymen's demands. Late on 

August 19, 1911, the first national railway strike was 

112 over. 

During the days of the railway strike, the Liberal 

administration showed great resolution in using soldiers to 

protect train service and to maintain order. Under the 

leadership of Home Secretary Churchill, the Cabinet 

succeeded in assuring order with the minimum loss of blood. 

This result offered an opportunity for the Government to 

negotiate with the union leaders about peacefully settling 

railwaymen's claims. Although he appeared, until the last 

day of the crisis, in the forefront of the battle against 

industrial unrest, Chancellor of the Exchequer Lloyd George 

concluded the strike and, thus, reaped the harvest of all 

112Dangerfield, The Strange Death of Liberal England. 
271. 
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the administration's efforts in the difficult situation— 

protecting union members' rights to strike and picket, 

assuring non-union laborers' right to work, guarding the 

railway, maintaining law and order, and puzzling out the 

conflict between railway employers and railwaymen. Both the 

Prime Minister and the King praised Lloyd George's 

successful job. Prime Minister Asquith wrote to Lloyd 

George: "I cannot sufficiently express to you how strongly I 

feel the debt of obligation which I myself, and all our 

colleagues, owe to you for the indomitable purpose, the 

untiring energy, and the matchless skill with which you have 

brought to a settlement one of the most formidable problems 

we have had, as a Government, to confront."113 King George 

also congratulated the Chancellor of the Exchequer on his 

success in "averting a most disastrous calamity" in the 

country.1U 

The strikes of seamen, dockers,transport workers, and 

railwaymen in 1911 sharpened the British search for both 

order and liberty. As the chief person involved in assuring 

public order, the Home Secretary mapped out almost all the 

key strategies to secure the supply of the necessities of 

life and the safety of the kingdom, and in the meantime, to 

113Asquith's letter to Lloyd George, August 20, 1911, 
Lloyd George Papers, C/6/11/9, House of Lords Record Office, 
London. 

1KKing's Congratulation on Lloyd George's Success (Post 
Office Telegram), August 20, 1911, Lloyd George Papers, 
C/5/6/1, House of Lords Record Office. 
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protect various individual rights, provided they did not 

clash with the public interest. The Metropolitan Police, 

the troops and navy men, the local police, and the special 

constables all made up the force of law and order. As the 

commanders of laborers' right to struggle for a better life, 

Ben Tillett, Tom Mann, and other union leaders pioneered all 

the battles of advancing strike mobilization. The dockers, 

the transport workers, the railwaymen, and numerous other 

laborers composed one force of liberty. The power of this 

force of liberty was so dangerous to the survival of the 

established system, especially demonstrated in the London 

Transport Workers Strike and the first National Railway 

Strike, that the force of order had to repress it. The 

strike mobilization in 1911 verified the invincible strength 

of the force of law and order, and, at the same time, the 

inevitable but precious need for the force of liberty in a 

constitutional democracy. 



CHAPTER IX 

The Police and Labor Disputes, 1912 

"The year 1911 was a year of education both of 

organized unions and of disorganized masses of 

workpeople," Chief Industrial Commissioner George Askwith 

asserted in his memorandum dated on April 14, 1912, "who 

have thereby obtained more or less organized forces, and 

this process has continued in 1912."1 Through the strike 

mobilization in 1911 the unions learned that united action 

would greatly increase their strength. The union leaders 

and their adherents regarded the weapon of calling a general 

strike until all sections were satisfied as the sole way of 

advancing their interests. Among the numerous strikes in 

1912, the national miners' strike of the spring and the Port 

of London transport workers strike of the summer caused the 

most severe confrontations between the power of order and 

the force of liberty. This chapter will examine the Liberal 

administration, especially the new Home Secretary, Reginald 

McKenna, and the police's management of these two serious 

strike movements during the spring and the summer of 1912. 

As the first national miners' strike in the history of 

1Askwith's memorandum to the Cabinet, April 14, 1912, 
Lloyd George Papers, C/21/1/11, House of Lords Record 
Office. 
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British trade unions, the coal strike of the spring had many 

peculiarities. Roger Geary, the author of Policing 

Industrial Disputes: 1893 to 1985. claims that the strike 

mobilization "was not only the most widespread stoppage in 

British history but also one of the least violent."2 

Struggling for more than a month, a million strikers did not 

succeed in acquiring employers' acceptance of their demand 

for a minimum wage for every man and boy working underground 

in the mines of the kingdom. But the miners' power did 

produce a law which established, for the first time, 

minimum district wages for them. Moreover, the coal strike 

saw the first direct confrontation between the Government, 

not employers, and the unions and their adherents in a labor 

disputes.3 Under the guidance of the new Home Secretary 

and with the support of troops, the British police fulfilled 

their duty of assuring order during the days of miners' 

strike with no cost of life. 

For many years miners' wage disputes had existed in the 

various districts of British coal-fields. While the miners 

demanded a minimum wage, the coal-owners declined to 

grant it. The employers believed that a minimum wage, 

especially a high minimum wage, would give the miners no 

incentive to work in an abnormal place, "where no coal or 

2Geary, Policing Industrial Disputes: 1893 to 1985. 33. 

291. 

3Dangerfield, The Strange Death of Liberal England. 
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less than the average amount of coal could be got, and get 

out the coal from which both parties could get profit."4 

In September 1911, the Miners' Federation decided to 

demand a minimum wage for miners working in abnormal 

places.5 The Mining Association of Great Britain, 

representing the coal-owners, determined not to deal with 

the claim collectively as applied to the whole country. 

They would settle the dispute locally in the various 

districts. On October 6, responding to owners' reluctance, 

the Miners' Federation met at Southport and proposed a new 

policy. Instead of furthering the abnormal question, they 

put forward a "comprehensive demand for an individual 

district minimum wage for all men and boys working in mines 

without any reference to the working places being 

abnormal."6 While the miners advanced their claims, the 

owners adopted a passive attitude. The two parties reached 

no settlement of their disputes in a conference on November 

14. But owners in the Federated Area, which included North 

Wales and all England except Northumberland and Durham, 

accepted the principle of an individual district minimum 

wage and promised to settle the amount in a future 

4Askwith, Industrial Problems and Disputes. 204. 

5The Federation demanded that a miner "if employed at 
an abnormal place, the rate to be the average rate of wages 
previously earned by the workman under normal conditions, 
which shall not be less than the recognised minimum or 
average rate paid in each district," ibid., 205. 

6Ibid., 206. 
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discussion.7 

On December 20 and 21, the constituents of the Miners' 

Federation balloted on the question: "Are you in favor of 

giving notice to establish a minimum wage for every man and 

boy working underground in the mines of Great Britain?" The 

result was 445,800 in favor to 115,271 against. Thus, 

notices would be put up in every district to cease work at 

the end of February, 1912. On February 2, the coal-owners 

received the miners' general claim which became known as the 

"five and two"—five shillings (changed later to five and 

sixpence) at least for all underground adult workers a 

shift, and two shillings at least for all boys a day.8 In 

a national conference on February 7, the owners simply 

refused the demand for a national minimum wage, and stated 

they would discuss only the claim relating to the abnormal 

places. Making no compromise, the miners insisted on their 

claim for a national minimum wage. 

The two parties left each other with no provision for 

resumption of general negotiations, but negotiations did 

continue in the Federated Area. It was possible that a 

satisfactory settlement on the amount of an individual 

district minimum wage in the Federated Area might set a 

precedent for other districts. This vague possibility 

7Ibid., 207. 

8Ibid., 208. 
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might therefore avoid an imminent national coal strike. On 

February 20 local discussion in the Federated Area broke 

down, too, and the possibility of averting a national 

stoppage disappeared. 

Prime Minister Asquith determined, however, to make 

every effort to resolve the threatened conflict between the 

coal-owners and the miners. While the Prime Minister and 

other ministers kept busy meddling in the economic dispute 

through political power, it fell to Home Secretary Reginald 

McKenna to arrange for troops to cope with the urgent 

situation. By February 20 the likelihood of a national -coal 

strike caused fear of possible disturbances in many places. 

For example, the Home Office received many applications from 

the magistrates and police authorities in South Wales for 

troops to protect South Wales coalfields. The Stipendiary 

Magistrate suggested, for example, that it was necessary to 

have at least 1,000 infantry and 100 cavalry to provide 

adequate protection in the Rhondda Division.9 

The Home Secretary declined for the moment to take any 

action, especially ordering the immediate movement of a 

large number troops into the South Wales, which he believed 

would give rise to disturbance and conflict.10 McKenna 

thought that "all the workmen's leaders will co-operate with 

9Coal Strike, HO 45/10674/218781/9, PRO. 

10London Dock and Transport Strike, 1912, HO 
144/1211/223877/732, PRO. 
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the authorities and seek to prevent any violent action which 

would be disastrous to their cause."11 Nevertheless, the 

Home Secretary understood that any outbreak of disorder 

would spread rapidly and cause difficulties which the local 

police could not deal with. Therefore, he made preparations 

to dispatch troops, if they should be needed, without a 

moment's delay.12 

By February 20, while the Home Secretary was making 

plans to provide sufficient force to maintain order in a 

likely national miners' strike, the Prime Minister entered 

into the dispute over the establishment of an individual 

minimum wage for all underground workers. Prime Minister 

Asquith invited the delegates of both the coal-owners and 

the miners to a conference in London. On February 22, a 

series of conferences of employers and workmen with Cabinet 

ministers (Asquith, Foreign Minister Edward Grey, Chancellor 

of the Exchequer Lloyd George, and Postmaster-general Sydney 

Buxton) began. On February 27, the ministers suggested 

district conferences with a Government representative 

present. If no settlement were soon reached, the Government 

representatives would decide jointly the outstanding points 

in dispute.13 "The Government had now entered the 

battle,"George Dangerfield claims, "not as a referee, but as 

11 HO 45/10674/218781, PRO. 

12HO 144/1211/223877/732, PRO. 

13Askwith, Industrial Problem and Disputes. 210. 
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a third fighter."14 

The two parties immediately considered the government 

proposals. On February 29, the miners' proposed date of the 

national coal strike, Lloyd George announced to the House of 

Commons the result of negotiations over the new 

proposals.15 While the owners in the Federated Area, 

Durham, and Cumberland accepted these suggestions, those in 

Scotland, South Wales, Northumberland, and the smaller 

districts (Forest of Dean, Somerset, and Bristol) refused 

them. The miners insisted on their demand for an individual 

minimum wage for all underground workers.16 By March 1 

about a million miners went out on strike. 

During the first two weeks of the strike, the Prime 

Minister in London increased his efforts to resolve the 

dispute over a national minimum wage, while the Home 

Secretary concentrated on maintaining law and order in the 

coal-fields. In a dramatic change from his earlier position 

of not sending troops where there were no disorders, McKenna 

came to follow the policy his predecessor, Churchill, had 

adopted in 1911—sending troops to the areas in trouble even 

though there was no disorder for them to cope with.17 As 

KDangerfield, The Strange Death of Liberal England. 
290. 

15Coal Strikes—1912, Lloyd George Papers, C/21/19, 

House of Lords Record Office. 

16Askwith, Industrial Problems and Disputes. 210-211. 

17Geary, Policing Industrial Disputes. 33. 
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Churchill had done before, the Home Secretary also 

instructed the local police authorities to manage picketing 

effectively.18 The new Home Secretary seemed to have 

believed that the existing law and Home Office guidance were 

quite strong enough to deal with the problem of 

intimidation.19 In fact, there was little opportunity for 

intimidation in the case of the national coal strike, 

because the coal-owners were unable to recruit sufficient 

non-union laborers to threaten the national stoppage.20 

The coal strike was so solidly supported by the entire 

workforce that it caused no picketing and intimidation. 

Thus, it was an easy job for the Home Secretary and the 

police to maintain law and order. It left the Prime 

Minister puzzling over the minimum wage question. During 

the days from March 12 to March 15, negotiations among 

representatives of miners, coal-owners, and the Government 

continued. 

According to the autobiography of the Vice-President of 

the Miners' Federation of Great Britain, Robert Smillie, 

Asquith told miners' representatives that he intended to 

introduce a bill to resolve the dispute between miners and 

18Morgan, Conflict and Order, 175. 

19Asquith to King George, September, 1911, Cab. 
37/107/107. 

20Geary, Policing Industrial Disputes. 33-34. 
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owners.21 After four days of despairing negotiations, the 

Prime Minister admitted that a settlement by agreement "was 

impossible; other measures must therefore be taken."22 On 

March 19 a bill was introduced to provide a minimum wage for 

underground workers, without mention of the miners' demand 

for the general minimum of five shillings for men per shift 

and two shillings for boys per day.23 "This Bill was duly 

introduced," Robert Smillie stated, but "it fell far short 

of our expectation."24 The Bill became law on March 29, 

and recognized, for the first time, the minimum wage, though 

it did not include the claim of the "five and two." Under 

the Act, joint district boards of miners and coal-owners 

with an independent chairman were to formulate minimum rates 

of wage in twenty-three separate districts.25 The Miners' 

Federation decided to take a ballot. Although a large 

majority of the constituents of the Federation voted against 

resumption of work, this majority did not amount to two-

thirds. The Federation had just begun to operate under a 

two-thirds majority rule, the proportion necessary to 

21Robert Smillie, Mv Life for Labour (London: Mills & 
Boon, Limited, 1924), 172. 

214 

22Quoted in Askwith, Industrial Problems and Disputes. 

23Ibid. , 215. 

24Smillie, Mv Life for Labour. 172. 

25For details of the rules of establishing minimum 
wages in various districts, see Askwith, Industrial Problems 
and Disputes. 215-216. 
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declare or continue a strike.26 The Mining Association 

recommended that its members, the coal-field owners, accept 

the Act, and the Miners' Federation advised the miners to 

resume work. With great reluctance, by the middle of April, 

all the miners went back to work and "Britain's most serious 

industrial stoppage" was over. 

The troops deployed at various coal-fields withdrew 

from the collieries. During the days of the strike, the 

presence of the military had caused protests against 

military assistance in preserving order, though the troops 

had not come into direct contact with the strikers. Since 

the summer of 1911, there was an obvious revulsion of public 

feeling against using the troops to deal with industrial 

unrest.27 During the coal strike, much criticism appeared 

in the House of Commons. Members of Parliament did not 

believe that the troops should play a key role in quelling 

riots.28 They also regarded the possibility that soldiers 

might fire at unarmed people as "a most cowardly and wicked 

thing."29 

According to "the King's Regulations and Orders for the 

Army Relating to the Duties of Soldiers called on to Aid the 

26Smillie, Mv Life for Labour. 172-173. 

27Morgan, Conflict and Order. 175. 

28Parliamentarv Debates (Commons), 5th ser. vol. 36 
(1912), col. 108. 

29Ibid. , col. 87. 
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Civil Power in the Suppression of Riot," the troops should 

be responsible for assuring peace in cases of great and 

sudden emergency, though they received no requisition from a 

chief constable or magistrate.30 Whenever the military 

authorities received such a requisition in case of an 

expected riot, they should order out troops to aid the civil 

power in maintaining public order, executing the law, and 

suppressing riot.31 In doing so the military authorities 

would have absolute discretion as to the orders they gave, 

including the order to fire. If it became necessary to 

fire, however, the soldiers "must perform with coolness and 

steadiness, and in such a manner as to be able to cease fire 

the instant it is no longer necessary."32 It appeared to 

Home Secretary McKenna that* the military did not give rise 

to disorder and conflict during the period of the strike, 

and that the sending of troops to assure order in troubled 

area at the requests of local police authorities and 

magistrates was justifiable. Nevertheless, he expressed on 

April 16, 1912, his intention of strengthening the powers 

and organizations of the police to reduce the number of 

calls for military aid in future crises.33 

30Military Powers, 1911 London Transport Workers 
Strike, MEPO 3/212. 

31Ibid. 

32Ibid. 

^Parliamentary Debates(Commons). 5th ser., vol. 37 
(1912), col. 188. 
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There were only eleven insignificant incidents of 

disorder during the days from March 14 to 30, which caused 

no more than nine injuries, including those to both police 

and miners.34 But the Liberal administration saw union 

leaders' agitation, especially in South Wales, as the main 

cause for the national miners' strike, and made five trade 

unionists liable to prosecution.35 Historians generally 

suggested that union leaders' syndicalism was not 

responsible solely for causing strike mobilization. "It was 

the economic position of the industry, rather than agitation 

from South Wales," H. A. Clegg argues, "that put the steam 

behind the demand for a minimum wage."36 It does seem true 

that syndicalists, such as Robert Smillie in the case of the 

coal strike, did play an important role in "broadening the 

basis of original strike demands."37 Through Smillie and 

other unionists' efforts, a local dispute over wage rates in 

South Wales was transformed into a national campaign for a 

general minimum wage. But syndicalism and union leaders 

were not the fundamental cause of industrial unrest.38 

Challenged by increasing public criticism against 

34Geary, Policing Industrial Disputes, 33-34. 

35Ibid. , 34. 

36Clegg, A History of British Trade Unions. 2: 47. 

37Robert J. Holton, "Revolutionary Syndicalism and the 
British Labour Movement," 27 3. 

38Ibid. , 274. 
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prosecuting union leaders, Home Secretary McKenna was 

finally forced to reduce the sentences of all five 

defendants.39 

The Liberal administration understood clearly that the 

underlying cause of the national miners' strike was not 

union leaders' syndicalism, but the lack of a general social 

policy which aimed at "the relief of conditions plainly 

intolerable to a civilised community."40 A Cabinet 

committee appointed to investigate labor unrest asserted, on 

May 20, 1912, that "the time has come to have in view, as 

the distinct objective of Liberal policy, the general 

principle of a living wage for every worker."41 The 

members of the committee believed that such a Liberal and 

democratic policy would be beneficial not only in averting 

future industrial disturbances but also in the long run in 

raising the standard of national efficiency.42 

On May 21, one day after the Cabinet committee's 

recommendation for a Liberal social policy, the London dock 

strike began. The new labor unrest originated not with a 

39David Williams, Keeping the Peace: The Police and 
Public Order (London: Hutchinson, 1967), 184. 

40Labour Unrest and Liberal Social Policy, May 20, 1912, 
Lloyd George Papers, C/21/1/17, House of Lords Record Office. 

41Ibid. 

42Ibid. The committee members included: H. W. 
Massingham, Joseph Rowntree, J. A. Hobson, Leonard T. 
Hobhouse, Percy Alden, B. Seebohm Rowntree, E. Richard 
Cross, and Arnold S. Rowntree, ibid. 
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general demand for improvement of wages. It started with 

the watermen, lightermen, and bargemen, "where some 

employers and some employed for years failed to get on with 

each other."43 A watchman, who was normally a foreman and 

continued to belong to the Society of Foremen Lightermen, 

worked as a hand without joining the Society of Watermen, 

Lightermen, and Bargemen, which was associated with the 

National Transport Workers' Federation. On May 21, 

attempting to force the employers to employ men of the 

Federation only, the watermen and lightermen went out; and 

the dockers then struck in sympathy.44 Two days later the 

Federation called out all the transport workers. The order 

succeeded in London and the Medway only, but within the next 

few days the London transport trade stopped. 

The Metropolitan Police were at once busy in affording 

various kinds of protection in the dock strike. According 

to the General Principle of Protection, a Home Office 

memorandum approved by the Prime Minister, "everyone is 

entitled to the protection of the law in the sense that he 

can prosecute anyone who assaults him or intimidates him, or 

otherwise acts criminally to his detriment."45 He was also 

entitled to protection by the soldiers in the case of severe 

43Askwith, Industrial Problems and Disputes. 221. 

44Ibid. 

45London Dock and Transport Strike, 1912, HO 
144/1211/223877/732/21, PRO. 
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disturbances of such a character as the police were unable 

to cope with them. During the dock strike, for instance, a 

shipowner had a right to ask the police to protect his non-

union workmen if they were actually assaulted. The 

shipowner had a right to receive reasonable protection. The 

police should offer protection to those services which were 

"most immediately necessary for the public safety or health 

or convenience."46 

Along with affording protection to people, the 

Metropolitan police were also accountable for providing 

prompt assistance to maintain order on dock premises. 

Although these premises were private properties, they were 

open to the public in a way that did not apply to most 

private property. Whenever there was definite reason to 

apprehend disorder on dock premises, the police should 

provide immediate protection to those premises.47 

Moreover, the police were also responsible for protecting 

tugs and barges on the Thames above the Albert Dock 

entrance, and between Tilbury and the Albert dock during the 

early phase of the dock strike.48 

Within the docks, the Port of London Authority was 

responsible for the police arrangements. The Metropolitan 

46Ibid. 

47Protection of Railways and Docks by Police during 
Disturbances, Law Officers' Opinion on Proposed Circular to 
Police, December 1911, HO 45/10666/216678, PRO. 

48HO 144/1211/223877/732/16-17, PRO. 
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Police were willing to provide assistance in protecting the 

unloading of food supplies. To receive Metropolitan Police 

protection, owners should communicate with the Commissioner, 

informing him the specific ships or barges which would 

unload and the particular docks and wharves at which those 

vessels were lying.49 

On May 23, when the National Transport Workers' 

Federation called out all its members, the Metropolitan 

Police received a request to protect non-union labor 

unloading and carting a meat cargo.50 With the approval of 

Home Secretary McKenna, the Metropolitan Police provided the 

required protection. On May 27, those non-union laborers, 

who worked for the La Blanca Company, unloaded a meat cargo 

and carted it to Smithfield.. The Home Secretary feared that 

police protection might cause serious disorder, but he saw 

no alternative.51 Despite McKenna1 s fears, there was no 

violence on that occasion. His policy was successful. 

"Without disorder, without calling in the soldiers, without 

breaking heads, without disturbance," Home Secretary McKenna 

claimed on June 12, "I have given more protection to labour 

in London than has ever been given before."52 

49HO 144/1211/223877/732/18, PRO. 

50HO 144/1211/223877/732/15, PRO. 

51 Ibid. 

^Parliamentary Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 39 
(1912) col. 886. 
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One reason for that success was that he now had a 

police force large enough to provide that security. The 

strength of the Metropolitan Police had increased from 

18,661 on December 31, 1909, to 20,238 on June 15, 1912.53 

McKenna saw the increase of numbers as the result of three 

factors: the fear of labor unrest, the growth of population, 

and the recent arrangements for granting a weekly rest-day 

to policemen.54 To afford proper protection to vessels in 

the Thames during the strike, the Home Office borrowed from 

the Navy one torpedo and two picket boats, with total crews 

amounting to seven officers and forty-six men.55 Although 

McKenna was confident of the strength of the Metropolitan 

Police, the Home Secretary instructed the police to be 

cautious in fulfilling their job of providing required 

protection without giving rise to disorder.56 

It was not an easy job. On the evening of June 11, a 

serious confrontation between the police and the crowd, 

known as Rotherhithe Disturbance or Strike, occurred. A 

^Parliamentary Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 39 
(1912), col. 1459. In June 1907, the strength of the 
Metropolitan Police was 17,756. Edward Henry to Gladstone, 
June 19, 1907, Gladstone Papers, Ad. MS. 46064, British 
Library. 

^Parliamentary Debates (Commons), 5th ser.,vol. 39 
(1912), col.281. 

55Parliamentarv Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 40 
(1912), col. 1605. 

56Parliamentarv Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 39 
(1912), col. 531. 
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large and threatening crowd collected at Mill Pond Bridge, 

Rotherhithe, and attacked the drivers of meat vans and the 

police accompanying them, throwing stones, broken glasses, 

and other missiles. To allow the meat convoy to pass 

safely, the superintendent on duty decided to clear the 

streets. About 10:30 p.m. more than one hundred police with 

Inspectors and Sergeants divided the crowd and tried to 

persuade them to disperse quietly. The crowd refused and 

attacked the police. The police then began to scatter the 

mob by force. Some police struck members of the mob with 

their weighted capes.57 

On June 12, the day after Rotherhithe Disturbance, 

Attorney-General Rufus Isaacs cautioned the police that it 

had to show more discretion in the place, the time, and 

conditions under which the police would interfere in a 

strike. The police should also consider the number of 

policemen available, the degree of danger at different 

points in the metropolis, and "the degree of importance to 

the public of the proceedings which it is sought to 

protect. "58 

Since the strike was not a coordinated stoppage by the 

entire workforce in the Port of London, the shipowners found 

it easy to recruit sufficient, though very inefficient, new 

57HO 144/1211/223877/732, PRO; Disturbances at 
Rotherhithe: Complaints against Police—Home Office Enquiry 
Report, 1912 Transport Workers Strike, MEPO 3/217, PRO. 

58, Coal Strike, HO 45/10674/218781, PRO. 
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laborers to carry on the work. In early June, the employers 

had about 5,000 new men to continue their business. By the 

end of the month they were employing 13,000 laborers.59 

While the strikers made every effort to obstruct non-union 

labor, the police were pressed to provide proper protection 

to "unionists and non-unionists alike."60 

Beyond maintaining law and order, assuring employers' 

right to do their business in their own way, and protecting 

non-union laborers' right to work, the Cabinet also became 

involved in the dock strike. When the strike broke out on 

May 23, Prime Minister Asquith had left London for a 

vacation in the Mediterranean. Four Ministers, including 

Lloyd George, Rufus Isaacs, Reginald McKenna, and John 

Burns, then President of the Local Government Board, decided 

to hold an inquiry. Chaired by Edward Clarke, the inquiry 

looked into "the facts and circumstances of the present 

dispute affecting transport workers in the Port of London 

and on the Medway."61 Edward Clarke's report went to the 

Cabinet on May 27, but it did not resolve the conflict 

between employers and unionists.62 

When the strikers failed to force employers to employ 

59Askwith, Industrial Problems and Disputes. 225. 

60Parliamentarv Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 39 
(1912), col. 531. 

61Askwith, Industrial Problems and Disputes. 222. 

62Ibid. 
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only men of the Transport Workers' Federation, the unionists 

raised new claims in connection with an alleged employers' 

break of an agreement dating back to August 11, 1911. By 

June 10, the employers had refused the Government's 

proposals that a joint conference settle the dispute; they 

insisted on unionists' unconditional surrender. They simply 

rejected the claim of the union ticket. The National 

Transport Workers' Federation therefore asked all workers of 

the Port of London to go out on strike, but a minority— 

only 20,000 men in various docks—went out for a few days. 

This result suggested that only a minority favored-a 

general strike.63 The unionists determined to fight for 

their belief that the employers could be forced to keep and 

maintain agreements. On June 14, the day after Prime 

Minister Asquith returned to London from his vacation, the 

Cabinet puzzled over the strike, and reached an agreement 

that "there was no case at present for legislation" for the 

purpose of settling the labor dispute.64 

While the strike continued, many confrontations between 

strikers and non-strikers occurred. Home Secretary McKenna 

instructed the police to cope firmly with those cases of 

intimidation, threats, and demonstrations against non-

63Ibid. , 225. 

64Asquith to King George, June 14, 1912, Cab. 41/33/53. 
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strikers.65 The police felt obliged to caution the leaders 

of a demonstration in which a dead march was played, an 

effigy was hanged, and damages occurred against individuals. 

If a demonstration continued after such a caution, the 

police could arrest the leaders immediately. The police 

also could take into custody organizers and ring leaders if 

they led the crowd to cause a disturbance outside people's 

houses. They could be charged "with insulting behaviour 

likely to lead to a breach of the peace."66 

By June 15, 241 persons had been arrested in the 

Metropolitan Police district for offenses relating to the 

dock strike, and a further 161 persons by July 2.67 They 

were charged with at least one or several offenses of the 

following ones: using threatening or insulting words or 

behavior, assaults on private persons, intimidation, 

assaulting or obstructing police, drunken or disorderly 

conduct, wilful damage, throwing stones at a convoy, larceny 

from a van, and loitering at the docks.68 Confrontations 

between employers and the unionists caused not only some 

65Parliamentarv Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 39 
(1912), col. 1460. Demonstration against Non-Strikers, 1912 
Transport Workers Strike, MEPO 3/219; HO 144/1211/223877/5, 
PRO. 

66Ibid. 

67Parliamentarv Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 39 
(1912), col. 1320; vol. 40 (1912), col. 1606. 

68Parliamentarv Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 39 
(1912), col. 1320. 
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hundreds of unionists to suffer punishment in prison, but 

many police were injured. By July 1, 74 policemen had been 

wounded in connection with the dock strike. Thirty-two of 

them could not continue their work even after medical 

treatment.69 

When the dock strike continued in July, the employers 

still insisted on the unionists' unconditional return to 

work. The strikers' families, especially those in the east 

and south of London, gradually fell into serious 

distress.70 About July 11, the Prime Minister asked George 

Askwith if there were any course of action which might 

resolve this dispute. One of the issues involved was 

whether the dock owners were willing to keep to the spirit 

and letter of an agreement made in 1911 that they would use 

mostly union labor. Askwith replied to the Prime Minister 

that the Chairman of the Port of London authority, Lord 

Devonport, might personally inform the transport workers' 

leaders that the employers "intended to keep and maintain 

agreements, which must be their policy and which they had 

always said must be their policy."71 

The Chairman of the Port of London Authority did give 

that assurance in an interview with two union leaders. 

69Parliamentarv Debates (Commons), 5th ser., vol. 40 
(1912), col. 763. 

70Askwith, Industrial Problems and Disputes. 228. 

71 Ibid. , 228-229. 
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Devonport also published his statement in the press on July 

18. The union leaders thereafter began to hint that Lord 

Devonport's promises were sufficient to bring about the end 

of the strike.72 

It did not end soon enough, however. On July 24, there 

was a serious confrontation between demonstrators and the 

police. The strikers, who were marching about 5,000 strong, 

assaulted the police with docker's hooks, bottles, and other 

missiles. The police, both mounted and foot, began to clear 

the streets, using their truncheons to overcome the 

demonstrators' considerable resistance. During the 

disturbance a number of strikers received injuries from 

police truncheons, and fifteen policemen were injured, too. 

The police arrested eight persons and charged them with 

riot.73 About 2,000 persons from the procession continued 

their assaults and destruction. They stormed vans outside 

Free Trade Wharf, and attacked the police attempting to 

protect the vans and workers. The police then used their 

truncheons again to disperse the crowd, and arrested seven 

more strikers, charging them also with riot. Five policemen 

and a number of strikers received injuries in the second 

wave of violence.74 Three days later, the National 

72Ibid. , 229. 

73Riots: Reports, Statements, Judgements etc., 1912 
Transport Workers Strike, MEPO 3/221, PRO. 

74Ibid. 
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Transport Workers' Federation called the dock strike off. 

On August 6, with infinite reluctance, strikers returned to 

work, and the Port of London dock strike was over. 

The national miners' strike of the spring and Port of 

London transport workers' strike of the summer in 1912 

witnessed a new stage of Britain's searching for both order 

and liberty. It left three significant traces: (1) the 

rise of the force of liberty through workers' increasing 

sense of power; (2) the impregnability of the force of order 

through the Home Office's firm position in assuring law and 

peace; and (3) the pressing of the need for the government 

to further social progress through required legislation and 

proper policy. Although neither the coal and dock strikes 

resulted in a satisfactory response to strikers' demands, 

all miners and some transport workers in the Port of London 

did further their sense of power. The miners, causing no 

serious threat to the daily lives of the public, failed to 

receive the general minimum wage of the "five and two," but 

they did succeed in acquiring the first law recognizing the 

minimum wage. The transport workers did not attract solid 

support from other workers in the Port of London and gained 

no concrete success, but they had initiated this first 

strike not from overcoming grievances, but from a sense of 

principle and power. 

Employers maintained continuously their determination 

to fight against strikers and for their own profits. The 
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Liberal Government, now under the leadership of Home 

Secretary McKenna, also stood firmly against strike 

disturbances and for existing law and order. Pressed by 

their increasing fear of the power of the strike 

mobilization, Prime Minister Asquith and his ministers 

meddled politically, but ineffectively, in these two 

industrial disputes. Possibly as a consequence, the Prime 

Minister ordered that ministers, even the President of the 

Board of Trade, should not intervene in future labor 

disputes. Although strikers in 1912 generally were 

disappointed in their failure, the Government could not-

ignore the force of liberty. The Liberal administration was 

responsible for social progress, which had become a pressing 

need in the kingdom. The strike disturbances in 1912 showed 

that order and liberty perhaps promoted, even if they did 

not guarantee, social progress. 



CHAPTER X 

CONCLUSION 

From 1906 to 1912 serious unrest in Great Britain 

challenged the rule of democracy. The Liberal 

administration had to contend with the difficulties of the 

militant suffragette movement, as well as strike 

mobilizations sponsored by the growing labor movement. The 

disruptions the suffragettes and the unions caused 

challenged the British police. Representing the collective 

interests of the country and being armed more with prestige 

than with power, the British police were responsible both 

for assuring the security of the state and for protecting 

the rights of the individual. To face the threat of anarchy 

resulting from the suffragette movement and union 

mobilization, the police confronted the dual problems of 

maintaining the public order essential to the survival and 

welfare of the kingdom while at the same time assuring to 

individuals the liberty necessary to Britain's further 

progress. 

This dissertation has examined the performance of the 

police in managing the militant suffragette movement and 

industrial disturbances during the years from 1906 to 1912. 

It has tried to discover whether the British police served 

positively to balance the conflict between order and liberty 

250 
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and as an by-product, perhaps an inadvertent one, to set a 

condition for further social reform, or did the police 

function negatively as a barrier to required social change. 

The author understands that human behavior, especially a 

collective one, is so complex that any given explanation of 

human experience is best seen as a viewpoint rather than a 

fact. After the study of the police's search for order and 

liberty through their dealings with the suffragettes and the 

unions, the author sees, rather than proves, that the 

British police system was a relatively democratic 

institution. Under the control of Parliament and the rule 

of law, the police fulfilled their responsibility of 

assuring public order at the cost of minimum lives and 

injuries, and they protected individual liberty 

substantially, though they did not manage the suffragette 

movement as impartially as they dealt with the unions' 

strike mobilizations. Compared with the police in a 

conservative or repressive state, the British police force 

was indeed "a condition, not a denial, of liberty within the 

restraints of law," as T. A. Critchley has argued.1 The 

police served positively to balance the confrontation 

between order and liberty during the period from 1906 to 

1912 and to set a condition for future progress. 

Although the police appeared often in the forefront of 

the battle against mass mobilizations and shouldered their 

1Critchley, A History of Police, xiii. 
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responsibility for assuring order and liberty, the 

Government was their master. As a democratic government, 

the Liberal administration was obligated to guard the 

survival and the welfare of the kingdom, which the 

administration believed would come from maintaining order 

and making progress through reform. On the one hand, the 

Cabinet felt compelled to defend established order. On the 

other hand, the Prime Minister and his ministers felt forced 

sometimes to restructure the existing order by assimilating 

new groups, such as women and workers, within the 

established political and social structure. 

Power was the prize in defending and restructuring the 

existing order. On the surface the suffragettes demanded 

women's suffrage, and the unionists pressed for a better 

life. The real issue, frequently implicit, not explicit, 

was power, which was the essence of the entire history of 

the confrontation between order and liberty during the 

period of 1906-1912. 

By 1910, while the power of the women's suffrage 

movement did not threaten the survival of the Liberals, the 

Government respected, at least reluctantly, the 

suffragettes' rights to advance their claims for women 

suffrage. By mid-1910, however, the Cabinet decided to 

prevent women from having the vote, because Lloyd George and 

other ministers agreed that the amended Conciliation Bill 

would enfranchise mostly women of the propertied class and 
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would thus strengthen the power of the Conservatives. Faced 

with the Liberals' delaying tactics, the suffragettes began 

to take militant action, such as window-breaking and 

collective hunger-strikes in prison. In response, the 

Liberal administration took aggressive action to repress the 

militants, including inflicting heavier penalties upon 

convicted demonstrators and adopting the policy of using 

force to feed suffragette prisoners who refused food. 

Regarding the Liberals' being in power as a top priority, 

the Cabinet simply refused to absorb women within the 

existing political structure. 

Compared with its position on that problem, the 

Government was in a relatively more neutral position when it 

met the challenge of unions' strike mobilization. Strikes 

signified fundamentally a confrontation between employers 

and employees. Owners fought continuously for their own 

profits and were determined to maintain the established 

economic structure. Workers battled for a better life and 

struggled to create a new—and in their eyes a more just— 

economic system. The Liberal administration did not openly 

take either side in the industrial dispute, but it tried to 

serve as a neutral mediator. The labor dispute, however, 

often caused serious disturbances which threatened public 

order and strikes which menaced the public supply of the 

necessities of life. The Government therefore had to 

intervene in the dispute to maintain public order and to 
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assure the normal supply of daily necessities. This 

governmental involvement raised the issues of the rights of 

owners to pursue their own business in their own way, of 

non-union laborers to work, and of unionists to strike and 

picket peacefully. This intervention was so complex that 

ultimately the administration did not manage the industrial 

unrest absolutely impartially. Whenever strikes greatly 

threatened public order, the supply of the necessities of 

life, and especially the survival of the existing economic 

system, the Government eventually limited, if it did not 

suppress, the unions' mobilization. Thus it indirectly 

aided, if it did not support, the employers. The London 

Transport Workers Strike in 1911 proved the dangerous power 

of the general strike, but also testified to the invincible 

power of the Liberal administration to maintain the 

established economic structure. 

Protest within the existing political and social 

structure contains two elements: the right to protest and 

the limit to protest. While the former receives general 

agreement, the latter involves the controversial problem of 

determining how far to tolerate the right to protest. When 

protest develops into violence and disorder, it becomes 

intolerable. In a constitutional democracy, the right to 

protest is an issue of liberty; a limit to protest, order. 

Always being the most immediately vulnerable representatives 

of authority, the police protected various individual 
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rights, provided they did not conflict with their 

definitions of the public interest. During the years from 

1906 to 1912 both the suffragettes and the unionists caused 

severe disorders and used individual liberty to threaten 

established order. While the radicals demanded political 

and economic reform, the British police faced protests, 

demonstrations, and strikes. Functioning mainly as a 

bulwark against disorder, the British police, sometimes with 

the support of the military, made up the force of order. 

During conflicts between order and liberty, it is 

justifiable for a government to emphasize order, not 

liberty, if it is to fulfill its responsibility for 

impartially supporting the conditions essential for 

everyone's pursuit of his own interest. When the Liberal 

administration developed aggressive policies to repress the 

suffragette movement, it was only trying to protect its own 

power, not the general public welfare, and its actions were 

not justified. In contrast, when it used police and 

soldiers to press union leaders to conclude the London 

Transport Workers Strike in 1911, that was a legitimate 

action. 

The British police system itself was a relatively 

democratic institution during these years of great unrest. 

Under the control of Parliament and the rule of law, the 

police force served lawfully to assure public order and to 

protect individual liberty. The police force were also 
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under the able guidance of the Home Office. Although the 

local police lacked formal links with central government, 

the British police, including the Metropolitan Police and 

the local police, were supervised by the Home Secretary and 

his subordinates. When the police strayed from their 

generally democratic role, it was usually at the direction 

of the politicians. In general, however, the politicians 

acted with sensitivity to the issues, and tried to address 

situations in such a way that liberty and order remained in 

balance. For example, when Home Secretary Churchill took 

over the office from Herbert Gladstone, he thought that the 

treatment of suffragettes had erred in the direction of 

repression, and he initiated Rule 243a, which promised 

better treatment of suffragette prisoners. Faced with the 

union movement, Churchill and the Cabinet adopted policies 

that secured the necessities of life during the London 

Transport Strike and protected the railway during the 

national railway strike. At the same time, Churchill always 

respected workmen's right to picket peacefully. 

Police administrators from Mayne and Rowan loyally 

supported the democratic ideals that the politicians 

insisted upon. Though the police might have tried to 

develop in anti-democratic ways, as the police in other 

countries tended to do, they either restrained themselves, 

or their political masters restrained them, from straying 

from the rule of law. Frequently the police or the Home 
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Office asked opinions on their actions from the Law Officers 

of the Crown, and those opinions guided their work. 

In sum, dealing with grave disorders and maintaining 

the security of the state were the primary duties of the 

British police during the years from 1906 to 1912. As the 

force of order in a democracy, the police had to use their 

power to control the crowds in the disruptions the militant 

suffragettes and the active unionists caused. They had to 

intervene in a suffragette demonstration or an industrial 

disturbance without violating the rights of suffragettes to 

advance their claim for suffrage, of employers to pursue 

their own business in their own way, of non-union laborers 

to work, and of unionists to strike and picket peacefully. 

It was difficult for the police to cope absolutely 

impartially with the conflict between order and liberty. 

The law itself offered no precise answer to the 

question of how threatening the suffragettes, and the 

unionists' actions must be to public security to justify 

legal suppression through police action. The police system 

itself was not an independent one. It answered ultimately 

to the political rulers of the nation. From 1906 through 

the period examined in this dissertation that meant the 

police answered to a Liberal cabinet. Since the Liberal 

administration was the police's master, the Metropolitan 

Police Commissioner and local police authorities were 

fundamentally followers of the Home Secretary. Therefore, 
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the Government played a key role in directing the police in 

managing the militant suffragette movement and the 

industrial disturbances. 

This guidance had both positive and negative 

consequences. On the one hand, under the control of 

Parliament, the rule of law, and the direction of the Home 

Office, the British police system became and remained a 

relatively democratic institution. On the other hand, 

despite the democratic emphasis the Liberal Cabinet brought 

to these crises, the police functioned as a conservative, if 

not repressive, force of the Government in coping with the 

Women's Suffrage Movement. 

In general, the police tried to assure order and 

security to the country, while they often struggled to 

protect various kinds of individual right. Dealing mainly 

lawfully with the grave unrest resulting from the militant 

suffragette rebellion and the union strike mobilization 

during the years from 1906 to 1912, the British police 

served, under the substantial control of the Government, 

positively to balance the conflict between order and liberty 

and to set a condition for future social reform, especially 

in their management of industrial unrest. 
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